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PREFACE
In Pursuit of the Autobiographical
Life stories have always been an important part of my world. As an inquisitive
seventh grader living in a small rural Ohio town, I began to construct my family tree. I
wanted to know about the lives of my grandparents’ parents, my great-great aunts,
cousins, and those who came before them. I began filling in the blanks with the names of
my relatives and became curious about the stories behind those relationships I’d listed.
On one occasion, I interviewed my paternal grandfather by asking him to tell me the story
of how he proposed to my grandmother. He told me their story in his quiet way, revealing
more about my working-class family than I had known up to that point in my life. Later
during my junior year in high school, I asked my maternal grandmother about her
family’s history as I sat with her only a few years before her death in a nursing home
facility. She told me as much as she could remember about her family’s journey from the
hills of West Virginia to Holmes County, Ohio, while continually reminding me how
proud she was that I was planning to be one of her first grandchildren (out of 65) to
attend college.
I was careful to record the history of my family and document every name and
detail uttered during these encounters, even recording many of my interviews. I asked my
parents and grandparents for photographs, too, thinking that these physical artifacts
somehow proved the existence of people I would never know personally. In addition to
those gathered from family members, I took a few photographs of my own, several of my
paternal grandfather’s farm, the place where his grandfather and grandmother originally
settled when they came to the United States during the 1800s from Switzerland. I took
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rubbings from my great-grandparents’ tombstones in the country graveyard that still
stands less than a mile from where my parents live. I logged the fact that the road on
which I grew up bears my family name because of my great-great-grandparents’ courage
to settle in a place where no other homes were built. I wanted to make sure I could not
only identify, but also understand who and where I came from.
In 2002, I entered a Master’s Degree program at The Ohio State University in the
Department of Comparative Studies. During the spring semester of 2003, I took a course
with Dr. Julia Watson on women’s autobiography and life narrative. The course was
titled “Women Writing Diasporan Lives,” and it introduced me to a variety of authors I
had never read before, such as Ken Bugul, Theresa Cha, Michelle Cliff, Eva Hoffman,
Erika Lopez, Audre Lorde, Sally Morgan, and Sheila and Sandra Ortiz Taylor. Because I
had read primarily fiction up to this point in my life having worked for a large
commercial publisher in New York City between my undergraduate and graduate careers,
this course was one of my first introductions to the world of autobiographical narratives.
Not only did I encounter primary sources in this class, but also I learned about the
theoretical concerns as well as the conventions associated with the study of
autobiography and life narrative.
Because I had always thought of my project documenting stories as a hobby, I
was quite surprised to see published books that showcased so informally family trees and
personal photographs alongside very private narratives. Of course I had read
autobiographies before this class; however, the kinds of texts I had read were those
written by philosophers or important historical figures, like Rousseau, Augustine, and
Benjamin Franklin. Or even texts like Henry Ford’s life story in which he discusses
assembly line production of the Model T. What I learned in this course was that
published writers told stories of self that included family documents; they were often
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searching for the same sorts of things I had been hoping to find in my family’s past.
Particular to this course was the relation of each text to a Diaspora, a lost homeland that
often no longer existed. As a result of my previous undergraduate studies on Latin
America and the Spanish language, I was particularly drawn to Sheila Ortiz Taylor and
Sandra Ortiz Taylor’s co-authored collage text Imaginary Parents: A Family
Autobiography (1996). While many things immediately caught my attention about this
text, the most amazing part of the book for me was the photographs included of Sandra
Ortiz Taylor’s installations created from found objects. What had appealed to me about
this text, the inclusion of images created by a co-author, the rejection of chorological
time, and the family memories of a people trying to decide if they identified as Chicano
or not, challenged the definitions of autobiography that I brought with me into this
course. I wrote my final paper on this text, “Familial, Autobiographical Representation:
The Ironic Subversion of Societal Conventions Revealed in Imaginary Parents by Sheila
Ortiz Taylor and Sandra Ortiz Taylor.” I imagined I had done a thorough job in
explicating a complicated life narrative as I theorized the form Sheila and Sandra
employed to demonstrate how their family had occasionally subverted stereotypes, for
example in terms of class, of Mexican Americans in the US during the early- to midtwentieth century.
This paper, as well as the Ortiz Taylor sisters, followed me throughout the next
year as I completed my MA. I reworked the seminar paper into a chapter of my thesis,
one that I named “Family Case History Subverted in Imaginary Parents by Sheila Ortiz
Taylor and Sandra Ortiz Taylor.” Together with two other chapters, one on Carolina
Maria de Jesus’ Child of the Dark (1960) and the other on Cristina Garcia’s Dreaming in
Cuban (1992), Imaginary Parents held a prominent place in my overall Master’s
experience. In my thesis I examined how these three authors represented identity as
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inescapably affiliated with their respective communities while they challenged traditional
definitions of autobiography through the forms crafted. During my thesis defense, one of
my committee members, Dr. Ruby Tapia, a women’s studies professor, asked me,
“Where do you fit into this project as a scholar?” Although I do not remember now, I
must have offered an answer at that moment; however, I did not realize the importance of
her question at the time. I knew I had worked hard on a project that was important to me,
but I did not exactly know how I fit into that particular line of inquiry.
That question, like my interest in Imaginary Parents, followed me to a Ph.D.
program at the University of Texas at Austin. I continued to ask myself “Who am I as a
scholar?” and “Why have I chosen Imaginary Parents or rather, why has it chosen me?”
Hoping to continue to pursue the topic I examined in my thesis and find an answer to the
question posed by Dr. Tapia, I took Dr. Domino Perez’s graduate seminar entitled
“Chicana/os in Literature and Popular Culture” during my first semester in Austin. In this
course, I found the missing theoretical and cultural frameworks that have helped me
ultimately make the argument I do later in this project about the works of Sheila Ortiz
Taylor. It was in this course that I noticed in various readings that Chicanas, often unlike
their Chicano counterparts, had begun to alter the generic conventions of autobiography
to accommodate their own lived experiences. Frequently their texts did not even
physically look like other autobiographies I had read in the past, dispensing with genre
boundaries altogether and focusing on material objects. They have, in the words of
Genaro M. Padilla, “wedged open” traditional genre boundaries “to alternate forms of
self-representation” that recognize their lives as lived. In other words, they did not
change themselves to fit the form; instead, they changed the form.
The way that I have decided to answer the “How do you fit in this project”
question resides in lived experiences. While lived experiences may not always be
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glamorous and are often complicated by social, economic, or other factors, they are
important and deserve to be documented and recognized. How does one tell those
difficult stories that are often entangled in race, class, and gender? Why is the form of the
telling so important? In my genealogical research, I uncovered family feuds as well as a
legacy of hardworking people. My mother is the second youngest of fourteen children,
nine boys and five girls. She grew up with older brothers going off to war and sisters
taking care of younger siblings, surviving with her family under very modest conditions.
This life was a life that she had said little about to her own children who grew up in much
different circumstances surrounded by luxuries she never knew. These kinds of silences
also permeate the early lives of the Ortiz Taylor sisters. For this reason, they decide to
excavate the past both visually and textually in order to re-tell their family myths and
traditions and secrets, honoring the memories of those whose stories were silenced. In my
theorizing of these authors’ texts, I desire to wedge open a space for the examination of
new forms in autobiography studies as well as contemporary Chicano genre studies.
What happens when these fields of inquiry are broken open by Chicana/os who defy
conventions or make up their own? My project holds up dichos, photographs, recipes,
songs, installations, archives, missals, performance, stand-up comedy, and other forms of
material and popular culture as imperative points of inquiry in the study of life writing.
My preoccupation with storytelling has ultimately led me to a scholarly pursuit.
No longer is my interest in this topic merely a hobby. I have spent the last several years
investigating form in the life stories of the authors in my study; however, I have also
continued to uncover my own family secrets and tensions, reconciling those questions I
had about my past with the choices I make in the present.
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Acculturation (1971), and Richard Rodriguez in Hunger of Memory: The Education of
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identity, and truth. Rather than establishing a kind of literary nationalism, at the time, that
rejected Anglo literary conventions, particularly in the field of autobiography, Villarreal,
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autobiographical conventions in their texts, ones they read and admired while growing up
as Mexican Americans in the 1950s and 1960s. In contrast to these earlier Mexican
American writers, Chicanas such as Cherríe Moraga, Gloria Anzaldúa, and Norma Elia
Cantú, offer alternative, multi-generic models of life narrative.
In my project, I consider the ways in which Chicano self-writing carves out a
space of racial representation and how that form, originated and altered by the Chicana/os
mentioned above, has evolved to accommodate and even embrace such forms as dichos,
myths, recipes, photographs, letters, poems, among others. Chicana authors Sheila Ortiz
Taylor, Sandra Ortiz Taylor, Pat Mora, and Michele Serros employ various
autobiographical strategies to establish a self-narrated tradition that differs from the
works of early Chicano writers. Following in the footsteps of his Chicana predecessors,
Luis Alberto Urrea, too, challenges form to tell the story of his life. These writers do not
simply “modify” or “adapt” existing genres; rather, they make and remake an entire
corpus of related autobiographical genres in order to participate in the larger literary
tradition of life narrative.
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INTRODUCTION
“Everything I wrote was truth”: Emergence of a Self-Writing Tradition
in Contemporary Chicano Literature
Before and throughout the years of the Chicano Civil Rights Movement, during
the 1960s and early 1970s approximately, Mexican American male authors began
employing both semi-autobiographical and autobiographical modes to document their life
experiences.1 The Chicano self-writing tradition, like el movimiento itself, was born out
an urgency to represent oneself, to authorize self and community. Certainly, as Genaro
M. Padilla details in his book-length study My History, Not Yours: The Formation of
Mexican American Autobiography (1993), Mexican Americans have put their lives to
paper prior to the years of el movimiento through diaries, official documents, speeches,
personal correspondence, and corridos, among other generic forms.2 In this project,
however, I begin my analysis with authors who voice their selves immediately before and
after the Chicano Movement because I am interested in how these authors, unlike some
of their predecessors that Padilla examines, initiate a different kind of tradition that relies
heavily on Western autobiographical forms. Authors like José Antonio Villarreal in
Pocho (1959), Ernesto Galarza in Barrio Boy: The Story of a Boy’s Acculturation (1971),
and Richard Rodriguez in Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard Rodriguez
(1982), in their efforts to represent self and narrative multiple selves, wrote what many
see as the foundational texts that speak to or enliven Mexican American experiences
during this formative period.3 Upon closer consideration, we see the ways in which these
early texts initiate and create on-going conversations about form, fiction, identity, and
truth. Rather than establishing a kind of literary nationalism, at the time, that rejected
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Anglo literary conventions, particularly in the field of autobiography, Villarreal, Galarza,
and Rodriguez mirror many of the Western, male, heteronormative, autobiographical
conventions in their texts, ones they read and admired while growing up as Mexican
Americans in the 1950s and 1960s. Because all are preoccupied with assimilation, it is,
therefore, no mistake that they replicate dominative forms. In contrast to these earlier
Chicano and Mexican American writers, Chicanas such as Cherríe Moraga, Gloria
Anzaldúa, and Norma Elia Cantú, offer alternative, multi-generic models of life narrative.
My study, therefore, adds to the dialogue that Padilla initiates and advances the
larger conversations surrounding identity formation and life narrative into the late
twentieth century. In my project, I consider the ways in which Chicano self-writing
carves out a space of racial representation and how that form, originated and altered by
the Chicana/os mentioned above, has evolved to accommodate and even embrace such
forms as dichos, myths, recipes, photographs, letters, poems, and various other modes of
life narrative. Very few critics have engaged with the authors I have chosen for my study.
Chicana authors Sheila Ortiz Taylor, Sandra Ortiz Taylor, Pat Mora, and Michele Serros
employ various autobiographical strategies to establish a self-narrated tradition that
differs from the works of early Chicano writers. Following in the footsteps of his Chicana
predecessors, Luis Alberto Urrea, too, challenges form to tell the story of his life. Unlike
his Chicano forefathers, he employs multi-generic strategies to get at an ever-evolving
truth at the center of his storytelling. By writing their life stories, these authors heighten
awareness surrounding cultural and national issues, recognizing that multi-generic
approaches best accommodate their varied and dynamic identities. These writers do not
simply “modify” or “adapt” existing genres; rather, they make and remake an entire
corpus of related autobiographical genres.
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EARLY CHICANO AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Published in 1959, Pocho offers readers an epic narrative that interrogates the
limitations of assimilation for first generation Mexican Americans like Richard Rubio,
the main character. Richard shares the narrative space with his father, however, at least at
the beginning of the text. In the first pages of the story, Juan Manuel Rubio, a Mexican
war hero in Villa’s army, begins his northward movement from Mexico City. His journey
ends in Santa Clara, California, where despite raising a large family, he maintains his
dream of return to his beloved patria. In this way, Mexican American identity formation
takes center stage in this semi-autobiographical narrative. Ramón Saldívar describes the
novel in this way:
Pocho has always been somewhat of an embarrassment to Chicanos. Even
the preface to the Anchor paperback edition attempts to apologize for the
novel. Richard’s rejection of his father’s values (“who the hell were his
people?” [162]), his statements that “codes of honor are stupid” (108), his
rejection of the Catholic faith (‘“I no longer believe in God,’ he said…and
at last he was free” [172]), and, finally his departure at the novel’s end to
join the United States armed forces in the months after Pearl Harbor are
seen as assimilationist tendencies, indicating an uncritical acceptance of
“melting pot” theories of American immigration. (65)
As is clear from the passages Saldívar includes, Richard struggles with the lifeways of his
traditional Mexican family. He goes to school in California, where English is the
language of instruction, and realizing that education is the key to his future, not
necessarily labor or the Mexican or Mexican American community from which he
comes, he faces a complex dilemma. Whose path does Richard choose to follow? He
knows he cannot choose the path of his Mexican father, a man hardened by a foreign war
3

he himself never knew. He also rejects his mother’s Catholic faith. The intellectual and
emotional independence he discovers at school and in areas outside of the home offers
him the opportunities he does not find within his family. As the oldest and only male
child in his family, Richard struggles with the promises of assimilation as he comes up
against the ethnic and racial realities in his community.
Like Richard, José Antonio Villarreal was born and grew up in California, the son
of a Mexican migrant worker, who fought with Pancho Villa in Mexico’s Revolution of
the early 1900s. In an interview, Villarreal states, “[Pocho] was an attempt to share my
experiences of growing up in an old country traditional way, breaking away from that
culture and going on to a new way of life, yet still holding on to the traditional ways that
were good and adding to them the new things I liked in the Anglo-American society”
(Jiménez 67). Villarreal uses Pocho to work out his conflicted identities; he is both
Mexican and American, living in the United States. In his own words, Villarreal
describes his life as a new construction, holding onto traditional values he saw reflected
in his community while at the same time taking from his new culture what appealed to
him. Saldívar recognizes Villarreal’s tie to the world he creates in Pocho: “Villarreal
offers us not so much a slice of reality as he does a representation of the cultural rules and
conventions by which the fictional character Juan Rubio, and real men like him, dealt
with that reality” (60). Villarreal reports the truths of war, hard labor, and poverty, among
other things, as he and others growing up Mexican in southern California during the
1930s and 1940s experienced them.
In this way, Villarreal creates an ethnographic fiction in Pocho, describing the
real world conditions of Mexicans and Mexican Americans in fictional circumstances. He
discusses his first published piece and the complications surrounding its generic category:
“[E]verything I wrote was truth: it was fiction, but it was truth […] In Pocho it was very
4

important to me to show things that I had seen” (Sedore 78, 82). This blurring of truth in
fiction opens a space for later writers in my study. As Saldívar observes:
Together with Paredes’ With His Pistol in His Hand, Pocho changes the
world of literature in general and American literature in particular by
opening a place for Chicano literature, a place from which future Chicano
authors might open up the vistas of the genre of the novel and of other
narrative forms to their own significant culture. From the perspective of
literary history, therefore, the historical phenomenon of cultural
consciousness expressed by later Chicano writers can become a reality
only after Richard Rubio postulates his own identity as a new and different
source of personal, cultural, and political consciousness. At least this
recognition is due Villarreal’s first novel. (70)4
While many such as Ramón Eduardo Ruiz,5 who wrote the introduction to the Doubleday
paperback edition, disagree about the value of Pocho as a novel, Villarreal is often
credited with the esteemed title of “Founder of Chicano Literature” for this semiautobiographical account of his life; however, by his own admission, it appears that he is
actually one of the first Chicanos to publish a life narrative. Nothing needs to be
invented; names are simply changed.
Rather than form, what makes this novel contentious is its ultimate support of
assimilation. Over the course of the text, Richard vacillates between belonging to
multiple communities, such as his gang of boyhood friends, the pachuco zootsuiters,
newly arrived Mexicans, and liberal intellectuals, and isolating himself in books or with
his Anglo friend Mary. Although Richard struggles with self-identification throughout, he
ultimately rejects the identity of his Mexican and Mexican American family while yet not
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being fully accepted by Anglos. Richard finally arrives at self-determination near the end
of the novel, realizing his power to live for himself alone:
I can be a part of everything, he thought, because I am the only one
capable of controlling my destiny … Never—no, never—will I allow
myself to become a part of a group—to be classified, to lose my
individuality…I will not become a follower, nor will I allow myself to
become a leader, because I must be myself and accept for myself only that
which I value, and not what is being valued by everyone else these days.
(152-3)
Richard belongs to no group, denying his first language and the community offered to
him by his home and neighborhood. In the end, he chooses flight, leaving his family to
enlist to defend a country that has not yet recognized him as one of its full citizens. As
the last line of the text reminds him, “he knew that for him there would never be a
coming back” (187). He could not recoup what he had lost and was not quite yet aware of
what, if anything, he had gained. He breaks from his family to start out alone in the
world, embracing an individualism that has seemingly bought him his freedom.
As a result of Richard’s assimilation, becoming a man who has rejected his
Mexican culture in favor of American individualism, Villarreal received much criticism
from those involved more politically in the Chicano movement. When asked how he
reacts to being called a Chicano writer, Villarreal responds:
I don’t react at all to being called a Chicano writer, although I don’t think
of myself as one. This last is not only because of semantics—the word
Chicano does not mean to me what it means to the movement. In its
current meaning, the word strongly connotes political implications, and I
am not a political hack. Lest I be misunderstood, however, I do not reject
6

inclusion in this group, because certainly I’m a part of the movement. Yet
I think of myself as a writer, and if I should do something good, it will be
for the world I live in, not merely for a select group. The goal of the
Chicano writer is not uncommon to mine, however, and we use the same
tools. It is obvious that if I am not the first Chicano writer, I can’t deny
being a precursor of writings about our people. We use the same ethnic
theme because it belongs to us, because it is rich, and because it is
basically unknown to readers in the English language. (Jiménez 68-9)
Villarreal desires recognition as a writer, not the label of Chicano writer. When asked
about his literary influences, he replies, “My greatest influence […] has been English
literature, specifically I acknowledge the influence of James Joyce, William Faulkner,
and when I was young, Thomas Wolfe. When writing Pocho I was very much aware of
these three” (70). Also citing The Adventures of Huck Finn (1884) as a favorite book,
Villarreal writes in a Western, male tradition that has been willing only to see him and
those who look like him in a very limited way. Villarreal initiates a particular kind of
Chicano life narrative tradition, one strongly influenced by fiction but that is also epic
and multigenerational like many of Faulkner’s works, that embraces the coming-of-age
narrative, not unlike Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916), and that
showcases the adventures of childhood, like Huck Finn. Although he does not call the
main character José Antonio Villarreal, he bases his narrative on the truths of real life
experiences and the styles of authors that he read while pursuing his studies in school. He
particularizes his efforts to create characters that make Mexicans and Mexican Americans
visible in a landscape where they had previously been overlooked.
Following in the Western tradition that Villarreal replicates in Pocho, Ernesto
Galarza publishes Barrio Boy: The Story of a Boy’s Acculturation in 1971. Like many
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other immigrant Mexicans living in California during the early 1900s, Galarza finds
himself in a country where race and class deeply affect the access he has to work and
education. He finds he must acculturate to have any success in his new home. This text is
a retrospective, coming-of-age narrative that describes Galarza’s own childhood in
Jalcocotán, Mexico, living with his extended family in a peaceful mountain community.
Unrest comes to his village though and causes young Ernesto and his family to journey
North, which he eventually realizes translates as travel toward the United States. Galarza
was born at the beginning of a very difficult period in Mexico that resulted in the
Revolution of 1910. Fearing the violence of the Revolution, the Galarza family begins
migrating North to the United States, stopping temporarily in various towns along the
way earning money to fund the remainder of their journey. After settling in Sacramento,
Galarza begins the process of acculturation he alludes to in the subtitle of the book.
Somewhat more fortunate than other Mexican immigrant children in his ability to
assimilate to the American public school system, Galarza becomes a successful student.
Encountering teachers who supported his continued use of Spanish and “roasted racial
hatreds out” of their pupils, Galarza learns to speak English and succeeds as an official
translator for his multiethnic and multilingual barrio community (211). The text closes
with Galarza’s impending entrance into high school. Beyond the scope of the narrative,
Galarza goes on to graduate from high school and then earns a B.A. from Occidental
College in Los Angeles. Subsequently, he succeeds in obtaining an M.A. in history from
Stanford in 1929 and later receives his Ph.D. from Columbia University with honors in
history.
In both its content and construction, Barrio Boy follows the more traditional
Anglo forms of autobiography talking about a life retrospectively from a young age to
that of maturity. At times Barrio Boy takes on the characteristics of nostalgic
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ethnography, a type of writing about a society done by an outsider or a participant
observer, specifically to record the practices of that community for the purpose of cultural
study or preservation. The text details a perfect past as Galarza informs his audience
about the traditions of his home in Jalcocotán, Mexico, including exhaustive accounts of
daily life like work duties as well as food preparation techniques. Critic and
anthropologist Renato Rosaldo defines classic ethnography as “a genre of social
description,” an account “usually moved upward from environment and subsistence
through family and kinship to religion and spiritual life” (31). Alternatively,
autoethnography, a form crafted by a cultural insider, which more accurately describes
the genre of Barrio Boy, explains a shared worldview and the author’s sense of
community. This form could even be defined generally as a written self-reflection of a
social past. This last definition though does not leave it very far from the generic
conventions of autobiography.
In these generic categories complicated issues arise about who can speak for
whom and how to construct the self. Cultural anthropologist Deborah E. Reed-Danahay
writes, “[Autoethnography] synthesizes both a postmodern ethnography, in which the
realist conventions and objective observer position of standard ethnography have been
called into question, and a postmodern autobiography, in which the notion of the
coherent, individual self has been similarly called into question” (2). Galarza takes up the
conventions of this genre; he reports a collective self, a layered self made up of multiple
members of the many communities in which he or she dwells, by informing his reader
about the specific roles of his mother, his aunt, his uncles, and even his own chores
around the home and the rituals of his village. He takes great pride in describing his home
and the animals the family owns. Later he continues this practice in regards to his barrio
life in California. As Reed-Danahay claims, “[T]he autoethnograher is a boundary9

crosser, and the role can be characterized as that of a dual identity” (3). Galarza acts as a
boundary-crosser in this text, offering an insider’s view into the daily lives of his family
and other Mexican American/Chicano families who have migrated to the US. Galarza’s
work serves as a foundational text in both form and approach, one Norma Elia Cantú’s
text Canícula: Snapshots of a Girlhood en la frontera (1995) expands and alters as I
discuss later.
Though published eleven years after Galarza’s account, Richard Rodriguez’s
Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard Rodriguez (1982) adds to the corpus of
Mexican American assimilation life narratives by offering readers an intellectual
autobiography of how a scholarship boy becomes a writer and professor of English
Renaissance literature.6 In six essays, Rodriguez relates his childhood and entrance into
adulthood as an American of Mexican descent who grows up, due to “an accident of
geography,” in a wealthy white neighborhood (11). He describes the private life of his
childhood with the soothing sounds of Spanish in his home as it contrasts with the public
world he encounters when he goes to Catholic school. His parents are encouraged to
speak English in the home, which changes the comfortable atmosphere he has always
known. Similar to Richard’s experiences in Pocho, Rodriguez offers a “middle-class
pastoral,” singing the praises of his working-class past while highlighting the ways in
which education has separated him from that idyllic time. In crafting this story,
Rodriguez emphasizes the losses he has experienced. He no longer communicates deeply
with his family and has long since been forced, in his opinion, to abandon Spanish, the
private language of his birth. Other issues Rodriguez spends time addressing include the
color of his skin and the way in which the Catholic Church has influenced his life. He
discusses the unfair policies wrapped up in affirmative action as well as the dangers of
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bilingual education. Having benefited from affirmative action himself, he laments that
those who are truly underprivileged do not get to enjoy the same successes he has had.
As an autobiography, this text, like Barrio Boy, begins with a subject at a young
age and follows him into adulthood. Rodriguez enters school in Sacramento, California,
knowing only 50 words of English and completes his graduate studies writing his
dissertation in the reading room of the British Museum. Rodriguez stresses the losses
associated with social and cultural assimilation, specifically how his educational
opportunities have separated him from his working-class family. He gives up his
language and the comforts of a private life for public success in America. As Ellie D.
Hernández argues, “The autobiography of Richard Rodriguez thus corresponds to the
withdrawal of the ‘I’ that he associates with his Mexican family and his private life and
the designation of his public ‘I,’ which is capable of renouncing his past” (149). Like
Villarreal and Galarza before him, he claims a uniquely individual subject position in this
text, rejecting a communal subjectivity in order to focus on the self. While he reaps
academic success as well as financial gain using this strategy, he loses his family, culture,
and native language. Autobiography allows Rodriguez the opportunity to not only convey
these losses but to confront them as well. In “An American Writer,” Rodriguez asserts:
Autobiography is the genre of the discontinuous life […] Augustine
remembers his past to divorce himself from it yet again, to strengthen
resolve, reinforce new habit. This, surely, is one of the functions of
autobiography; one remembers the past in order to relegate it. But there
seems to me an opposite function of autobiography. One can remember
the past as a means of finding connection, healing the break in the
discontinuous life. (8)
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Rodriguez uses the life narrative tradition initiated by Villarreal and Galarza to heal the
breaks in his discontinuous past. He continues, “Initially I wanted to face the painful past,
to confront the moment of fracture, in order to understand better the change in my life
[…] But if writing an autobiography forced me to confront the divorce between the
Spanish-speaking boy and the English-speaking man, something else happened too. I
sensed a continuity in my life” (8). Rodriguez puts the pieces of his life back together; he
discovers a sense of continuity through the repair work he attempts during the
autobiographical process.
Although the issues he speaks about are very important ones regarding Mexican
American assimilation in the US and often not found in the works of his predecessors, the
tone of these accounts is almost always patronizing and self-promoting. Rodriguez lifts
himself up as a “model minority” figure who succeeds by letting go of any and all native
cultural traditions. Speaking about his cultural influences, Rodriguez states, “I have come
to this lecture room, to face a room full of strangers, to say that I am an American like
you. Thomas Jefferson is my cultural forefather, not Benito Juárez. I claim Martin Luther
King. And Walt Disney. And Lucille Ball. And Elvis Presley. And Benjamin Franklin.
And Sister Mary Regis” (5). In this statement, Rodriguez stakes his claim as an
American; he no longer maintains a Mexican American worldview. In the Prologue to
Hunger, Rodriguez writes, “I have become notorious among certain leaders of America’s
Ethnic Left. I am considered a dupe, an ass, the fool—Tom Brown, the brown Uncle
Tom, interpreting the writing on the wall to a bunch of cigar-smoking pharaohs” (4).
Regardless of how he wants his audience to see him, Rodriguez has succeeded in adding
to the corpus of Mexican American self-writing, following in the tradition established
first by Anglo writers and then taken up by proto-Chicanos like Villarreal and Galarza.
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WESTERN LIFE NARRATIVE TRADITION
At this point, I have been begging the question of the Western autobiographical
tradition. My intention in doing this is to privilege Chicano life narratives; however, I
must now answer the question by describing exactly what I mean when I invoke the
“Western, male, heteronormative autobiographical tradition.” For centuries, critics and
scholars have done extensive research on the history of autobiography as a writing
practice and even as an oral performance, and while I do not wish to conduct a
comprehensive historiography, I do find it important to note a few keys points about the
ways in which the Western tradition of writing one’s life evolved.7 According to
autobiography scholar Robert Folkenflik:
The first published use of the term autobiography in any language […]
occurred in the adjectival form in the preface to the 1786 edition of Ann
Yearsley’s Poems as an “Autobiographical Narrative” of her strained
relations with her patron, Hannah More. Hence, the first use of any form
of the term appeared in the apologia of a lower-class woman poet
generally condescended to in literary histories under the name Lactilla, the
Milkmaid Poet […] the term autobiography and its synonym selfbiography, having never been used in earlier periods, appeared in the late
eighteenth century in several forms, in isolated instances in the seventies,
eighties, and nineties in both England and Germany with no sign that one
use influenced another. The two terms not only were invented but
reinvented during this period. (1-2, 5)
As with the founding of the Chicano self-writing tradition, autobiography as a genre
results from an urgency to represent oneself, consciously acting to identity a self from
any other. Hannah More’s “Autobiographical Narrative” was appended to the fourth
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edition of Yearsley’s Poems, on Several Occasions to tell her side of their quarrel,
distinguishing her social position and class status from that of Yearsley’s.8 Folkenflik
also provides information on the formation of early autobiographical conventions:
Our inquiry into the earliest uses of the term suggests several reasons why
the major tradition of autobiography began with (or slightly before) the
advent of Romanticism in the eighteenth century. First, such writings,
building upon eighteenth-century empiricism and individualism, were
encouraged by Romantic subjectivity and its expressive poetics. Second,
the Romantic search for origins and its child cult led writers to narrate
their own lives from the beginning, and to find more significance in their
early years. Third, the breakdown of the prestige of genres encouraged the
multiplicity of forms of writing. (8)
For these reasons, particular traits emerge in the early Western autobiographical tradition:
knowledge is derived from the experiences of the senses; individual lives become valued
subjects of discussion; and a search for origins leads to detailed examinations of various
childhood experiences in textual form. During this time, Western man embraces an
individual identity, recognizing his accomplishments and contributions to society.
As a result of its early relegation toward the generic margins in relationship to its
privileged cousins the novel, poetry, and drama, autobiography as a form has preceded its
criticism by many years. Only since the end of World War II has autobiography become a
genre worthy of study by literary critics.9 Autobiography criticism as a practice has
undergone three specific waves of inquiry to date. With his History of Autobiography in
Antiquity (1907), Georg Misch initiated the first wave of modern autobiography criticism.
This seminal work, however, was not translated into English until 1951, and only then
played a key role in the development of life narrative criticism. During this first wave of
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critical inquiry, scholars focused on the bios (life) of autobiography, choosing to focus on
“representative” lives, those of white males who interacted significantly with the public
realm, such as St. Augustine, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Benvenuto Cellini, John Stuart
Mill, Benjamin Franklin, and Henry David Thoreau. Autobiography critic James Olney
attributes the beginning of the second wave of autobiography criticism to the French
publication of Georges Gusdorf’s 1956 essay “Conditions et limites del’autobiographie,”
later translated by Olney as “Conditions and Limits of Autobiography.” In his essay,
Gusdorf contemplates the origins of the autobiographical form:
If Augustine’s Confessions offer us a brilliantly successful landmark right
at the beginning, one nevertheless recognizes immediately that this is a
late phenomenon in Western culture, coming at that moment when the
Christian contribution was grafted onto classical traditions. Moreover, it
would seem that autobiography is not to be found outside of our cultural
area; one would say that it expresses a concern peculiar to Western man, a
concern that has been of good use in his systematic conquest of the
universe and that he has communicated to men of other cultures; but those
men will thereby have been annexed by a sort of intellectual colonizing to
a mentality that was not their own. (29)
The forms found in texts like Pocho, Barrio Boy, and Hunger of Memory reflect that
intellectual colonizing that Gusdorf emphasizes as these proto-Chicano and Mexican
American life narratives simply mirror the genres their authors consumed while reading
Anglo writers in school classrooms. In his systematic conquest of the universe, Western
man influences the colonized, resulting in a mentality that, indeed, was not the natives’
own. Gusdorf continues, “Each of us tends to think of himself as the center of a living
space: I count, my existence is significant to the world, and my death will leave the world
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incomplete […] This conscious awareness of the singularity of each individual life is the
late product of a specific civilization” (29). Even from this early incarnation of
contemporary autobiography theory, Gusdorf classifies autobiography as a completely
Western form. He calls on the author of an autobiography to give “himself the job of
narrating his own history; what he sets out to do is to reassemble the scattered elements
of his individual life and to regroup them in a comprehensive sketch” (35). The concern
in this new stage shifts to encompass the autos (self) of autobiography, especially as
poststructuralists contested notions of a unified self and eroded concepts, like truth and
memory, that had previously gone unchallenged. Autobiography as a product becomes a
creative endeavor, a way to reimagine modes of storytelling, not simply a transcribed
memory of one’s uncomplicated selfhood.
Building on the theoretical statements of Gusdorf’s essay, in 1971 French
autobiography critic Philippe Lejeune publishes his study on autobiography called
L’Autobiographie en France. His essay “The Autobiographical Pact,” which he published
in 1973 offers his definition of autobiography: “A retrospective prose narrative written by
a real person concerning his own existence, where the focus is his individual life, in
particular the story of his personality” (4).10 He continues in this essay to stress that “the
autobiographical genre is a contractual genre,” meaning that there is a contract proposed
by the author to the reader, which determines the way in which a text is read. For
example, the reader looks to the title page for the author’s name and assumes that he or
she is reading autobiography when the author’s name is identical to that of the
protagonist. While Galarza and Rodriguez adhere to this traditional convention, later
writers like Cherríe Moraga and Norma Elia Cantú specifically challenge this “contract”
with the reader.
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Early autobiography critics like Gusdorf and Lejeune restrict their descriptions of
autobiography, including only the lives of great men, usually white men of European, or
Western, descent like Walt Whitman and John Adams, just to name two. The majority of
these autobiographers wrote under the terms that Gusdorf and Lejeune outline in their
definitions. They were all real men who wrote retrospective, comprehensive narratives
about their own lives. Women rarely figured prominently as subjects in autobiography.
And even if women were to attempt this genre, the female would always already be
defined in terms of the male and his discursive imagination. Though contemporary critics
have expanded their definitions greatly—even straying from definition all together—in
the years since Gusdorf and Lejeune first published their groundbreaking works,
recognizing that the genre is difficult to define and extremely flexible, when examining
the autobiographical production of women, or other underrepresented subjects, who are
writing from positions of multiple marginality, one must be particularly careful. Sidonie
Smith and Julia Watson assert, “Women’s autobiographical writing, seldom taken
seriously as a focus of study before the seventies, was not deemed appropriately
‘complex’ for academic dissertations, criticism, or the literary canon” (“Introduction” 4).
Women’s autobiography and the life narrative production of those occupying
marginalized positions challenges all components of the earlier definitions of
autobiography; however, the prominence of the subjects (white men of European descent,
in this case) helps to popularize the conventions of its form, establishing a tradition that,
for many years, excluded women and people of color.
In one of the first studies to explore the tradition of women’s autobiography critic
Estelle C. Jelinek testifies, “For women have had a very different history from men in all
realms, especially in the realm of promulgating the private self. As far back as Augustine,
men who have written autobiographies have done so from the privileged position of
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social, economic, and political acceptance. For women, such affirmation has been slow in
coming” (186). Women’s works are usually not retrospective, written at the end of a life,
and, while created by real people, not all examples of these kinds of life narrative place
the author as the subject of the text. Also, women’s autobiography and life narrative often
appeal to a self situated in community, instead of constructing the story of a single life.
Men’s autobiographies usually describe their professional successes and rarely deal with
the personal realm; women’s autobiography, however, emphasizes the personal and
domestic, usually focusing on their relationships with other people. Smith and Watson
note, “Academic and popular historians alike regarded it [women’s autobiography] as at
best a mine of biographical information and salty citations and deemed it too windy and
unreliable since life stories ‘stretch’ the truth to be worthy of critical investigation”
(“Introduction” 4-5). The only autobiographies deemed worthy of discussion were those,
mentioned above, constructed by white men of Western descent writing at the end of
their lives, crafting the story of their individual selves for the edification of all peoples
(Western men). As a result, during the early 1970s autobiography criticism experienced
another shift, a somewhat transitional one, in which women and minority writers began to
speak out, challenging the genre again, continuing to call into question Western
conventions of identity. The autos or “I” of autobiography evolves during this phase to
encompass a more communal sense of self and a different kind of representational
identity.
This shift continues through the 1990s, leading to a thorough reconceptualizing of
subjectivity: “Derridean deconstruction, Barthesian semiotics, and Foucaultian analysis
of the discursive regimes of power energized the dismantling of metaphysical
conceptions of self-presence, authority, authenticity, and truth” (Smith and Watson
Reading Autobiography 152). Because of this dismantling, Western notions of self and
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those early definitions of autobiography—even the term itself—are all but abandoned.
Life narrative has now become the more accepted term in the West in the twentieth
century. There are many different kinds of life narratives: ethnic life narratives, narratives
of exile, and even auto/biography, an autobiographical mode in which both
autobiography and biography appear. According to Smith and Watson, ethnic life
narrative is defined as a “mode of autobiographical narrative, emergent in ethnic
communities within or across nations, that negotiates ethnic identification around
multiple pasts and ‘multiple, provisional axes of organization’” (Reading Autobiography
194). Narratives of ethnic identity allow members of those communities to identify with
each other’s past experiences and current struggles within and outside of their home
space. While we may categorize the works in this study as ethnic life narratives, it is on
the form that their authors choose that I base my analysis. Smith and Watson continue,
“Narratives of exile inscribe a nomadic subject, set in motion for a variety of reasons and
now inhabiting cultural borderlands, who may or may not return ‘home,’ but who
necessarily negotiates cultural spaces of the in-between where ‘hybrid, unstable
identities’ are rendered palpable through the negotiation ‘between conflicting traditions—
linguistic, social, ideological’” (Reading Autobiography 194). These subjects negotiate a
fractured history and, at times, even a separation from their places of origin, searching for
home spaces that ultimately only exist “in-between.” Similarly, Smith and Watson
discuss auto/biography in this way, “Although the slash marks their fluid boundary, they
are in several senses different, even opposed, forms. The term also designates a mode of
the autobiographical that inserts biography/ies within an autobiography, or the converse,
a personal narrative within a biography” (Reading Autobiography 184). Auto/biography
marks the distinction between autobiography and biography, demonstrating that both
genres are employed in a single text.
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Theorists of life narrative have redefined how society thinks about particular life
issues for those who have occupied marginalized positions such as coming-of-age as a
marginal subject, motherhood, sexuality, and agency. Smith and Watson declare,
“Women’s autobiography is now a privileged site for thinking about issues of writing at
the intersection of feminist, postcolonial, and postmodern critical theories. Processes of
subject formation and agency occupy theorists of narrative and, indeed, of culture as
never before” (“Introduction” 5). Women, and other marginalized subjects, now have
models through which they can better write themselves. Life narrative has become a
powerful tool for those who had neither place of power nor space in public.
Autobiographies by women and people of color “are rich in the wide diversity of routes
by which women, in vastly different circumstances, have asserted their place as active
subjects challenging the oppressive representation and actions of powerful hierarchies,
not only in regard to their individual situation but [also] in terms of a social group” (Brée
xi). Marginalized subjects are no longer forced to place themselves in a wholly Anglo,
male, heteronormative frame; they have created a space of representation and validation
for their subjectivities through autobiographical modes in response to a hegemonic
system where they were forced to occupy object positions. In “Cultural Identity and
Cinematic Representation,” Stuart Hall asserts, “Perhaps instead of thinking of identity as
an already accomplished fact […] we should think, instead, of identity as a ‘production’
which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside
representation” (210). Hall’s definition of identity focuses on its fluid nature and its
constant evolution. He continues asking, “Is it only a matter of unearthing that which the
colonial experience buried and overlaid, bringing to light the hidden continuities it
suppressed? Or is a quite different practice entailed—not the rediscovery but the
production of identity? Not an identity grounded in the archaeology but in the retelling of
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the past?” (211-2). For this reason, autobiography, especially in the various forms crafted
by women, people of color, and other marginalized subjects, acts as a space for working
out and understanding those identities that are being both produced and retold.
In the third and current wave of autobiography criticism, theorists have shifted the
criteria of analysis further. While concerns with truth claims, formal structures, and
generic constraints have generally been displaced, critics are now more interested in
graphia,11 a careful examination of the act of composition and the performative nature of
the identities re-constructed. In this stage, critics have become increasingly interested in
the referentiality and relationality of life narrative. In her seminal text Autobiographics
(1994), feminist autobiography critic Leigh Gilmore theorizes autobiography as it
“analyze[s] how women use self-representation and its constitutive possibilities for
agency and subjectivity to become no longer primarily subject to exchange but subjects
who exchange the position of object for the subjectivity of self-representational agency”
(183). Carving out a space through life narrative construction, women have made
themselves visible, relational subjects of their own destinies. They have, as Gilmore says,
exchanged the position of object for the subjectivity of self-representational agency.
Gilmore takes this a step further and declares, “I think of autobiographics operating
within texts that have not been seen as autobiographies and occurring in the margins of
hegemonic discourses within cultural texts, in the social spaces carved in the interstices
of institutions, and so it is there that the terms of a different reading and retextualization
of the subject of autobiography must be located” (184). This call for a new, performative
subject of life narrative allows for the development of a positive model of
underrepresented groups who have written back to narratives of repression through
patriarchy, empowering themselves outside of the literary canon and the Western
tradition that has traditionally “othered” them in the past. The texts discussed in this
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project, indeed, provide “mirrors” for those subjects through which arises the possibility
to encounter their “own unvoiced aspirations.”

CHICANA FEMINISTS REACT
In response to the growing frustration with their lack of representation in the
works of their Chicano predecessors and white feminists, both who often claimed to
speak for them, Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa co-edited a collection in 1981
called This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color. Along with the
various writers and activists in their anthology, Moraga and Anzaldúa, through their
abilities to push generic boundaries, find their own creative language of self-expression
and ways to represent themselves textually foregrounding a political articulation of the
everyday. In imagining this text, they demand a different kind of representation that did
not yet exist in the early 1980s. Texts like Pocho or even Hunger of Memory, which was
published within a year of this anthology, did not represent issues of racism, sexism, and
classism in the same ways that Moraga and Anzaldúa could in their collection. In order to
take control of their own representations, Moraga and Anzaldúa work hard to offer their
fellow third world women a space to voice their demands and present themselves in their
own words. A text like this pushes generic boundaries—even rejects them—and offers
something entirely different to readers. As Audre Lorde, one of the contributors to this
volume, posits in her piece “The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s
House:”
What does it mean when the tools of a racist patriarchy are used to
examine the fruits of that same patriarchy? It means that only the most
narrow perimeters of change are possible and allowable […] For the
master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They may allow us
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temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to
bring about genuine change. (98-9)
Moraga and Anzaldúa craft a collection that rejects the tools of the master’s house all
together. The authors who represent themselves create complex generic configurations,
combining poetry, essay, songs, prayers, to name a few, that challenge traditional
categories of form while demanding to be visible and taken seriously. When describing
the collection at the beginning, Moraga and Anzaldúa articulate this rejection of master
genres:
The sections in this anthology range from extemporaneous stream of
consciousness journal entries to well thought-out theoretical statements;
from intimate letters to friends to full-scale public addresses. In addition,
the book includes poems and transcripts, personal conversations and
interviews. The works combined reflect a diversity of perspectives,
linguistic styles, and cultural tongues. In editing this anthology, our
primary commitment was to retaining this diversity, as well as each
writer’s especial voice and style. The book is intended to reflect our color
loud and clear, not tone it down. As editors we sought out and believe we
found, non-rhetorical, highly personal chronicles that present a political
analysis in everyday terms. (xxiv)
These women seek a form that can communicate their critique to women everywhere
who are not able to write and be heard themselves. Finally, these women have found a
space to represent themselves personally and the kind of world they dare to imagine
politically. They create theories of identity and form in direct contrast to all who came
before:
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A theory in the flesh means one where the physical realities of our lives—
our skin color, the land or concrete we grew up on, our sexual longings—
all fuse to create a politic born out of necessity. Here, we attempt to bridge
the contradictions in our experience: We are the colored in a white
feminist movement. We are the feminists among the people of our culture.
We are often the lesbians among the straight. We do this bridging by
naming our selves and by telling our stories in our own words. (23)
The women of color who represent themselves in This Bridge Called My Back tell their
personal and political stories in radically altered forms.
Two years later, Cherríe Moraga publishes her own autobiography, a stream-ofconsciousness, life narrative called Loving in the War Years: lo que nunca pasó por sus
labios. In this text she continues to struggle with generic representation that can
accommodate her experience and identity as the lesbian daughter of a Chicana mother
and an Anglo father. Her anxiety about its legibility as such suggests she is aware she
needs to speak in a language readers can follow, acknowledging the tenets of the
“contract” Lejeune originally identified years before:
Some days I feel my writing wants to break itself open. Speak in a
language that maybe no “readership” can follow. What does it mean that
the Chicana writer if she truly follows her own voice, she may depict a
world so specific, so privately ours, so full of “foreign” language to the
anglo reader, there will be no publisher. The people who can understand it,
don’t/won’t/can’t read it. How can I be a writer in this? I have been
translating my experience out of fear of an aloneness too great to bear. I
have learned analysis as a mode to communicate what I feel the
experience itself already speaks for. The combining of poetry and essays
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in this book is the compromise I make in the effort to be understood. In
Spanish, “compromiso” is also used to mean obligation or commitment.
And I guess, in fact, I write as I do because I am committed to
communicating with both sides of myself. (vi)
Moraga finds her drive to write in personal experience and is moved to record her life as
she has lived it, or as she has wished to live. She divides her poetry and essays into
sections to better aid her reader, but mostly she has chosen a form for herself. Like in the
collection she edited with Anzaldúa, she rejects traditional genres like poetry, novel,
short story, and essay for a form that accommodates and accentuates her particular lived
experiences. Even in the quotation above, she does not apologize for the form she
chooses; instead she laments only that it will be difficult to find a publisher as a result of
her writing technique.
Like Moraga, Gloria Anzaldúa is compelled to craft a theory of Chicana identity
construction and adds to the ongoing conversation by publishing her own personal life
narratives in a form that challenges the theory of conventional autobiography. Four years
after Loving in the War Years, Anzaldúa publishes Borderlands/La Frontera: The New
Mestiza (1987), naming it an autohistoria.12 While others struggle with form, Anzaldúa
names it, authorizing it and giving it power. At the beginning of the text, Anzaldúa
describes the US-Mexico border in this way:
The U.S.-Mexican border es una herida abierta where the
Third World grates against the first and bleeds. And before a
scab forms it hemorrhages again, the lifeblood of two worlds
merging to form a third country—a border culture. Borders are
set up to define the places that are safe and unsafe, to distinguish
us from them. A border is a dividing line, a narrow strip along
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a steep edge. A borderland is a vague and undetermined place
created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. It is in
a constant state of transition. The prohibited and forbidden are its
inhabitants. (25)
Borderlands continues to contradict the form (and content) found in the pieces of selfwriting examined earlier, Pocho, Barrio Boy, and Hunger of Memory. In her text,
Anzaldúa offers a specific definition of the borderland, a place for the “prohibited” and
the “forbidden,” in a constant state of transition. The physical borderland Anzaldúa treats
in her text is the “Texas-U.S. Southwest/ Mexican border”; however, as she posits, “The
psychological borderlands, the sexual borderlands and the spiritual borderlands are not
particular to the Southwest. In fact, the Borderlands are physically present wherever two
or more cultures edge each other, where people of different races occupy the same
territory, where under, lower, middle and upper classes touch […]” (19). Her emphasis
here is on multiple identifications that all come with a specific price. The price often
involves alienation and rejection from one’s culture(s). She herself grew up between two
cultures, the Mexican culture with large Indian influences and the Anglo culture. She
writes that the borderland is “not a comfortable territory to live in, this place of
contradictions” (19). In Borderlands, Anzaldúa draws on personal experiences to carve
out an activist-subject that takes her life in the borderlands, on the fringes of multiple
cultures, and turns it back on itself, taking up a new consciousness—the New Mestiza
Consciousness—to re-create the borderlands as a place of empowerment where subjects
(not objects) of multiple identities thrive. Through this theory of the new mestiza
consciousness, Anzaldúa crafts a form of her own, one that unsurprisingly fails to “fit”
into the hegemonic model of life narrative and thus, reveals the limitations of the genre
outside of its parent culture.
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Borderlands presents a specific history of community, that of Mexican origin US
Chicanas. Sonia Saldívar-Hull, in her Introduction, asserts that “it opens up a radical way
of restructuring the way we study history” (2). Anzaldúa tells her own story but proposes
a serpentine cycle to retell history instead of the linear narrative that has been privileged
throughout time. She offers her own new genre, the genre of the new mestiza
consciousness, in this text that combines the personal and the collective. What she needs
to say as a Chicana living in the borderlands, she cannot say in a genre that has
historically served a Western, male, hierarchical, and heteronormative society. She
maintains:
This book, then, speaks of my existence. My preoccupations with the inner
life of the Self, and with the struggle of that Self amidst adversity and
violation; with the confluence of primordial images; with the unique
positionings consciousness takes at these confluent streams; and with my
almost instinctive urge to communicate, to speak, to write about life on the
borders, life in the shadows. (19)
Anzaldúa is not visible as a subject in Western society; therefore, why would her writings
about her own life take on those generic conventions? In her essay, “now let us shift…the
path of conocimiento…inner work, public acts,” Anzaldúa discusses her theory of form:
“You turn the established narrative on its head, seeing through, resisting, and subverting
its assumptions. Again, it’s not enough to denounce the culture’s old account—you must
provide new narratives embodying alternative potentials. You’re sure of one thing: the
consciousness that’s created our social ills (dualistic and misogynist) cannot solve
them—we need a more expansive conocimiento. The new stories must partially come
from outside the system of ruling powers” (560). Anzaldúa, like Moraga and the other
women of color who came before her, helps other Chicanas and third world women to
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step outside of generic confines and write something that expresses who they are within
the context of their own cultures, even if they exist in the borderlands, as a lot of Chicana
writers do. Ultimately, Anzaldúa offers a new way of thinking about life in the
borderlands during the late 1980s. The new mestiza consciousness that Anzaldúa offers
to Chicanas straddling two or more cultures empowers their personal narratives and lived
experiences. She begins a naming process for the new form she initiates. While
Chicana/o authors since this time have added greatly to the conversation about radical
generic forms, Anzaldúa does important work in this text, mixing personal narrative,
political essays, and poetry.
With the publishing of their groundbreaking, multi-generic theories on Chicana
lesbian identity construction, Moraga and Anzaldúa carve out space for other Chicanas to
narrate not only themselves, but fictional characters as well. In 1984, Sandra Cisneros
publishes the first piece of fiction showcasing an adolescent Chicana narrator living in
urban Chicago.13 Esperanza offers the voice of a younger generation growing up in the
city trying to understand the forces that operate upon her life in the crowded barrio that
she resides in with her family. Formally, Cisneros weds Tomás Rivera’s vignette-style in
…y no se lo tragó la tierra (1971) to José Antonio Villarreal’s coming-of-age narrative in
Pocho (1959). Cisneros melds these styles together creating a new voice in fiction to
reveal particularized aspects of one year in a girl’s life. The following year, Helena María
Viramontes publishes The Moths and Other Stories (1985), showcasing a multiplicity of
women’s voices, both young and old of different classes.14 Viramontes chooses short
stories to appeal to her readers, demonstrating the social and cultural conventions that
shape these women’s lives while offering a sharp critique of institutions like the Catholic
Church. Adding to the growing corpus of Chicana literature, in 1993 Ana Castillo
publishes So Far From God, introducing yet another new form. In contrast to this literary
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translation of form, from novela to telenovela and back again, Castillo’s revision of the
genre outlines different possibilities for women, rewarding those who find solace outside
of traditional gender roles.15 Within the larger trajectory of the Chicano self-writing
tradition, I see these women as key players in the movement to represent female voices
and concerns through genres that not only challenge traditional forms but also give rise to
entirely different modes of expression.
Canícula: Snapshots of a Girlhood en la frontera, published in 1995 and
classified as both fiction and memoir on the back cover, shifts the genre conversation in a
different direction, affirming that the Chicana experience is one of multiple
identifications, becoming both collective and fictitious at times. While Moraga and
Anzaldúa first initiate this Chicana feminist response to earlier Chicano assimilationist
texts and authors like Cisneros, Viramontes, and Castillo offer complicated
representations in fiction, Norma Elia Cantú signifies another phase in the evolution of
this genre conversation. This fictional autobioethnography, as Cantú has named it,
introduces a protagonist who does not, at first glance, have the same name as the author,
and it includes personal photographs and documentation papers that appear to be the
author’s own. The word canícula itself refers to the intense part of the summer when
most cotton is harvested in South Texas—the dog days, when even dogs will not venture
out into the heat. Overall, this text contains twenty-one snapshots and two documents
illustrated with photographs. The book begins with a hand-drawn map and an
introduction that explains the origin of the project. Canícula is supposedly the second
installment of a trilogy that began with a work entitled Papeles de Mujer, which was
written entirely in Spanish and never published, and ends with Cabañuelas. Papeles de
Mujer is described as “correspondence and documents that tell the story of a family in the
geographical space between Monterrey, Mexico, and San Antonio, Texas, from 1880 to
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1950” (xi). This description seems to imply a work of nonfiction; however, the reader
begins to suspect manipulations of “truth” when Cantú comments, “As in most fiction,
many of the characters and situations in these three works originate in real people and
events, and become fictionalized” (xi). It seems that Cantú writes strategically, playing
with generic conventions and invoking notions of truth in fiction, or even fiction in truth.
The reader of this text imagines the author sitting down with a box of photographs
and other mementos from her childhood, writing the memories that come from these
“real” images. Recognizing the complicated nature of her own project, she builds on the
ideas of Roland Barthes and Susan Sontag in order to prove her place in the ongoing
conversation surrounding the relationship between truth and photography. Cantú
describes the experiences from the photographs in short vignettes, filled with what
appears to be personal, autobiographical and/or biographical narratives. Sometimes,
corresponding photographs accompany these vignettes and, at times, if the reader looks
carefully, he or she recognizes the discrepancies between the visual image and the written
word. Cantú writes in her Introduction, “In Canícula, the story is told through the
photographs, and so what may appear to be autobiographical is not always so. On the
other hand, many of the events are completely fictional, although they may be true in a
historical context” (xi). Cantú changes the rules of the game with this text, mixing her
own life with that of the main character’s creating a narrative palimpsest.
For example, the ambiguous relationship between the author and the narrator
begins with the first photograph in the text, captioned “May,” which is accompanied by
this description, “Dahlia, Bueli, Tino, cousin Lalo, and I pose one balmy May evening in
front of the four-room frame house on San Carlos Street. I and Dahlia wear white
organdy—recycled first communion garb. I am all long skinny legs and arms and a flash
of white teeth” (4). Even though the photograph does show all of these people in front of
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a house, the “factual” effect of the image is undermined by the small detail of the
photograph’s backward reproduction, evidenced by the reversed date at the bottom.
Cultural critic Marianne Hirsch asserts that “familial looking can […] function as a
screen; the identifications it engenders can be too easy […] As it automatically places
individuals into familial relation within a field of vision, familial looking is a powerful, if
slippery and often deceptive, instrument of cultural dialogue and cultural memory” (xiii).
A simple scanning of the photographs in this collection tells one story; however, the
stories they tell when examined closely is entirely another.
As in Loving in the War Years and Borderlands, the form presented in Canícula
resists traditional generic boundaries in many ways. Cantú writes in the Introduction that
“although it may appear that these stories are my family’s, they are not precisely, and yet
they are” (xi). While situating her work in the first sentence as the second part of a trilogy
that seems to be tracing a “real” family, she challenges the reader to join her in the
journey to discover the facts mixed with the fictions. Cantú asks her readers to participate
in this journey toward subjectivity. They might ask questions like, is the narrative about
Cantú’s own family? Or is it more precisely about a collective Chicana/o identity? Cantú
continues in her “Introduction” by referencing Pat Mora who claims that “life en la
frontera is raw truth, and stories of such life, fictitious as they may be, are even truer than
true” (xi). This is the tradition in which she writes. Cantú, like Moraga and Anzaldúa,
offers a generic model to others who both reside in the borderlands and desire to offer a
mirror to those like themselves. Cantú states, “I was calling the work fictional
autobiography, until a friend suggested that they really are ethnographic and so if it must
fit a genre, I guess it is fictional autobioethnography” (xi). Cantú names this genre that
gives form to the new mestiza consciousness that Anzaldúa posits, by creating something
innovative that employs multiple languages, varied subject positions, and photographs.
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This new genre finds a way to represent that unique consciousness of the borderlands that
is in constant motion. Cantú writes, “The making of theory through narrative became the
subtext for the novel as I worked in the themes presented in the epigraphs—childhood,
border, photography, and memory” (103). Cantú is aware of her innovation with this new
form, forging a space for other Chicanas to follow her lead.
In her essay “The Writing of Canícula: Breaking Boundaries, Finding Forms,”
Cantú explains her motivations for writing Canícula. She tells the story of writing the
book in four weeks during the dog days of summer—the canícula—in 1993. Being
specifically influenced by Rita Mae Brown’s Six of One (1978) and Maxine Hong
Kingston’s Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Amongst Ghosts (1976), Cantú talks
about the emerging genre of creative nonfiction in the 1980s.16 She admits, “I can
honestly say that these two creative nonfiction works, the former a novel that the author
calls creative autobiography and the latter a novel the author was encouraged to
categorize as autobiography, started me thinking about a narrative set on the border that
used an autobiographical strategy” (100). Interestingly, she uses the phrase
“autobiographical strategy,” implying that she, like Anzaldúa, is searching for ways to
narrate self.
Cantú writes a book that emphasizes the spaces of multiple identity formation,
those that she, or people she knows, inhabited while she was growing up en la frontera of
South Texas. In “The Construction of Self in U.S. Latina Autobiography,” Lourdes
Torres argues that Chicana autobiographical texts engage in the “creation of meaning”
often with a progressive agenda to “theorize a politics from which to forge the survival of
Latinas and other women of color” (285). She proposes that they also fashion “new
selves” that integrate the contradictory and hybrid nature of their experience (285). This
is exactly what Cantú does in shaping her text. She theorizes the everyday life of her
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Chicana experience (or an imagined experience), forging a space for survival of subjects,
not objects. Cantú continues in her article, “I also wanted to write about the way
childhood and coming-of-age constitutes sites where multiple identities develop: the little
girl dressed as a China Poblana who also wears a cowgirl costume and first communion
white; the teenager wearing hand-me-downs whose shoes signify different things” (103).
Her stories, though they are carried off as if they were all her own, are not.
An additional way in which Cantú uses the text to strategically explode Western
notions of autobiography results in comparisons between photographs that are reprinted
in the text and their prose descriptions. When done meticulously, countless small
discrepancies are revealed. Many of the photographs do not reveal what their prose
descriptions promise. For example, the photograph accompanying the “Body Hair” prose
section does not at all reveal anything about an eighth-grade girl’s worry about physical
maturity and the cultural differences between being an Anglo and a Chicana. In another
example, there is a vignette entitled, “Bueli,” which begins, “In the photo, Bueli sits in
her high back rocking chair, her sillón where she’d rocked all of us to sleep, surrounded
by Tino, Dahlia, Esperanza, and me, in our nine-by-nine living room with the pseudo
pink lace plastic curtains…” (24). Although the text mentions four people surrounding
Bueli, only three are visible in the image. Similarly, another small discrepancy occurs in
“Dahlia Two,” which is described in the prose section as depicting a birthday cake with
three candles, the reader immediately notices that the photograph shows four lighted
candles. Ultimately, autobiography critic Timothy Dow Adams concludes, “And in the
end she has written a book that I would call simply autobiography, a book that like all
autobiographies exists on la frontera, the borderland between fiction and nonfiction” (58).
Although her text resists genre, in many ways, she does ask the reader to continue to
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contemplate those categories and their larger implications in how texts are read. The
answer is obvious after all of this investigation.
Ultimately, Moraga, Anzaldúa, and Cantú are consciously writing back to the
master narratives that have ruled the genre of autobiography; however, they, as Chicana
feminists, have authored and authorized an alternative generic tradition of self-narration.
Debra A Castillo and María Socorro Tabuenca Córdoba state that “Chicana writers take
on the challenge proffered by scholars and critics and readers of the autobiography genre
in recognizing the ways in which […] autobiography itself limits how the author can tell
her life story to those forms […] readers will accept—that is, strictly tied to ‘what is true’
and ‘what is unambiguously one’s own experience’” (98). Moraga, Anzaldúa, and Cantú,
in their cultural production, challenge readers to accept a different kind of truth. In
analyzing the different strategies adopted in the crafting of life narratives, I have
organized my material into four chapters, each one focusing on a specific author, all of
whom not only write in multiple genres, but also produce multi-generic texts. Together
these writers fashion new storytelling practices rooted in the autobiographical, remaking
genre in order to participate in the larger literary tradition of life narrative.
Chapter One, “‘Choosing our own metaphors’: The Works of Sheila Ortiz
Taylor,” expands some of my initial considerations concerning Chicana life writing by
examining selected works written by Sheila Ortiz Taylor. In Southbound (1990), the
sequel to her first novel Faultline (1982), Sheila begins to imagine what Chicano critic
Juan Velasco calls the “total Self,” an identity based on such things as myth, history,
writing, and witnessing, which together represent the varied sources of the Chicana/o
experience. While her later collaborative, autobiographical text, Imaginary Parents: A
Family Autobiography (1996), is much more nuanced in its interrogation of Chicana
identity, in this novel, she starts the journey back toward her cultural community. In the
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acknowledgments section, she writes a thank you to Juan Bruce-Novoa, “for helping me
find my way back to the Chicano community.” While this may not seem remarkable on
its own, once the reader engages the text through this statement of thanks, he or she
recognizes the profound change in the way identity is problematized from her first novel
to this sequel. Privileging her own lived experiences in the genre of fiction, Ortiz Taylor
takes advantage of the conventions of an “imaginary” space to interrogate several of the
same questions of identity she presents with her sister in Imaginary Parents. The cultural
work evident in her texts since Southbound proves a confidence to claim Chicana identity
while pushing generic boundaries at the same time. For these reasons, Imaginary Parents
as a text cannot stand alone. To understand the full arc of Ortiz Taylor’s exploration of
identity formation, it must be read as a chapter in the larger story that she tells.
Ultimately, Ortiz Taylor provides the necessary tools to understand Imaginary Parents in
the works about Arden Benbow that both precede and follow the publication of her and
her sister’s life collage. Ten years after the publication of Imaginary Parents, Ortiz
Taylor completes her own journey by finishing Arden’s story in OutRageous (2006).
Much like Ortiz Taylor’s own trajectory teaching at Florida State University, in this text,
Arden comes out as an activist poet-academic, ultimately fully embracing all of her
multiple selves.
In Chapter 2, “Pat Mora’s Literary Nepantla: Blue Prints for a Word-House
Refuge,” I analyze the generic form constructed by Pat Mora in her autobiography House
of Houses (1997). Initiating her story with a family tree, multilingual title page, and
black-and-white photographs, Mora situates herself within the tradition of those Chicana
writers who came before her, recognizing the importance of a past documented with
personal artifacts. In this text, Mora relates the story of her place in her cultural
community, instead of simply the history of herself independently of her culture by
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challenging traditional autobiography and employing multiple genres to accomplish this
goal. Because in her mind, the space she desires cannot exist in the physical realm, Mora
re-imagines her world inside the never-confining walls of a word-house that hovers
between genres, between time, and even between space. The word-house drifts
unencumbered because Mora visualizes it as a space that is not fixed. Contrary to
Western notions about the fixedness of geographical roots, Mora stresses the unmoored
quality of her word-house and instead lays a foundation of entanglement within familial
and cultural structures. By exploring multiple genres in the assembly of her word-house,
she searches for structural materials, like recipes, dichos, and photographs, as a good
builder contracts with those who lay brick, hang drywall, install carpet, and paint. Mora,
like the Ortiz Taylors, writes in the tradition of those Mexican American women who
came before her in order to open new spaces for other female voices to speak about their
daily lives.
My third chapter, Meet Michele Serros: Genre Play in Chicana Falsa and How
to Be a Chicana Role Model,” investigates Michele Serros’ two major works, Chicana
Falsa and Other Stories of Death, Identity, and Oxnard (1993) and How To Be a Chicana
Role Model (2000). Because few critics have engaged with Serros’ work, in this chapter,
I will explore how her auto/biofictional form, specifically poetry and short stories, crafts
a cultural identity both for herself and for her community in Oxnard, California. In her
texts, Serros represents both herself and her culture in a way that challenges stereotypes
through humor, whether it is by including personal images or interrogating pieces of
popular culture that affect her daily experiences of life as a Chicana living in Southern
California in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. She uses the credibility
she gains, the cultural capital, to enter the larger conversations surrounding “good” and
“bad” versions of Chicano representation. Serros remakes and rewrites the entire practice
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of Chicana self-representation in this space of visual-verbal-textual conjunction, claiming
her authority as an artist and contesting the ways in which young Chicanas have been
depicted previously as radical activists or oppressed minorities. Her mixed media and
multi-textual approaches to identity formation stress that visual and material cultures are
integral to her experiences as a Chicana and as an fourth-generation Californian and
hence, it is not only important, but imperative, that she import and translate these forms
into the print culture of autobiographical fiction as well as to the performative persona
she enacts through each text.
Finally, in my last chapter, “Luis Alberto Urrea’s Border Trilogy: Revising the
Chicano Life Narrative Tradition,” I concentrate my analysis on Luis Alberto Urrea’s
Border Trilogy, Across the Wire: Life and Hard Times on the Mexican Border (1993), By
the Lake of Sleeping Children: The Secret Life of the Mexican Border (1996), and
Nobody’s Son: Notes from an American Life (1998), paying particular attention to how
Urrea’s personal development from ambivalence to activism mirrors the evolution of
form throughout. In these texts, he moves from narratives of self told through community
in his first two books to the story of his own life and communities in the third volume;
however, he must be adept in multiple forms to do this successfully. Throughout the
series, Urrea employs an autobiographical mode that illustrates the ways in which
Chicano life narratives have changed since those earlier works by Villarreal, Galarza, and
Rodriguez. In this trilogy, Urrea is able to engage in a complicated search for border
subjectivities through different kinds of generic models—“new narratives embodying
alternative potentials” as Anzaldúa reminds us—ones that his Chicano predecessors could
never have imagined decades earlier. In this triptych, Urrea updates the concerns of
politically engaged Chicano authors and writes alongside Chicanas like Moraga and
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Anzaldúa in the early 1980s, who theorized both the physical and psychological spaces of
the US-Mexico borderlands.
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NOTES
1

When referring to race and ethnicity in this study, I make every effort to respect

how each author self-identifies.
2

Padilla discusses the scope of his recovery project in this way:
My study hinges on the proposition that when Mexicans were colonized
by the United States […] they immediately gave utterance to the threat of
social erasure. The rupture of everyday life experienced by some 75,000
people who inhabited the far northern provinces of Mexico in 1846
opened a terrain of discursive necessity in which fear and resentment
found language in speeches and official documents that warned fellow
citizens to accommodate themselves to the new regime or at least to
remain quiet lest they be hurt of killed outright; in personal
correspondence in which anger and confusion were voice to intimates; in
poetry, corridos (ballads), and chistes (jokes) that made los americanos
the subject of ironic humor, linguistic derogation, and social villainy; and
in Spanish-language newspaper editorials and essays that argued for
justice and equality for Mexican Americans in the new regime. (4)

See Padilla, My History, Not Yours: The Formation of Mexican American Autobiography
(Madison, WI: U of Wisconsin P, 1993).
3

In a lecture Rodriguez gave in the 1980s, he states, “While Mexico survives in

me, the air I breathe is America. I am one of you” (10). Throughout this speech, which
was later published as “An American Writer,” Rodriguez constantly works to persuade
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his audience that he is just like them, predominantly “American” no matter what heritage
he may claim, asking himself rhetorically, “Shall I use this American voice of mine to
speak of my difference from you?” as he thinks about the subject of his talk (2). The
reader (and listener) gets the point that yes, he will use his American voice to persuade
his audience that he should be labeled an American writer, instead of a Chicano writer or
an ethnic writer. See Rodriguez, “An American Writer,” The Invention of Ethnicity, ed.
Werner Sollors. (New York: Oxford UP, 1989) 3-13.
4

For further information about Pocho’s contribution to literature and Chicano

literature specifically, see Saldívar’s “Paredes, Villarreal, and the Dialectics of History,”
Chicano Narrative: The Dialectics of Difference (Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1990) 4773 and Bruce-Novoa, “Pocho as Literature,” Aztlán 7.1 (1977): 65-78.
5

Concerning Pocho’s relevance in Chicano literary history, Bruce-Novoa writes:
Ruiz’ introduction, a historical view of the meaning of Pocho, prejudices
the reader, especially the Chicano, against a clear reading of the novel.
[…] It does not consider the novel as a novel with interior coherence, nor
does it touch the truly fundamental themes: individuality, the struggle for
personal fulfillment in a world of mediocrity and compromise, or the
difficult moral and social independence involved in the making of the
writer. Instead, Ruiz implicitly accuses Villarreal of not being a Chicano
prophet, and of not being able to bring himself to make “the almost
inevitable clash between ‘Mexicans’ and ‘prejudiced Anglos’” (p.xi) the
central theme of Pocho, as if the other themes treated were not as
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important. In short, Ruiz criticizes Villarreal for views inconsistent with
what he sees as the Chicano Movement. (66)
See Bruce-Novoa, “Pocho as Literature,” Aztlán 7.1 (1977): 65-78.
6

In “Richard Rodriguez: Public Intellectual,” the editor’s notes to a special issue

of Texas Studies in Literature and Language, José E. Limón sums up the so-called
“Rodriguez Wars” in this way:
Yet, while [Richard] Rodriguez has his own critical relationship with the
United States, it is clearly the case that there is no intellectual or political
love lost between him and the Chicano and post-Chicano and Chicana
movement intelligentsia. They remain uniformly critical and in rejection
of his work since the publication of the preliminary essays that appeared
later as Hunger of Memory. At issue at one level are Rodriguez's now only
too well-rehearsed positions on affirmative action, bilingual education,
and the status of the Spanish language. He has been opposed to all of these
as he has also been critical of the significance of the Chicano movement of
the sixties. But disagreement with him on these questions seems to lead to
more substantial intellectual and political criticism and rejection based not
only on Rodriguez's manifest ideological positions, but on his
autobiographical writing as an ideologically tendentious, deceptive, and a
historical rhetorical practice, as the leading critical voice from this quarter
argues [Ramón Saldívar]. But, if I am anywhere reasonably correct in my
assessment of Rodriguez thus far, we are confronted with a perplexing
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issue, namely that the only public intellectual from Mexican America has
been rejected by most, if not all, of a leading intelligentsia that would also
claim some substantial intellectual and political representation of
Mexicans in the United States. (N. pag.)
It is exactly because of the contentious relationship he has with the Chicano community
that I follow his lead when I identify Rodriguez as an American author of Mexican
descent. See Limón, "Editor's Note on Richard Rodriguez." Texas Studies in Literature
and Language 40.4 (Winter 1998): 389-96.
7

For information on the history of autobiography as a genre see Georg Misch, A

History of Autobiography in Antiquity 2 vols. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1951; orig.
ed., 1907); Wilhelm Dilthey, Pattern and Meaning in History: W. Dilthey’s Thoughts on
History and Society, ed. H. P. Rickman (New York: Harper & Row 1960); Francis R.
Hart, “Notes for an Anatomy of Modern Autobiography,” New Literary History 1 (Spring
1970): 486-511; Karl Joachim Weintraub, The Value of the Individual: Self and
Circumstance in Autobiography (Chicago: U of Chicano P, 1978); James Olney,
“Autobiography and the Cultural Moment: A Thematic, Historical, and Bibliographical
Introduction,” Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and Critical (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
UP, 1980) 1-48; William C. Spengemann, The Forms of Autobiography: Episodes in the
History of a Literary Genre (New Haven, CT: Yale UP, 1980); Jerome Hamilton
Buckley, The Turning Key: Autobiography and the Subjective Impulse Since 1800
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1984); Felicity Nussbaum, The Autobiographical Subject:
Gender and Ideology in Eighteenth-Century England (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins UP,
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1989); Valerie Sander, The Private Lives of Victorian Women: Autobiography in
Nineteenth-Century England (New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1989); and Sidonie
Smith and Julia Watson’s comprehensive study, for both the casual student and serious
scholar, Reading Autobiography: A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives (Minneapolis:
U of Minnesota P, 2001).
8

Ann Yearsley, known also as “Lactilla” or “the Poetical Milkwoman of Bristol,”

was one of a small number of successful eighteenth-century working-class writers. See
Roger Londsdale, Eighteenth-Century Woman Poets (Oxford and New York: Oxford UP,
1989); Donna Landry, The Muses of Resistance: Laboring-Class Women's Poetry in
Britain, 1739-1796 (Cambridge, England: Cambridge UP, 1990); Moira Ferguson,
Eighteenth-Century Women Poets: Nation, Class, and Gender (Albany, NY: State U of
New York P, 1995); and Mary Waldron, Lactilla, Milkwoman of Clifton: The Life and
Writings of Ann Yearsley 1753-1806 (Athens, GA: U of Georgia P, 1996).
9

Estelle C. Jelinek states, “It is only since World War II that autobiography has

been considered a legitimate genre worthy of formal study. Before then, autobiographies
were considered of interest almost exclusively for the information they provided about
the lives of their authors; there was virtually no interest in the style or form of the life
studies” (1). See Jelinek, The Tradition of Women’s Autobiography: From Antiquity to
Present (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1986).
10

In 1982, Lejeune revises and expands his initial essay on the autobiographical

pact in “The Autobiographical Pact (bis).” Responding to criticism that his original
definition of autobiography was too rigid, he comments: “[I]solated from its context,
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cited as an ‘authority,’ it could appear sectarian and dogmatic, a derisory Procrustean
bed, a falsely magical formula that blocks reflection instead of stimulating it […] My
starting point was being transformed into a point of arrival” (121). He continues through
his analysis though, remarking that he has no regrets and moves forward to discuss other
aspects of autobiography theory such as the vocabulary used, identities constructed, style,
and ideology. See “The Autobiographical Pact (bis)” in On Autobiography.
11

Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson in their book Reading Autobiography borrow

from Barbara Johnson’s ideas about critical or textual difference to define graphia: “the
careful teasing out of warring forces of signification within the text itself.” They continue
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On the back of the Penguin paperback edition of Castillo’s So Far From God, Sandra
Cisneros offers this congratulations on the form of the novel:
Goddamn! Ana Castillo has gone and done what I always wanted to do—
written a Chicana telenovela—a novel roaring down Interstate 25 at one
hundred and fifteen miles an hour with an almanac of Chicanismo, saints,
martyrs, T.V. mystics, home remedies, little miracles, dichos, myths,
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gossip, recipes—fluttering from the fender like a flag. Wacky, wild, y bien
funny. Dale gas, girl!
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State UP, 2002) 570-4.
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CHAPTER ONE
“Choosing our own metaphors”: The Works of Sheila Ortiz Taylor
I would like to thank […] Juan Bruce-Novoa, for helping me find my way back to
the Chicano community –Sheila Ortiz Taylor
In 1996, author and poet Sheila Ortiz Taylor, together with her sister Sandra Ortiz
Taylor, published what they call a family autobiography entitled Imaginary Parents: A
Family Autobiography. While this text garnered some critical attention in the field of
autobiography studies, Sheila’s other works of poetry and fiction have been widely
overlooked.1 Though not typically associated with the Chicano canon, her first novel,
Faultline (1982), represents its author’s initial forays into the world of lesbian literature
in the 1980s, working out the complications of her own identities through fictional
characters. What becomes provocative though is that Ortiz Taylor posits an interesting
geological phenomenon, a fault line, as the hinge on which the sexuality of the novel’s
protagonist, Arden Benbow, swings. Only after the earthquake in the text does Arden act
on her feelings for her friend Alice.
Writing pre-Anzaldúa’s Borderlands (1987), Ortiz Taylor offers a theoretical
framework for discussing identity formation that has been unnoticed by readers and
critics alike.2 Faultline initiates the conversation about third-space identities that
Chicana/o writers discuss only after Anzaldúa’s seminal work is published five years
later. Similarly in Southbound (1990), the sequel to Ortiz Taylor’s first novel, Arden
Benbow further explores her lesbian identity, but in this text, paralleling a move Ortiz
Taylor makes herself, she finds her way back to the Chicano community. In the
acknowledgments section, Ortiz Taylor writes a thank you to Juan Bruce-Novoa, “for
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helping [her] find [her] way back to the Chicano community” (N. pag.). While this may
not seem remarkable on its own, once the reader engages the text through this statement
of thanks, he or she recognizes the profound change in the way Benbow identifies herself
from Ortiz Taylor’s first novel, Faultline, to this sequel.
In this chapter, I argue that Ortiz Taylor herself lives on a fault line, and in her
texts, she is working through the instability of that shifting ground beneath her feet. The
terrain she covers in her first books is uncharted; the ground beneath her is constantly
shifting as she begins to work out the complications of not only being a woman and a
lesbian, but also a Chicana lesbian in the early 1980s. In order to arrive at the more
nuanced arguments she offers about her own ethnic American identity formation in
Imaginary Parents, Ortiz Taylor presents Arden Benbow as a thinly-veiled version of
herself, inviting us to conflate the character with the author as references in her family
autobiography lead us back to experiences lived by Benbow in Faultline and Southbound.
Through this character Ortiz Taylor works out her own lived experiences in the genre of
fiction before she engages with them on a more personal level when she, Sheila, is the
protagonist. These early works demonstrate that Ortiz Taylor’s story develops alongside
that of Arden Benbow; in other words, their stories develop simultaneously. Ortiz Taylor
takes advantage of the conventions of the “imaginary” space of fiction to interrogate
several of the same questions of identity she later engages with her sister in their
collaborative autobiography. For these reasons, Imaginary Parents as a text cannot stand
alone. To understand the full arc of Ortiz Taylor’s exploration of identity formation, it
must be read as a chapter in the larger story that she tells. Ultimately, Ortiz Taylor
provides the necessary tools to understand Imaginary Parents in the works about Arden
Benbow that both precede and follow the publication of her and her sister’s life collage.
Ten years after the publication of Imaginary Parents, Ortiz Taylor completes her own
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journey by finishing Arden’s story in OutRageous (2006). Much like Ortiz Taylor’s own
trajectory teaching at Florida State University, in this text, Arden comes out as an activist
poet-academic, finally fully able to embrace all of her multiple selves.
In her novels about Arden Benbow, Ortiz Taylor offers her readers a
representation of herself, her culture, and others like her whose experiences are fractured
by both a physical rupture and the psychological grating of border life, commencing an
important conversation by articulating third-space identities. Because the critical work
she does interrogating her own Chicana, lesbian identities is set forth in fiction, in an
“imaginary” space, Faultline, Southbound, and OutRageous are not readily recognizable
as theoretical texts.3 Similarly, Imaginary Parents as a “family autobiography” co-written
by sisters presents a challenge to readers by offering a new kind of framework for reading
Chicana/o life stories that would not have been possible without Ortiz Taylor’s semiautobiographical precursors. Through the narratives she constructs, Ortiz Taylor
ultimately creates spaces of power and affiliation for others trying to understand the
larger implications of truth in fictions.

LIFE ON THE FAULTLINE
Published by Naiad Press, the once prestigious and now defunct lesbian
publishing house in Tallahassee, Florida, Faultline introduces Sheila Ortiz Taylor and her
alter-ego protagonist, Arden Benbow, to the reading public.4 Upon opening the cover, the
audience finds a short “About the Author” section before ever encountering the text. A
photograph of a young Ortiz Taylor along with her own signature authorizes this halfpage introduction. In this short, opening piece she writes, “The family I knew in Los
Angeles was my mother’s family, thirteen children presided over by my MexicanAmerican grandmother, who made flour tortillas so thin you could read a book through
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them” (N. pag.). Before the reader ever begins to engage the “novel,” he or she reads
about Ortiz Taylor’s Mexican American family on her mother’s side.5 Although she
recognizes her Mexican American heritage, she does not exactly “come out” as a
Chicana. In his 1991 article, “Sheila Ortiz Taylor’s Faultline: A Third-Woman Utopia,”
Bruce-Novoa critically explores Ortiz Taylor’s work. He asserts, “[A]lthough Ortiz
Taylor has expressed no desire to enter the Chicano canon, one of the aims of Chicano
criticism must be to identify authors and incorporate their works into a corpus, thus
expanding our literature to more accurately represent all elements of our culture, even
those which some, for whatever reason, might wish to ignore or exclude” (75). For this
reason, I find it important to locate Ortiz Taylor in a conversation about Chicana
literature.
Beyond the “About the Author” section, the text itself is narrated by various
characters in the form of testimonies, primarily in support of Arden’s plea for custody of
her six children.6 In the initial chapter, “A Word from the Defendant,” the reader meets
Arden Benbow for the first time. She addresses her jury, “I was born on the San Andreas
Fault. Naturally I am not alone in this distinction, but I believe we choose our own
metaphors, not the other way around. These millions born along the fault do not accept
that fact as I do, in all its metaphoric glory [….] And, after all, I am a poet” (1-2). Arden,
along with Ortiz Taylor, recognizes the metaphoric power of being born along the fault
line; however, her relationship with it does not seem to be an all-together positive one,
especially in her early years. As a child, she remembers standing with her mother
watching the water swirl and eddy around the toilet bowl, imagining the larger stirrings
beneath her own feet. Fixed there, her mother tries desperately to explain the
phenomenon, drawing only on her own limited knowledge of earthquakes. Arden
confides in the reader, “Whether it was the science or the ignorance that did it, that
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experience left me with a faultline of cold fear running through a basic Indian friendliness
toward tremors of the earth” (2). Arden rarely explains herself when she refers to her
“basic Indian” desires, but in this instance, she realizes the instability and risk of life
when it is lived above a shifting space in the earth. Although as an adult she embraces the
metaphor of the fault line, Arden, from a young age, understands the unsettling of
patterns and conventions that the violent changes of an earthquake can set in motion.
Knowing the fault line could upset her carefully constructed world at any moment results
in a life on the verge of something; she does not know what that something is until the
earthquake shifts her perspective in the years following this explanation over the toilet
bowl.
Years after this first encounter with the shifting plates under her feet, Arden finds
herself married to Whitney Malthus, but actually attracted to Alice Wicks, the wife of one
of his co-workers. Alice remarks, “It seemed as though our relationship was destined to
remain potential, particularly because in the fall Arden began graduate school. Things
would have gone on in this quietly disappointing way as long as there was no slip, no
shock to fling us out of the ways of custom and into the ways of innovation and creation.
But of course there was a faultline under our feet” (98). As Alice indicates, the significant
action of the text hinges on the events that take place along the San Andreas Fault, upon
which Arden and Alice live. This place is one of great volatility where the ground moves
under the surface, where rigid slabs of earth crash violently into one another in an effort
to change course. Through the voice of Max Kasirian, Ph.D. in the Department of
Geophysics at the California Institute of Technology, the reader discovers that “[n]o
techtonic [sic] action is an isolated event,” meaning that the earthquake is only the
beginning of Arden’s—and Ortiz Taylor’s—transformation (90). The earthquake gives
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Alice and Arden a push, helps them change the course of their lives. Kasirian offers a
scientific explanation of fault lines:
These areas of intense pressure are what we call faultlines. Sometimes
they relieve themselves by earth creep, where they just slide by, half an
inch a year. In other places, though, they get stuck. That’s called “stickslip.” Then the pressure really builds up, and it goes on building up, until
something gives—suddenly. We don’t know when something will give,
only that it has to, and that it’s just waiting for something to trigger it.
Locked plates may stay locked for a million years but eventually they
crash their way out, leaving a ragged, awesome landscape. Earthquakes
are dynamic reactions against prolonged inactivity” (90).
Kasirian’s description of the earth explains Arden and Alice’s relationship perfectly.
They are both experiencing “stick-slip” as they are locked in loveless marriages,
unsatisfied with their lives the way they are, with pressure building until something gives,
very suddenly.
On February 9, 1971, at 6:00 a.m. nature intervenes and throws Arden and Alice
together to do what they cannot do on their own. Alice is shaken awake only to find
Arden and her six children on her doorstep as they have been evacuated from their home.
They have nowhere else to turn as Malthus is out of town on business. Soon Arden and
Alice move into a rhythm, cleaning up the house and taking care of the children. Alice
thinks to herself, “When the telephone rang it startled me out of a world that already felt
natural and customary,” a world where Arden and Alice take care of the children and live
together happily ever after (100). They are interrupted by a call from their husbands who
report that they will return the next day. That evening, Alice and Arden lay in front of the
fireplace drinking champagne afraid to make the next move. Alice recounts, “When she
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handed up my glass, we touched momentarily, and I had that sense again of meaning
beyond the usual, of casual acts taking on significance. How could I know this feeling as
romance, when long ago I had consigned romance to the world of dreams?” (102). They
are too afraid to pursue their desires. Finally, the universe intervenes again and gives
them that last push they need. Alice asks, “Had the goddess given up on our own pitiful
attempts? Suddenly, there was a roar, a jolt, and a violent trembling that sent us grasping
at last for one another’s arms, where we held each other, caressed, murmured until the
earth shuddered back to her slumbers. And still we held each other, touching tenderly,
unbelievingly” (103). An aftershock ultimately slides Alice and Arden together. The
locked, tectonic plates are now aligned after crashing their way through, relieving all the
built-up pressure while revealing a wonderful new landscape. The earthquake ruptured
the foundations of the lives they were living in order to create greater stability. The
aftershocks of the earthquake for Alice and Arden not only come in the form of lesbian
desire, but also, divorce, single motherhood, and finally, a new and exciting life together,
in which they fight Malthus for custody of all six children.
In the end, Alice and Arden win custody of Arden’s children. While Malthus may
still have visitation rights, this ruling affirms that, contrary to his opinion, lesbians can be
good mothers. Alice and Arden confirm their commitment to each other and their
children in a double wedding ceremony at the end of the text. In her first literary
installment, Ortiz Taylor employs her version of the justice system to successfully
challenge the hegemonic forces—in this text, Malthus, specifically—that label lesbians as
unfit mothers. The journey Arden and Alice undertake toward a new life together is not
an easy one, however, even despite the court’s ruling. Fighting for her rights as a lesbian
mother only infuriates Arden’s ex-husband further. During his testimony Malthus states:
“Any thinking person will agree that the term lesbian mother is oxymoronic [….] What is
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a lesbian? A social deviate. Even, we might say, an unwitting social enemy. By her very
existence she defies and discredits the family, inverting the natural order of things,
asserting her own ego at the expense of organized society” (7). Malthus as a character is
laughable, and he succeeds as the villain of the text. By putting these words in the mouth
of Malthus, Ortiz Taylor critiques homophobic and bigoted ideas about lesbian mothers.7
She offers an alternative picture in Arden and Alice’s secure and loving home. Whenever
they spend time with their father, the children return home physically sick as he has
indulged their every sugar-filled whim. His character is villainized and therefore, his
personal convictions are also rendered powerless.
In writing this text, Ortiz Taylor takes on the task of creating a sympathetic,
recognizably lesbian protagonist who functions in the world successfully, making
progress throughout the story for both herself and her children. This text enters the
conversations surrounding early women’s consciousness-raising and second wave
feminism, which is why it is most likely overlooked as a theoretical model.8 Through the
metaphor of the earthquake, Ortiz Taylor recognizes alternatives to loveless, heterosexual
marriages. However, she recognizes that change is not easy and does not come without a
sudden, often violent, shifting of not only the physical earth, but also of ideologies.
Pressure builds until the “goddess,” as Benbow would say, opens up a third space where
Arden and Alice can embrace an openly lesbian life together. Despite her choice of
fiction, Ortiz Taylor uses her personal experiences to provide tools for others like her
who need a way to conquer their “stick slip.” She analyzes and criticizes the systems in
place that have led her—and Arden—to a point of inaction, locked up until something
catastrophic triggers a change. The earthquake ultimately brings Arden and Alice
together, completing their coming-out narratives while challenging the white, upperclass, male-dominated social order that her ex-husband holds onto so tightly. While many
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of the events of the text are extremely comical and even a bit absurd, Ortiz Taylor
succeeds in beginning to theorize for her readers a third space of possibilities.

CHARTING A COURSE SOUTHBOUND
Using this geological metaphor of the earthquake as a point of departure, one can
apply the same theoretical framework to Arden’s Chicanoization, or coming to
consciousness as a Chicana, in Southbound, which begins about five years after Arden
and Alice’s double wedding ceremony with Arden facing a dilemma about her future.
While she does make her way back to the Chicano community in this text, she does not,
however, reach full consciousness as a Chicana herself. Topics like food and language
take a front seat in this text—Arden becomes an expert judge of authentic Mexican food
and throws in a few Spanish words here and there—but she does not mention her political
affiliations, nor does she engage in any acts of activism in this text. She does not
reference an indigenous past unless it is to make fun of her own “Indian” nose, and
having not found a Chicano community to speak of, Arden only possesses a surface
knowledge when naming herself Chicana. Arden operates as if her life since Faultline has
not changed; in that text, she simply forgot to mention her Chicanidad. Arden assumes,
along with Ortiz Taylor, that the “Mexican” food she eats and even teaches her children
to prepare along with the Spanish words she uses to describe the process will speak for
themselves. At this stage, neither Ortiz Taylor nor Arden Benbow emphasize community
engagement or activism. This book takes its place on the continuum of the consciousnessraising journey that Ortiz Taylor and Arden Benbow have embarked upon together.
In the interim since Faultline, Arden has entered a Creative Writing Program at
UCLA, after defecting from Dickens Studies in the English Department. The novel opens
with Professor Gridley, her advisor, pushing her to graduate and enter the “real world,”
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informing her that three hundred job query letters need to be mailed out as soon as
possible, definitely before the MLA conference in December. Arden finds herself on
unstable ground again. The life she has known with Alice, the children, and her poetry is
not as secure as she thought. Arden remarks, “I began to perceive that the universe had
revoked my Get Out of Jail Free card and that the cosmic system of debits and credits
was about to present its bill for almost five years of remarkable peace and good luck” (8).
While the lack of seismic activity had convinced Arden that her life was as it should be,
what she does not exactly realize yet is that the fault line is still there below her, shifting
and changing things beneath the surface with the potential to destroy all that sits above it.
With the announcement of her impending graduation, the earth metaphorically begins to
move again under her feet. This knowledge that she must uproot herself from her
comfortable life in Southern California in order to find an academic job causes a jagged
emotional rupture, just as serious as the physical damages the earthquake caused several
years earlier.
After receiving Gridley’s command that she must graduate, Arden finds her home
breaking down around her; the metaphor of collapse is pervasive at the beginning of this
text. All of Arden’s appliances are on the fritz, and she assumes this must be a sign from
the goddess. At the same time, Arden dreams of a Shaman coming to visit her, delivering
a vague message: “‘True repair begins in the heart of the broken […] even before
breakdown begins’” (29).9 After settling for terrible instant coffee the next morning
because Lillian, the coffee pot, “has consumption,” Arden admits a powerful impulse to
visit the La Brea Tar Pits (25). She takes her eldest daughter Jamie with her to experience
this ecological home to thousands of ice age fossils. Arden remarks: “We hung over the
guard rail staring into one of the prehistoric pools of thick bubbling tar that had once been
Los Angeles. Bone-white bones were embedded all around the unmoving, petrified rim of
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the outer circle, while other bones floated inside the moiling inner circle of molten tar
[…]” (34). She does not understand why she is drawn to this place at first, but after
contemplating the experiences of the animals whose bones she now sees, Arden comes to
understand her purpose:
What had drawn the giant owners of these bones—some soaring, some
lumbering—toward their doom? Thirst? Not mere thirst, or hunger, I
thought […] Not physical thirst and hunger, but the symbolic as well.
They came, like Eve, seeking knowledge. Even as I, Arden Benbow, had
come on the wingéd Harley with Jamie, the virgin daughter, both of us
following the smell of tar to these pits, now. But what was the message? I
turned to the explanatory plaque on my left and tried to imagine the face
of my shaman superimposed on it. I let my hands fall at my sides, open.
“Ancestral bones,” I said out loud. (35)
Whether Arden realizes it at first or not, she is searching for her past. Things have fallen
apart in her life recently, and therefore, she must return to the beginning to figure out how
to go forward. Like the paleontologists excavating the animals’ bones, she, too, desires to
know about the ancestral bones of her family. However, she cannot access these cultural
memories without help. For this reason, Arden seeks out the counsel of her Uncle Ukie,
who incidentally also appears as Ortiz Taylor’s uncle in her later autobiography. Of him
Arden observes, “Half shaman himself, he might know what this dream of mine meant.
Ancestral bones. Yes. He would know the meaning of this dream” (40). The only answer
the reader finds comes in a memory sequence when Arden tells of her childhood at her
grandmother’s home in the Los Feliz neighborhood of Los Angeles. Triggered by her
detour to Los Feliz Boulevard, these memories of her mother and her aunts making
tortillas speaking in rapid Spanish come flooding back to her when she looks at the old
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house. Arden’s recollections of the past—and Ortiz Taylor’s as the close reader discovers
in Imaginary Parents—offer the only interpretation of the dream the reader ever
encounters. Arden remembers Uncle Ukie’s famous saying, “[n]ever look back” and
remarks that it is “[t]he family philosophy” (42). Through this visit to her grandmother’s
house, Arden realizes she must look backward, toward her past, even if she is the first
one in her family to do so.
With this text, Ortiz Taylor recognizes her need to look to the past as a place of
beginning. At the same time Arden has been at UCLA, so has Ortiz Taylor. She received
her Ph.D. in 1973 and would have been there during the inauguration of the Chicano
Studies Research Center in 1969. Arden’s desire to take stock of her life and her culture
in order to rebuild from the ground up mirrors Ortiz Taylor’s own struggle to recuperate
her past. Ortiz Taylor grapples with her family’s Mexican and Mexican American
heritage, not to mention her own sexuality, through Arden: “For six generations they had
wandered through Southern California on their Spanish land grant—her people—moving
on when cattle died or gave birth or grew restless, never recording, never claiming, until
finally they had finished here in this small house, unsure even to whom it now belonged”
(42). As a result of the family motto, “Never look back,” the members of her family were
reluctant to acknowledge their Mexican and Mexican American heritage. From this point
of recollection, Arden goes forward, not backward, subtly instructing her children to
carry on their family traditions. Arden Benbow will be the one—a lesbian woman—to
reclaim her family’s history on her own terms. Remarking that “physical movement is a
metaphor for mental activity,” she recognizes the power of movement in her life; she is
determined to pass on the traditions of her Chicano heritage to her children (11). While
the earthquake pushed her to question her own sexuality in Faultline, similarly in
Southbound, it seems to be this stop at her grandmother’s house that first shakes her up
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and then gives her pause. She moves forward both physically and mentally from the
memory, having made an important decision. She will be the first in her family to selfidentify as a Chicana. While teaching her to make tamales her mother may declare “We
are not Mexicans! We are not Indians!” but insist on being called an “Early Californian,”
yet Arden knows that learning this important skill will only encourage the passing on of
cultural knowledge, not simply sustain her physically when she moves to Florida to
accept the job she is offered at Midway College (51).
While Arden does recognize the importance of cultural tradition in Southbound,
she does not, however, seriously engage with the political implications often associated
with identifying as a Chicana. This text is Ortiz Taylor’s first attempt at claiming an
ethnic American identity, and she writes culture at a very superficial level. For example,
at Thanksgiving it is her job to make the enchiladas, teaching Jamie as she places layer
on top of layer: “‘Homestyle,’ my grandmother called these great crocks of enchiladas. I
watched my daughter scatter the last layer of grated cheese across the top of our family
history” (68). For Arden, family history is about the foods she makes for special holiday
meals and the occasional Spanish words her relatives use. For her, being Chicana is
sporadically making reference to her Indian nose and talking about Mexican food
“calm[ing] the nerves” but she never exactly explains why (37). When questioned by her
ex-husband about her choice to make enchiladas, she says, “‘[M]y family always had
enchiladas because we’re Chicanos on my mother’s side. I didn’t realize until I married
that other people didn’t eat them too” (69). In Southbound, Arden embarks on the journey
toward Chicanoization and begins to identify a particular kind of heritage, the Chicano
culture that Ortiz Taylor mentions in the Acknowledgments; however, the references to
being Chicano are often associated superficially with food or language. Arden’s coming
to consciousness as a Chicana is unproblematized in this text.
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Eventually, the novel concludes with another voyage, an aftershock. This
particular quest represents Arden’s continued movement toward Chicana subjectivity. In
Faultline, Alice describes aftershocks as an additional, fierce geological phenomenon:
“Aftershock. The radio had warned there would be movement as the earth settled into
new configurations. Violent movement” (99). The entire text of Southbound is about
movement, metaphorically the movement is south toward Mexico as she continues to
explore her newfound identity, but physically the movement of the text takes the form of
a road trip from Southern California to Florida, where Arden has been offered a teaching
job. While Arden’s journey to Florida is not necessarily physically violent, although it
does involve intrigue, stolen diamonds, and car chases through the French Quarter in
New Orleans, it removes her from the space of the fault line. The fault line no longer
represents a rigidly-defined physical space though, as the earthquake’s aftershocks follow
Arden and continue to complicate her newborn Chicana identity. During their passage
through Mesquite, Texas, Arden and her road trip pals are tired and hungry. She says, “I
need Mexican food” (186). Arden recognizes the importance of her cultural past and
desires to connect to it in each new place she visits, but she is only able to do this on the
level of food. Again, because Ortiz Taylor is just beginning to find her way along the
long and complicated continuum of Chicanoization, with this text, she falls back into
stereotypes so that Mexican Americans love tex-mex food and that Arden as the
representative Chicana is an expert judge of the food’s authenticity. After ordering
“albondigas soup and a chili relleno” Arden narrates the experience as another return to
her cultural community, “Now this soup spoke to me. Though I had been vaguely
troubled at El Arroyo’s paucity of Naugahyde, nevertheless the opaque crescents of
simmered celery floating near a bed of fresh cilantro suggested authenticity” (189). Ortiz
Taylor’s journey back to the Chicano community may not yet be complete, just as
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Arden’s does not seem to be. She continues, “I intruded my nose into the cloud of steam
and inhaled. Then I plunged my big spoon into that healing soup. Cow skulls and other
images of death receded from my view as I spooned my way eagerly toward warmth and
health. It was sabrosa” (189). For the first time in the novel, Arden uses a Spanish word.
She does not translate it for those readers who do not understand Spanish. However, Ortiz
Taylor recognizes that Arden’s story is not finished. She has begun her journey back to
the Chicano community, but Ortiz Taylor must pick up Arden’s trail herself as she
continues writing. Ortiz Taylor’s journey in scripting her own autobiographical tale in
Imaginary Parents nearly completes both Arden’s and her own quest.

TRUTH IN FICTIONS
In the author’s note of Faultline, Sheila Ortiz Taylor describes the family she
knew growing up in Los Angeles, California, in the 1940s and 1950s. Characterizing both
herself and her sister, she writes, “Daughters of a tap dancer and a Yo-Yo painter, my
sister and I were sitting ducks for the Muses, who handed her a paint set and me three
yellow pencils” (N. pag.). In 1996, drawing on their creative gifts, they collaboratively
produce a narrative entitled Imaginary Parents: A Family Autobiography. This chronicle
is a project in constructing autobiographical memory of the past through recollections
grounded in the present, in effect, fashioning the family identity of fourth—and fifth—
generation, middle-class Mexican Americans living in Los Angeles during the mid-20th
century. Sheila Ortiz Taylor and Sandra Ortiz Taylor, sisters-artists-authors, create a
written and visual text together, revealed to the reader in striking vignettes and careful
installations. The Ortiz Taylor sisters craft their childhood stories as contemporary
Mexican American women writing not in the tradition of Anglo male authors, but rather
in that of those much recognized Chicana autobiographers who have come before them,
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such as Cherríe Moraga, Gloria Anzaldúa, and Norma Elia Cantú. Sheila and Sandra,
however, jointly author their unique collaboration, thus providing a piece that highlights
what is at stake in autobiography studies today. While concerns with truth claims, formal
structures, and generic constraints have been of less importance lately, this text grapples
with graphia,10 a careful examination of the act of composition and the performative
nature of the identities re-constructed.
In Imaginary Parents, Sheila11 uses the written word to express the voices of her
mother, father, sister, and various relatives. Their feelings and memories are narrated as
“I”s mediated through Sheila, who also relates her own re-created memories in the first
person. All voices in the text are filtered through Sheila’s perceptions and readers must
discern when and how these voices speak through her. Sandra, a visual artist, creates
miniature installations in cases (shown in both black-and-white as well as color
photographs by Philip Cohen12) that depict family narratives created from personal and
found objects. As stated in “Art Notes” at the beginning of the text, Sandra’s installations
function as “a separate but parallel narrative to the text” (xvi). For example, Sheila’s text
reveals a patriarchal control her father holds over her mother, while it appears that Sandra
offers a different perspective in her visual memory entitled “El Músico y la Dama.
Exterior.” In this case, Sandra’s visual text portrays a notion of matriarchy in contrast to
Sheila’s text of patriarchy. Her installation reveals a reversal—or at least a desire for
reversal—of dominant/submissive roles, as their mother’s image clearly dominates and
looms over that of their father’s.
While their interpretations conflict at times, together Sheila and Sandra present a
childhood of mystery and adventure, a collaborative her-story. They construct the identity
of their immediate family, specifically their glamorous yet elusive “Hollywood” parents,
as a relational whole. Rather than constructing a monovocal text telling only one version
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of their childhood, the sisters, in this family autobiographical project, “reproduce” the
next generation of the Ortiz Taylors through collaborative artwork that allows many
voices to speak through multiple media. Offering at least two varying versions of the past
acknowledges that history is influenced by memory but, more importantly, by
imagination, thus illustrating Norma Klahn’s point that, “The Chicano literature that
emerged out of the post-civil rights movement now counts several generations of writers
and a significant literary production that engages, from distinct genres, the experiences of
a people who identify as belonging to a particular imagined community” (116). As
suggested by the title, the Ortiz Taylor sisters recognize the “imaginary” nature of what
they are doing in recreating the past. They envision a space that rescues particular stories
from their past and offers voice to the untold stories of the silenced members of their
family. They imagine a community in which everyone, regardless of race, class, gender,
or sexual orientation is able to speak. As Astrid M. Fellner observes, “In Imaginary
Parents, Sheila and her sister Sandra put themselves in contact with the world of their
ancestors and reproduce themselves as members of their ethnic community. The past
functions as a storage room, a box containing little items that trigger off memory” (158).
In this project, Sheila and Sandra return to the Los Angeles of the 1940s and 1950s to
investigate the complexities of identity; Sheila uses the opportunity to reconcile her
lesbian identity and feminist politics as an adult with the multiple roles she played in the
childhood she remembers through her text. The result then reveals a crossing of borders
between Anglo and Chicano identity as well as heterosexuality and homosexuality.
Ultimately, because their collective family story could not be contained solely within the
written word, Sheila and Sandra have chosen instead a model that allows for the inclusion
of not only two authors, but also visual texts.
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AUTOMITOGRAFÍA
In his article, “Automitografías: The Border Paradigm and Chicana/o
Autobiography,” Juan Velasco notes that the autobiographical tradition of what he calls
“Hispanic cultures” within the United States “goes back to Spanish letters and chronicles
from the end of the sixteenth century” (313). He continues asserting, however, that “[…]
it is not until the mid-nineteenth century that life narratives become a space of resistance
for Mexican culture” (313). The tradition that he analyzes in his article specifically
examines the literary and cultural Mexican American “self” born after 1848: the self that
wrestles with the loss of the Mexican territories of what is now known as the
Southwestern US. He claims that autobiography written after this date “articulates the
space of social demands, underlines the experiential knowledge of its individuals, and
recreates the imaginary ‘Chicana/o community’ and its myths,” dealing with the trauma
and loss associated with the border between the US and Mexico (314). As the Ortiz
Taylor sisters interrogate their past in Imaginary Parents, they imagine a unified family,
one that possesses the experiential knowledge of the myths and traditions of the
Chicana/o community that Velasco references. Imagining their place in community
through mythmaking becomes a powerful tool for the Ortiz Taylor sisters. Chicano
theorist Jorge Huerta describes mythos in this way: “A mythos, by definition, means that
a group of people, a culture, depends on myths which help them to explain the
inexplicable, what some would call the supernatural. A mythos also gives a place in the
cosmos, describing and recalling their ancestors, giving them a ‘from the beginning,’ as it
were. For the believers these myths are no longer myths but doctrine” (15-6). 13 The Ortiz
Taylor sisters create the mythos, or mitos, of their family in the construction of this tale,
initiating a “from the beginning” in order to unveil the secrets of their collective past.
They craft their own lives, thus referring to the autos, but also they construct those of
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their family, offering a mitos, ultimately transforming autobiography within the
performative act of relating their personal and communal myths.
Initiating her search for the remnants of her family’s myths and cultural traditions,
Sheila directly addresses the reader in her “Foreword” to the book, announcing that this
book is made of bones and referring to herself as La Huesera, or Bone Woman. She
appoints herself the writer of her family’s past: “I crouch over the bones of my parents,
remembering and transforming. I strike attitudes, postures of innocence, reverence,
amusement, anger, tenderness, mirth, fury. I accept what comes and the order in which it
comes. All the ghosts that rise up are mine. I claim them. I am dancing with death” (xiii).
In crouching over the bones of her parents and embracing the ghosts she finds in the past,
she becomes a cultural interpreter tracing her roots back to the Mexican American family
of her mother. Through this process, Sheila recreates community and family myths in an
imaginary space.
Imaginary Parents represents an intellectual, spiritual, and emotional endeavor
that reconstitutes the Ortiz Taylor family. By unveiling the truths behind the silences of
her childhood, Sheila finally finds her place within her own community. She becomes the
collector of verbal memories, creating a written offering, or ofrenda, as she calls it.
Creating room for analysis and critique, she presents the tiny details, or pocadillas, that
hold secrets to be revealed. Sheila imagines metaphorically, “I question, I return to the
scene of the crime, search for weapons, motives, opportunities. I assemble the witnesses
in the drawing room. And yet, I cannot interrogate them; I can only heap up evidence”
(xiii). She heaps up evidence through her textual recreations, highlighting the experiences
of her family she now understands as an adult, thus offering the reader a different story
than she had growing up during her childhood. Representative of the new form of
Chicana/o autobiography that Velasco theorizes, Imaginary Parents is an “ultimate act of
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creation of a new self and consciousness [that] transcends the act of (historical) silencing,
and is articulated in contrast to that which has been silenced within one’s own personal
experience” (328). Although it has been their mother’s Mexican American cultural
tradition that has often been erased, Sheila and Sandra, together in different media,
excavate the past of their family to uncover those absences, verbalizing them and even
mythologizing them for generations to come.
While beyond the scope of Velasco’s study, Imaginary Parents shares
characteristics with the texts at the center of his analysis, specifically Gloria Anzaldúa’s
famous Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (1987), Cherríe Moraga’s Loving in
the War Years: lo que nunca pasó por sus labios (1983), and Ana Castillo’s Essays on
Xicanisma (1994). Velasco originates the term automitografía to articulate a specific,
new kind of identity formation, one found in these works. Each demonstrates a particular
engagement with the US/Mexico border, whether literal or metaphorical, while naming
the “horror and trauma that is located in Chicana/o experience” (321). Velasco defines
automitografía in this way: “The use of mito (myths) linked to the autobiographical act
becomes a powerful way of achieving a new voice for a higher sense of the cultural
‘self.’ In an automitografía, the autobiographical act becomes the performative agent of
transformation, as it reverses the forms of representation of traditional autobiography to
connect with the cultural production of lo mexicano within the US […]” (326). As a
means of connecting her autobiographical act to lo mexicano, Sheila conceives of herself
linguistically through Spanish as La Huesera, asking her audience to read the text though
this lens, a Chicano lens. She lays out a guide for reading this automitografía in her
“Foreword.”
Although she does not name the form specifically, Sheila recognizes its multigeneric nature: “Call this book autobiography. Or memoir. Call it poetry. Call it
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nonfiction. Or creative nonfiction. Call it the purest fiction. Call it a codex. Give it a call
number” (xiii). Because Sheila is rewriting not only her personal story, but also her
family’s past, she draws on collective historical experiences and has a difficult time
locating her text wholly in any generic tradition. Velasco offers, “The construction of
automitografías describes, then, two operations: a rewriting of notions of identity based
on the small, fixed notion of ‘I’ […] and the construction of the ‘total Self’ as a way of
enacting the many sources of the Chicana/o experience beyond the constraints of time
and space, and in between myth and history, between writing and witnessing” (330).
Sheila combs through the memories of the past, both cultural and familial, in order to
construct this “total Self” that Velasco defines. She works outside of time and genre to
carve out a new space between remembering and creating to write her family’s silences
into narrative. Velasco maintains, “This process of writing illustrates Chicana/o distrust
of the structure posed by traditional autobiography and official history, and uses
automitografía to advance a way of witnessing that expands the traditional confessional
‘I’” (327). The autobiographical strategy used in Imaginary Parents involves various “I”s
that exist outside of the confessional mode, witnessing the stories of multiple generations
of one family. The text is a simultaneous embracing and rejecting of the dominative
(Western Anglo, heteronormative, male) generic form. The Ortiz Taylor sisters ultimately
distrust the structure of traditional autobiography as well as the official histories they
were offered as children.
In authoring this automitografía, Sheila takes on several narrative personas,
connecting both her Anglo and Chicano histories in a mythical act of re-membering the
pieces of her past. In “trying on” these various characters, she searches for language, a
way of telling not only her personal stories, but also those of her family. She is not only
La Huesera, but also a lawyer-detective as she returns to “the scene of the crime,” or the
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site of violence and transgression, while gathering all the pieces of the family puzzle
together. She is unable to interrogate the dead but she can “heap up evidence” to support
her contrary assertions. She calls herself a diver, plunging into the unconscious,
excavating the past as she scans the landscape of her memory. She writes, “She is as
committed to finding the drowned ones as if they were her own parents” (xiv). Writing in
third person here, her voice takes on an ironic tone because it is actually the imaginative
creations of her own parents that she desperately seeks to discover in all of the past
memories she wades through in the text. As autobiography critic Timothy Dow Adams,
one of the few critics to discuss this text in any detail, writes, “Sheila Taylor sees her
autobiographical act as the story of herself as the natural village hero, saving those who
are on the verge of drowning” (76). In this act of excavation, Sheila must leave no
childhood ground uncovered.
Sheila also takes on the guise of a coyote, which in Mexican and Mexican
American culture refers to a person smuggler, border crosser, or law-breaking
transgressor.14 Here she uses this cultural reference to express the various roles she plays
in taking on a text like this acting as a persona smuggler. Her personas are many and
change throughout the text depending on the kind of memories she needs to re-member.
She instructs, “Call me Coyote […] driving my Selves too fast in weather too hot,
through ambiguous zones of time, gender, and race with all the windows down. When
you ask for my papers I hand you this book” (xiv). In linking cultural myths to Sheila’s
own memories, the text becomes her means to a “new voice” and the “total Self” of
which Velasco theorizes. Sheila negotiates her identities by taking on these various
narrative parts, including that of a writer:
Crossing and recrossing the borders between Anglo and Chicano identity
and between heterosexual and homosexual orientation, Sheila imagines
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herself answering the constant demand that she declare herself at each
cultural customs checkpoint with completely unambiguous identification
papers by presenting Imaginary Parents as a sort of passport, including
photographs and visas that would show her to be the sum of her life’s
travels rather than any single identity. (Dow Adams 63-4)
Rewriting the history of generations of her family, Sheila creates a casebook or
scrapbook of words. She is made up of all of her life’s experiences and prefers to express
herself multiply—through memories, images, text, photographs, autobiography, fiction,
and poetry. Eschewing the demand to declare herself one thing or another, she instead
writes this book and employs it as her passport. At the end of her “Foreword” Sheila
adds:
What remained constant and steadfast—in addition to a lifelong
friendship—was our [hers and her sister’s] common vision of our parents
as handsome, intriguing, perhaps unknowable people whose love affair
with each other and with the strange southern California culture of the war
years shaped them and us in ways we wanted to explore, critique, and
celebrate with each other and with you. (xiv)
Sheila and Sandra desire to rescue some of their family stories and secrets from the past.
In so doing, they give voice to those secrets and silences, in both written and visual text,
thus revealing the childhood roles that formed the adults they are during the composition
of the text.
Whereas Sheila narrates her family’s stories through words, Sandra does so
through art. In many aspects, her art is a separate version of the same story that Sheila
tells. While the majority of her contribution resides in the installations, Sandra does offer
narrative commentary in “Art Notes” at the beginning of the text. She also writes short
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“annotative descriptions” of her pieces in the “List of Illustrations” that provide further
insight for the reader. In her “Art Notes,” Sandra talks about the relationship between the
text written by her sister and the pieces she has created as being “intertwined like the
double helix” (xvi). The text and the visuals inform each other. As Sheila puts it, “we did
not try to make art and text replicate each other but rather to refract, casting new
shadows, throwing new angles of light” (xiv). In this case, collaborative autobiography
implies a co-produced text, which is comprised of multiple voices that contribute to the
complete picture drawn for the reader. G. Thomas Couser in his entry for “collaborative
autobiography” in the Encyclopedia of Life Writing contends that collaborative
autobiographies are “like marriages…[because] partners enter into a relationship of some
duration, they ‘make life’ together, and they produce an offspring that will derive traits
from each of them. Each partner has a strong interest in the fate of that offspring, which
will reflect on each a different way” (223). Yet instead of calling this text a collaborative
autobiography, Sheila and Sandra present it as a collaborative automitografía. The story
told by each sister allows for layered representations. Multiple voices come through the
medium of each sister. The end product thus becomes polyvocal as multiple stories and
voices come together to form the text. Sheila writes, “While our individual memories
always differed, we learned to value this difference and to use it as a way of layering our
work” (xiv). These authors contribute their memories in similar but contrasting forms,
together producing an “offspring.”

MATTERS OF LIFE AND DEATH
The “story not being told” is the story that Sheila and Sandra tell in Imaginary
Parents. Through both word and image they restore the various people, events, and
attitudes that were silenced during their young lives. Although many different kinds of
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family stories are told in this text, those surrounding pregnancy and suicide characterize
the way in which narrative and visual text work together to complete a particular chain of
events, thus reinforcing Velasco’s notion that in an automitografía, the autobiographical
act becomes the performative agent of transformation. One particular narrative from the
family album that falls into this category revolves around Aunt Winifred. She, the
favorite “in-law” (or “out-law”) aunt of the Ortiz Taylor sisters, commits suicide on
Christmas Day.
Sheila’s description of Winifred paints a grim picture of the life of a woman who
has had enough with the man she has married and the life she has been living. Sandra
writes in her “Art Notes” that “Winifred lived and died before our feminist movement.
Part of our motivation for telling her story comes from the lack of perspective we had,
being children, at the time of her dramatic death” (x). Winifred is in a marriage that has
failed her and finds herself pregnant by another man. She compares her husband, Ted,
with her lover, Robert: “He [Ted] is fat, off center in the softness. Little crescents of fat
ride under his eyes making him look Chinese. Robert is slender, wears black slacks, dress
shirts, silk ties. Ted’s cowboy shirt is open at the throat; his undershirt shows at the neck”
(97). Her identity is subsumed in her husband’s. She feels trapped in a heterosexual
marriage that has not only failed her emotionally and physically, but also forced her
economic dependence. Winifred has no freedom until she takes it in the form of a lover.
In this moment, she has wrested control of her body and begins to fulfill her sexual
desires. At the end of the story, the reader realizes, however, that she cannot continue on
this path. In addition to divorce, abortion is not an option, or at least a very difficult one,
at this time for both reasons of her faith and accessibility. For Winifred, concerning her
role as mother, having another baby is unthinkable because she cannot manage the
children she has. Winifred’s hand is forced by her un-loving husband and her careless
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lover. and she makes a decision that will affect the rest of her family’s life. While it may
represent negative agency, above all, Winifred made her own choice this time.
Ultimately, Winifred enacts a final revenge on her husband, leaving him to deal with the
“mess.” Ted has been slowly killing her for a long time and she, conversely, pulls the
trigger swiftly.
Sheila and Sandra through both forms of representation rescue Winifred’s tale of
pain, shame, and secrecy and understand it as having had a serious impact on their
family’s sense of who they were in the eyes of others. Winifred’s story represents tension
and internal conflict that the family cannot accept. They cannot face the fact that “one of
their own” could take control of her body both sexually and in death so completely and
selfishly. Sheila describes the way that her relatives handled the news of her aunt’s death:
“There is humming behind us where the grown-ups stand. There is a story back there.
The story is the one not being told to the children. The grown-ups tell the story to each
other, in whispers. The children watch the bubbling tree lights, listening intently to the
story not being told” (100). Even as children, Sheila and Sandra knew that something
scandalous was happening in the life of Aunt Winifred. Sandra writes in her “Art Notes,”
“All the family snapshots in which Winifred appeared were torn to eliminate her visage. I
hope in some small way we are restoring her image” (x). In a way, this story’s
intervention epitomizes the project of this book. The Ortiz Taylor sisters desire to bring
to light, in multiple, complimentary ways, both momentous and everyday stories within
their family in order to reinstate those who were covered up with scandal or purposefully
forgotten. According to Velasco, “Chicana/o autobiographical narratives become a way
of transcending the main effect of oppression—their subjects’ invisibility” (324).
Winifred’s photo being torn from all the snapshots obviously implies a family judgment.
Perhaps embarrassment, a strong tie to Catholicism, an attempt to erase suicide as a
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viable means of escape, or even the perpetuation of the continued subscription to
traditional gender roles caused the family to keep Winifred invisible and her story silent.
In articulating Winfred’s painful last hours, the Ortiz Taylor sisters raise questions about
the previous generation’s hasty condemnation.
Sandra’s visual image of Winifred’s story represented as an installation allows for
a supplemental reading of their aunt’s narrative. In her notes at the beginning of the text,
Sandra explains the sisters’ reasons for re-membering Winifred’s story: “Now as mature
women who have felt the influence of feminism, we have a formed a very different
scenario from the one that the family told” (x). Using images of death throughout the
interior of the case she created to symbolize Winifred’s story, Sandra depicts the
narrative of a woman who saw little choice for her life to go forward. In the lid of the
open case, a miniature plastic baby looms over all the other pieces within the work. It
symbolizes Winifred’s pregnancy and her sense of entrapment in her loveless marriage.
Above the small baby is the stark, white skull of a skeleton with red eyes wearing a miter,
which represents her Catholic heritage and no doubt, the oppression she feels from the
laws of the Church. Her affair and, especially the baby that resulted from it, have
essentially excommunicated her from the Catholic Church. The only words inside the
case sit just under the plastic baby and say “My Life Had Stood a Loaded Gun…,”15
comprising the first line of the famous Emily Dickinson poem, which resonates for
Winifred, who felt trapped, angry, and willing to do anything to be free. Inside the
bottom half of the case, which has been lined with black fabric, thirteen nails are lying
upon an altar placed on top of a coffin-shaped wooden box. On top of all of this is a gun,
a small revolver, like the one she used to end her life. There are four miniature pink roses
also lying on top of the long nails. The part of the box that is not covered in black fabric
is lined with paper depicting white birds flying in all directions on a black background.
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Winifred is one of these birds that cannot be trapped in a life she does not love. She frees
herself in the only way she knows how, indicated by what looks like a spent shell casing
laying in the top left corner.
The exterior of the case is black and depicts a building, a prison with a high tower
in the middle. In silver letters, W-I-N-I-F-R-E-D is spelled out horizontally. There are
images of an arm, a head, a truck, and a heart also apparent in this representation of the
prison tower. The case itself is then connected with a black measuring tape to a small
notebook with an image of the same prison tower with silver lettering. Sandra writes,
“This narrative concerns the suicide on Christmas day of our favorite ‘in-law’ aunt. The
attached book has my sister’s text from which I created an artist book” (viii). Together
with Sheila’s text and Sandra’s installation, Winifred’s desperation and loneliness reveal
to the reader just how deeply a suicide can affect the image a family has of itself. The text
reveals secrets that allow the sisters to tell an alternative story of the life they knew
growing up, restoring those figures that impacted their lives in ways they would not fully
realize until they reached adulthood. Winfred’s story retold through the sisters’ narrative
acts illustrates Velasco’s assertion that the reconstructed text itself becomes the
performative agent of change. As Velasco contends, “[A]utomitografías are one of the
most successful attempts in Chicana/o literature at writing the personal horror that cannot
be told, choosing to tell the story of the total Self as the mark of a new definition of
identity working at the center of the narrative voice” (333). It is the text that acts to clear
Winifred’s name.
Winifred’s story can be viewed as both a pregnancy story and a suicide story, thus
a narrative of female transgression, challenging prescribed gender roles and the
dysfunction it produced. A second suicide story, however, illuminates a pattern in the
text. While their project is certainly one of restoration, it is also one of critique. In this
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text, the heterosexual marriages described almost always result in tragedy. The suicide of
Mypapa, the sisters’ maternal grandfather, occurred in response to his wife’s death.
Sandra writes, “My family had a disturbing tendency to merge so totally in partnerships
that the death of one would create a void so great as to endanger or even destroy the
other” (x). Seven months after Mymama’s death, Mypapa lies in their bed dreaming
about his own death. He does not desire to continue his life without her there beside him.
He goes to the narrow chest in their room and pulls out a bundle, which contains “the
Colt given him by Pancho Villa; the German Luger his son David brought back from the
war; the [.]38 he bought last week in a pawn shop on Riverside Drive” (130). He uses the
bathroom to commit this violent act as it is the only room in the house that has a door to
close for privacy. Although she makes little comment in the text about how the family
responds to this act, it seems that by including it in this autobiographical project she is
revealing another family secret that has been kept private. Doing what her parents and
relatives could not, Sheila interrogates and recovers the secrets hidden within the family’s
collective narrative, opening them up as lessons for future generations. Desiring to
validate their lives and deaths by showing her reader the circumstances that led to these
serious acts of suicide, Sheila subverts societal norms that call for a silencing of these
kinds of shameful stories by including them in her textual representation. She also offers
a subtle critique of heterosexual marriage, showcasing the ways in which it destroyed
many members of her family.
Sandra tells the story of Mypapa’s suicide differently in her installation entitled
“Recuerdos para los Abuelitos.” She depicts Mypapa as a skeleton on the bed with a
shotgun directly to his side. Sandra writes, “My grandfather’s choice, carried out in the
family home, with other family members present, completed the destruction of the family
which had begun with the death of my grandmother” (x). This visual text recreates the
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bedroom of her grandparents that Sandra remembers as a child. Sandra reveals in her
“Art Notes” that many times, as a special treat, Mymama would invite her into this
private—and even secret—space of her bedroom. She would show her the miniatures that
she collected along with her arrangements of succulents and cacti. Mymama would give
her a tour of these many wonders, including holy pictures of the Catholic faith, painted
plaster saints, and even flickering votive candles. In the end, Sandra writes, “She was the
corazón, the heart of her family, but apart from this context, I realize that I never knew
her. She remains to me, as she appeared in so many snapshots, a shadow, yet a powerful
maternal presence” (x). Family, here, is imagined to include many members; however,
those members do not interact on an emotional level. Sandra realizes that she never really
knew Mymama and even her parents, among other family members, remain elusive in
many aspects. Pictures of Mymama and Mypapa as a younger couple are also included as
if seen through a window of the installation. This décor, too, presented in Sandra’s case
for the abuelitos, implies a Mexican Catholic heritage in a different way than Sheila
writes about it. The bright colors and clay pottery visible in the visual recounting imply a
rich cultural heritage that was not always so obvious in the sisters’ household. The knickknacks that Sheila describes in her narrative are not the ones that Sandra chooses to use in
her interpretation.

TOMBOYS & COWGIRLS
Another silence in the text influenced by both written and visual narratives is
exposed in Juanita’s anxiety surrounding her daughters’ gender performance. In a chapter
entitled “In the Closet,” Sheila critiques the reproduction of femininity and motherhood
they experienced growing up under the tutelage of their mother, who Sandra refers to as
“the Dolores Del Rio of L.A.’s Silver Lake district” (xv). Juanita holds both herself and
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her daughters to a high standard of beauty as symbolized by Sandra’s comparison of her
to the glamorous Mexican film actress who stared in Hollywood films during the silent
era of the early 1900s. Sheila uses the title of this chapter literally and metaphorically as
it talks about the girls’ mother’s disappointment as she watches them play in their closet
when she tells them, “You girls never play with your dolls” (81). They counter that they
do but ultimately see their mistake in bringing out a particular doll, Anne, who, the reader
finds out, has been a victim of scientific experimentation: “My sister has made a mistake,
hauling out Anne. Now my mother is pulling the dolls out one by one and arranging them
on the bed as if they are witnesses for the prosecution […] My mother is having a hard
time understanding how these dolls keep ending up at the back of the closet (83). In an
ironic turn, it is motherhood and heteronormativity that are closeted while her tomboy
persona is out in the open. In this scene when their mother is upset that all of their dolls
are in different states of disarray, the sisters are quite content. The reader sees Sandra
digging through a box for a cap pistol. Sheila writes, “I’ve already got my six shooters
buckled on and a tiny knife on my belt in a sheath that says Santa Catalina Island” (81).
In this passage, Sheila and Sandra counter their mother’s version of “normal” play for
little girls.
This vignette could have been titled in a variety of ways, but Sheila chooses “In
the Closet” to establish that even her decisions as a child were alternative to the ones she
was supposed to be making based on prescribed, heterosexual gender roles. Sheila uses
the title both literally and metaphorically as the chapter talks about the girls’ mother’s
disappointment as she watches them play in their closet. Juanita is disappointed that the
girls are not doing the things that “typical” girls do, like play with dolls or play house.
Sheila counters her mother’s thoughts with, “First, we do not like dolls that are stiff and
dressed up in uncomfortable clothes that are hard to take off. Second, we do not like boy
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dolls. And third, who likes to play dolls anyway” (83). She also talks about how boring it
is to play house. Both Sheila and Sandra hate playing house as it is “[t]oo much like real
life” (83). While Sheila may be using her role as the writer to retell this particular story in
a specific way, she makes a point that Juanita is trying to encourage her girls to play at
being proper mothers. Juanita then starts to look at the clothes that have been pushed
aside like the dolls: “‘You never wear these,’ says my mother, holding up two pinafores
that look like banana cream pie. My mother has one to match; all three dresses just alike.
These are Mother And Daughter outfits. My mother loves it when we are all three dressed
up in them and old ladies say ‘My aren’t you sweet you all look like sisters.’ We purely
hate it but mother likes it” (83). In this moment, Juanita realizes she gave birth to Tom
Mix and Will Rogers, American cowboys featured on film and radio, instead of Shirley
Temple and Elizabeth Taylor, “the way she planned” (85). Sheila muses, “Now when she
looks into our closet, she maybe has the feeling her plan to be the mother of little girls
has not worked out the way she always thought it would” (84). Sheila knows that part of
their mother would love them to put on their Mother And Daughter dresses but “the Ortiz
y Cabares part of her believes: What will be will be. This part makes resignation and
perhaps even love possible” (84). While their mother understands that her daughters may
not ultimately conform to heteronormative roles, she continuously reinforces the “norm”
to which she and her family subscribes.
Sandra’s version of “In the Closet” can be found in two cases, “Family Room”
and “Cowgirls Don’t Wear White Gloves.” In “Family Room,” Sandra creates a picture of
her mother and father’s interests in their family room. In the left corner under a square
window sits a Raggedy Ann doll with a revolver resting comfortably on her lap. Next to
the doll stands a sewing machine, no doubt communicating Juanita’s love of stitching.
Continuing toward the right of the box, the reader encounters a miniature sailboat and a
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captain’s hat, all posed in front of a mock porthole. About this installation, Sandra
comments, “The domesticated, contained life. Sewing was our mother’s art form; she
even created cloth dolls for us, her tomboy daughters who later were to voyage beyond
their armchair traveling father” (viii). The gun poised perfectly over Raggedy Ann
suggests that Sandra, like Sheila, does not see herself as a little girl who played with
dolls. She ascribes very traditional roles to her mother and father here, emphasizing that
she and her sister would never conform to these social norms as adults.
In “Cowgirls Don’t Wear White Gloves,” Sandra also offers an alternative picture
of her and her sister’s behavior. She stresses the fact that they are most comfortable in
roles, such as that of the cowgirl, that are not in line with prescriptive gender roles. On
the exterior of the glove case, there are three images. On the right is a cut-out figure of a
little girl in a dress holding a mirror and white gloves. In the middle scrawled in cursive
letters is the word “Gloves.” To the very left is a cowboy boot with a spur, aimed toward
“Gloves,” as if it has the power to stamp it out. The interior of the case offers much the
same message. A plastic cowboy figure shoots his gun at an image of a woman complete
with a long skirt and a bonnet that covers her entire face while a Native American cut-out
looks on. A photograph looms in the center of the case, and although it is hard to see
clearly, it appears as if Sandra herself is dressed as a cowgirl. Sandra herself confirms the
existence of cowgirls, somewhere in between Will Rogers and Elizabeth Taylor. The
remaining image is of a blue miniature iron with an arm coming out of the top. Sandra
rejects the role of housewife along with the white gloves. In her descriptions, Sandra
remarks, “One of the most mysterious fashion statements my mother would occasionally
inflict upon us as children was the wearing of white gloves. I never knew if I was to
protect them or they to protect me” (viii). White gloves serve as the ultimate symbol of
the kind of femininity to which Juanita subscribes. Dolores Del Rio, Shirley Temple, and
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Elizabeth Taylor wear white gloves; Tom Mix and Will Rogers do not. Cowgirls like
Sheila and Sandra cannot be protected by this hyper-feminized symbol because they
never believed in the power of the gloves in the first place. As discussed previously,
Velasco claims that this creation of a new self transcends the silencing of personal
experiences in the past. These private stories are the ones that friends and relatives never
heard. Tomboy daughters are not allowed to behave the way they do “in their closet”
while they are in public. This text brings to light those silences, authorizing new selves in
the process.
In a later chapter, entitled “Perfect Understanding,” Sheila relates the tale of her
father taking her to his barber Roberto to get a “boy’s” haircut. Before the reader knows
where Jack is taking Sheila, he says “‘This should make your mother’s life a lot easier’”
(132). In this short glimpse, the reader realizes the possibility that her father is more
perceptive and can read even further into the future than she or her mother can, hence the
title “Perfect Understanding”: “Roberto rotates the chair until I can’t see. My father
laughs. The barber at the far end of the shop looks up from his work, pauses, scissors in
hand. Then an electric razor purrs up my neck, powder flies, a soft brush whisks my neck.
I look at the boy in the mirror” (133). Her mother lets out a moan when she sees her
daughter’s new haircut but Sheila relates, “[a]s I start up the stairs I hear my father begin
to explain. I hear the word ‘easier’ and close the door” (133). The literal door closes in
the text, even as her father tries to open the door metaphorically in recognizing how this
short hair cut would be a way to approach his daughter’s “tomboy behavior” with his
wife. While Sheila does not directly address the issue of homosexuality in the text and
never uses this word, many incidents lead the reader to believe that in this autobiography,
in addition to many other things, she is crafting her own coming-out narrative.
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Although the text ends as the girls are just out of high school, Sheila can see
looking back that even then there were multiple identities that she negotiated. Toward the
end of the autobiography, after her mother has taken her daughters to Mexico, Sheila
writes about herself, “She was tired of carrying around the little glass cage of a heart split
in two and divided between her loves: the English teacher [a woman] and the French
teacher [a man]; Mary and Christ; the female and the male; the forbidden and the
conventional. So much drama and dichotomy. When would she have either succor or
solitude?” (254). Ultimately, Sheila and Sandra in the writing of this text both are
interrogating the family values of the past while putting together the pieces of their
childhood and uncovering family secrets through automitographical reflection and
critique, which most often tells a different story than the authorized narratives given to
them as children.

IMAGINING THEIR PARENTS
As in the previous counterhistories, Sheila and Sandra take a critical look at
another marriage, arguably the most influential one. In unpacking the realities of their
own parents’ marriage they identify further anxiety surrounding prescribed gender roles
and ultimately, critique the heteronormative institution of marriage that seems to have
trapped their mother. While a parents’ marriage always shapes the lives of the children it
produces, Sheila and Sandra endeavor to show their readers that it is also often a
performance enacted by two people who decide either to play the stereotypical roles of
husband and wife or to reject those scripts and write new ones. Although the sisters’
father desires these stereotypical roles for himself and his wife, Juanita, she, at times,
resists his dominance, albeit with little success.
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In her text, Sheila imagines the story-critique in this way: Juanita Loretta Ortiz
and Jack Santray Taylor met in 1933 at the Polar Palace, an indoor skating rink on
Melrose Avenue. Jack is already married to Doreen but when he notices Juanita, he sees a
“woman of matchless beauty, a woman with long dark hair done up in a cunning way
behind, a woman with eyes like the sounding board of a guitar” (13). Juanita knows that
Jack is already married, though, and points this out several times when he approaches
her. Shortly after their first encounter, he finds her again heralding the news of his
impending divorce. Sheila does not say anything further about their courtship and
marriage but the reader understands many things from this encounter. In re-voicing the
story of her parents’ first meeting, Sheila finds a way to reveal more family secrets,
unveiling the silences that haunted their collective narrative. Juanita is a Catholic girl
from a Mexican family. When she agrees to marry Jack, a divorced man, she is, in
essence, excommunicated from the Catholic Church. Her children, then, are not
recognized in the eyes of the Church; they are illegitimate. This may explain why Juanita
“had renounced Catholicism” and raised the girls with little religious instruction (230).
They both take risks in ignoring societal and religious norms about divorce, remarriage,
and adultery in order to be together, or at least that is the self-invented myth they
presented to their children. About her parents, Sandra writes, “They had come from poor
working-class family backgrounds and they were determined not to duplicate the lives of
their parents. They managed, together, to live out the American Dream, Southern
California style” (xv). While they may have succeeded in economic terms as Sandra
notes, the reality that Sheila shares with the reader is not nearly as positive. Her father left
his wife for her mother; their marriage was one of prescription and dysfunction.
Sandra’s visual interpretation “El Músico y la Dama” reinforces a slightly more
severe message than Sheila’s narrative in regards to their parents’ marriage. The exterior
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of her piece shows a grid pattern that “suggests celestial navigation with a movie-like
blow up of our mother’s Hollywood goddess-like eyes dominating the image of El
Músico” (viii). This suggestion of the mother’s eyes dominating the image of the father
causes readers to speculate what Sandra is saying about the relationship between her
mother and her father. Although Sheila’s text reveals an often conventional marriage
where Jack, the man and therefore the head-of-the-household, makes all of the familial
decisions, it appears that Sandra might be offering a different perspective. Juanita’s eyes
dominate the exterior of the case that narrates her marriage story. Upon closer
examination, the reader observes that Juanita is imprisoned in this case. Her cage is
complete with graffiti and Jack’s image is imposed there on the outside as well, ready to
intercept her if she tries to escape. The little window offers a space for surveillance, but
also a gap through which Juanita plans the ultimate rejection of Jack’s role for her. The
window also suggests that Juanita’s behavior in the marriage must be monitored. It can
ultimately be read as a reversal—or at least a desire for reversal—of dominant/
submissive roles as Juanita’s image is obviously so much larger than Jack’s. Sandra’s
installation anticipates Sheila’s narrative as Sheila gradually reveals how Juanita breaks
free of her cell, claiming her freedom—and that of her daughters as well. As Sheila
points out, there often exist imbalances of power in her parents’ relationship, but Juanita
is well aware of those occurrences.
The interior of the case then metaphorically contextualizes the lives of Juanita and
Jack in relation to each another. The romantic aura they created around their relationship
and exhibited for the children is reflected in this piece. Figures from the traditional
Mexican lotería16 game of chance become the images representing Sandra’s parents when
they first meet, and no doubt, these cards also reveal from where the installation’s title
comes. He is a musician; she is a beautiful actress and artist. The glass slipper on her
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mother’s side of the case hangs over everything, symbolizing the fairy tale lifestyle they
started at the skating rink. Or it could simply reinforce the false nature of that fairy tale
lifestyle which is actually dominated by Jack. There is also an image of her with one of
her daughters. Juanita’s role as a mother reveals a defining moment in her married life.
This gives her a reason to reject her role as the submissive wife. She must offer her
daughters another option. The bottom photograph represents a woman in a position of
stasis. She is at rest, not moving, and perhaps trapped.
On her father’s side of the case, Sandra depicts both a musician and a sailor. She
employs imagery of the corazón as a constant theme, which Sheila uses in her text as
well. The corazón though is pierced or imperfect in both of these images, alluding to the
ultimate failure of his heart. Sandra writes, “My father’s first heart attack hung like a
shadow over our daily lives (the prognosis being a slim five years left to live)” (xi).
Within the case, the heart imagery indeed hangs over the head of her father, like the
slipper over her mother, but the heart is a constant reminder of Jack’s impending death.
The trope of the heart follows the sisters and the Ortiz Taylor family even to Mexico and
the last sentence of the text, “In this house under the stars we will fall asleep, dreaming
the past into tropes and signs and symbols, beginning the dangerous art of fitting it all
back inside the heart of a child” (257). The heart trope acknowledges, too, that not
everything in the context of a family can be understood with reason alone.
The middle of the case, then, would seem to imply a mixing of the lives of
Sandra’s parents, but it does not. Although the title of the piece, “El Músico y la Dama,”
notably in Spanish like most of the other art pieces, suggests an equal pairing, Juanita
only seems to be depicted in the far left section. In this middle part, there are photographs
of a sailboat which one presumes are pictures of the boat that Jack purchased for the
family to fix up. Placed in the middle as well is a man’s tuxedo hanging on a hanger with
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only half of the trousers showing. In place of longer trousers, Sandra suspends a small
saxophone. Jack is a formal man. He conforms to the rules, especially in his marriage to
Juanita. The bottom image represents the hacienda-style house that Jack designed for the
family with his shoe dominating the image. His home is his castle; he is the reigning
King. This middle ground within the installation represents Jack and his varied interests.
The boat offers Jack freedom, adventure, and movement, whereas Juanita only finds
stasis. Jack’s interests in architectural design, sailing, music, and even his health
problems dominate the relationship he has with his wife and children. Sandra writes,
“Only with the death of my father does she [Juanita] begin to emerge as a self-defining
individual. She demonstrated her new-found independence by embarking on a solo
voyage of discovery” (xi). Thus, Sandra is foreshadowing her mother’s future voyage of
discovery of her own identity with the dominating photo of Juanita’s eyes on the exterior
of “El Músico y la Dama.” Despite the patriarchal domination reflected in her
relationship with Jack, Juanita resists him greatly at times. As Dow Adams suggests,
“Throughout the text she is described as resisting the status quo, hiding her preferred dull
knife from her husband, who insists on sharp knives and soft pressure. That what looks
on the surface like domination of the weak by the strong also includes some elements of
the opposite […]” (66). Juanita ultimately desires a different lifestyle with a stronger
agency of her own and questions Jack’s demands of her as a woman by challenging his
restraint in various ways that are often not revealed until after his death. In the writing of
this automitografía, Sheila and Sandra unveil the secrets and silences surrounding their
parents’ marriage.
Interestingly, Sandra’s “El Músico y la Dama” is not her only representation of
Jack and Juanita’s lives. She constructs two other installations, “Stepping Out” and
“Catch the Wave,” for her father. The reader only has access to the front and back sides
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of “Stepping Out,” but much can be determined from these whimsical images. Like the
man Sandra depicts in “El Músico y la Dama,” she showcases her father’s sophisticated
pursuits, such as ballroom dancing and the playing of musical instruments. Again, a shoe,
albeit a man’s fancy dress shoe, stands on top of the case, illustrating his dapper and
gentlemanly style. Always in control of his world, everything is under his shoe. On the
back of the case, an image of her seated father in a tuxedo with a clarinet across his lap
dominates the space. Smaller images of a dancing couple, Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers, loom above Jack, almost as if his wildest dream is to dance this way with Juanita,
or to indeed be Fred Astaire himself. Sandra writes of this installation, “My father had his
Gatsby side; part of his work wardrobe consisted of braces for his socks, or ‘Paris
garters’. This box celebrates the romantic tales we were told about our parents’ meeting.
They became Astaire and Rogers. On the verso is my father as the dashing young man
with a horn that he actually was” (viii). Although Sandra refers to the romantic stories
about her parents’ meeting, Juanita does not appear here.
In the other installation, “Catch the Wave,” Sandra features the adventurous side
of her father’s personality. The bottom is covered with a black-and-white photograph of
her father’s boat that he was fixing up during their childhood. Dow Adams characterizes
the piece in this way: “Sandra reproduces the actual photograph, cutting and pasting and
enlarging so that the two sisters appear in triplicate in front of what seems to be a single
outsized boat, their images larger and larger in each version, moving from left to right”
(71). A saxophone dominates the entire case, an image that is often repeated in
connection with Jack, and is surrounded by a likeness of the sea. On top, in its own
smaller case, sits a model sailboat and a hand saw with jagged teeth, representing Jack’s
strong work ethic and his determination to fix up an old boat he bought without
discussing it with his wife. Sandra describes this installation as her “father’s dream in
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process” (xi). These images all offer further evidence confirming his independent and
controlling nature. In Sheila’s text—Photograph 6—she describes this experience a bit
differently, giving the impression that her older sister, with the brown face, is not as
excited about the boat as she, the white one, is. Sheila indicates that she has aligned
herself with her father in this romantic endeavor while her sister has chosen their mother
who has remained at home “in her house on the hill” (137). Ultimately, Sheila writes that
“the two girls in the photograph had to align and realign allegiances, alliances, compacts,
and lazy love a thousand times. Yet always they remain as this photograph shows: in
relationship” (138). The sisters’ demonstrate different allegiances throughout the text,
which become visible in the contrasting details of their relational narratives.
Paying homage to her mother with whom she more closely identifies, Sandra
gives space to Juanita’s plight in “Ofrenda for a Maja.” She describes this installation as
“offering tribute, memorial for a charismatic woman” (xi). This case has three
compartments, not unlike “El Músico y la Dama.” On the far right side, Juanita’s face
looms large, her eyes especially speak to the reader, and she is positioned underneath her
own face with her daughters. The three of them have been cut out of an old photograph.
Juanita is a mother first and finds identity in this role. There is also a smaller image of her
eyes, like the one used in “El Músico y la Dama. Exterior.” The bottom of her face is
covered with a color photograph of a huge ocean liner, not the sailboat of her husband’s
choosing. On the far left side appear black-and-white photographs of Juanita and Jack
and their home. Although this is Juanita’s case alone, both her husband and her daughters
appear with her in this piece. Neither Juanita nor the children appear in Jack’s cases. In
the middle panel, Sandra renders their family patio in miniature. Dow Adams describes
the scene this way: “In the center section a large artificial hibiscus, the flower often
associated with the mother, appears behind miniature versions of the same furniture seen
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in the photograph on the left, as well as miniature luggage […]” (67). Sandra recreates
the place in their house where her mother is the most comfortable. She writes, “I
recreated our family patio with her sunglasses on the table; she has just sat down to have
her cigarette. The broom is waiting for her to resume her constant labors” (xi). Among
other things, the constant desire for escape is symbolized in the packed luggage waiting
for Juanita to begin a new journey when she is ready.
In theorizing autobiography, critic Shirley K. Rose asserts that the ethnic
autobiographer’s “discourse […] reflects and reinforces, by retelling her culture’s myths
and re-using her culture’s metaphors, that culture’s collectively created version of reality.
As a contributor to this collective reality, autobiography is a cultural document, a source
of information for anyone seeking a better understanding of the myths and ideology of
the culture in which and from which it arises” (3). What Sheila and Sandra ultimately
offer to their readers in Imaginary Parents is a cultural document that exposes the myths
and metaphors, good or bad, that they both grew up believing. They have rewritten those
memories in two different media in order to replace the silences in their past with stories.
Although the Ortiz Taylors seemingly reinforced societal conventions within their
interactions, the family secrets and reactions to those secrets revealed in the sisters’
narratives collaboratively uncovers an actual reworking and critique of these norms. As
Dow Adams states, “[I]n place of a book of myths without the sisters’ names, she
[Sheila] relies on their collaborative recreation of the past in the form of Imaginary
Parents to create a new book of myths to replace the old codex” (76). Sheila and Sandra
indeed replace the old codex with their automitografía. In Velasco’s words, the
autobiographical act becomes the performative agent of change. In recreating the lives of
their family members, the Ortiz Taylor sisters have interrogated the ways in which their
parents and relatives both adhered to and subverted traditional values of the 1940s and
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1950s, such as fixed gender roles and heterosexual marriage, and have incorporated those
desires to subvert societal norms within their own lives as a result of these family
affiliations.

ACTIVISM IS OUTRAGEOUS
Although OutRageous (2006) is technically the third installment of the Arden
Benbow trilogy, I consider it to be the fourth volume of Ortiz Taylor’s Chicanoization. In
OutRageous, Arden Benbow has now journeyed to the Florida of 1973 to accept her job
at Midway College, a small liberal arts school. She causes quite a stir in the small town of
Midway, located in the northwest portion of the state. Arden views this change of scenery
as a homecoming:
She dreamed of Aztlán, the mythic lost land of the Aztecs, her people,
their dear homeland that might be in New Mexico, Arizona, Utah or…or
some people—respectable scholars, as she recalled—had even placed it
somewhere in Florida. Had they not? Yes, she was almost positive, quite
positive, they had. One crack-brained theory put it in Wisconsin. Clearly,
that was absurd. But Florida. Now that was really quite plausible. Likely,
even. Aztlán. And she, Arden Benbow, had returned to claim on behalf of
all the earth’s dispossessed the archetypal homeland for her people and to
do so in the name of Malinche, first mother of language and confused
identity. (30-1)
Like her musings in Faultline and Southbound, Arden’s prose and political messages are
often heavy-handed; however, her cultural references are no longer written as local color
via food or a smattering of Spanish words. By referencing Aztlán, the earth’s
dispossessed, and Malinche, Ortiz Taylor communicates that both she and Arden have
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now fully embraced the political agenda often associated with Chicano identity and hopes
to impact the multiple communities she inhabits with the writing of this text. She now
realizes that being a Chicana means interaction and activism on behalf of a community;
she also claims Aztlán as her homeland and understands that a particular kind of food and
the Spanish language are not necessarily markers of authenticity. In addition to this new
depth of Chicana identity, Ortiz Taylor characterizes Arden as an optimist who is very
excited about Midway. The administration is elated at first also because Arden offers
them a “Mexican American [which] included Native American and […] if you threw in
there that she was a woman” they had the perfect hire (42). However, as soon as the
administrators at the college hear about her female companion and their six children, they
devise a plan to oust her, hoping she will leave under the pressure they inflict. Ultimately,
Arden rises to the occasion by cajoling the aid of fellow female faculty, immigrant
farmworkers, rural residents, a lesbian feminist press, and an entire rugby team to force
the hand of the college administration, who ends up bowing to Arden’s activist agenda.
Throughout the Arden Benbow series, Ortiz Taylor communicates her struggle to
represent a character who identifies as both a lesbian and a Chicana. In OutRageous some
of her Chicano references still involve food and language; however, for the most part,
Ortiz Taylor pushes herself a step further to embrace a Chicano political agenda, which
she was missing in Southbound. In writing the story of Arden’s journey toward political
engagement, Ortiz Taylor writes herself back into the past of Chicano activism; she
revises her own personal history. This was the piece missing from all the previous books.
In writing this series, Ortiz Taylor makes a conscious effort to write herself and those like
her into the historical consciousness of their communities. Trinh T. Minh-ha defines
storytelling as “the oldest form of building historical consciousness in community” (148).
In these tales about Arden Benbow, Ortiz Taylor intervenes in dominant narratives of
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American identity formation to tell a different kind of story. She inserts herself as a
Chicana lesbian into the master narratives about prosperity and the American Dream that
have always excluded her. Crafting a character like Arden in fiction, she did what she
could not do in personal narrative; she uses her own lived experiences and translates them
into fiction so that she can reach her target audience: others like her who have never seen
themselves represented at all, especially in literary forms. All four of Ortiz Taylor’s texts
offer important contributions to the communities of audiences they reach. They reveal a
trajectory, not just about Ortiz Taylor herself, but about the way that conversations
surrounding ethnic and minority American identities get constructed.
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NOTES
1

In this chapter I discuss Faultline, Southbound, Imaginary Parents, and

OutRageous; however, there is much to be written into the conversations surrounding her
other texts: Spring Forward/Fall Back (Tallahassee, FL: Naiad Press, 1985); Slow
Dancing at Miss Polly’s (Tallahassee, FL: Naiad Press, 1989); Coachella (Albuquerque:
U of New Mexico P, 1998); and Assisted Living (Midway, FL: Spinsters Ink, 2007).
2

In This Bridge We Call Home: Radical Visions for Transformation (2002) edited

by Gloria E. Anzaldúa and Analouise Keating, Anzaldúa publishes an essay entitled
“Now Let Us Shift…The Path of Conocimiento…Inner Work, Public Acts.” In this essay
she describes the seven stages of conocimiento, or what she calls the means of
understanding or coming to grips with the world in which one lives. Following the
trajectory that Ortiz Taylor first offers in fiction, Anzaldúa uses the metaphor of the
earthquake to represent the first stage of self-identification: “[E]very arrebato […] rips
you from your familiar ‘home,’ casting you out of your personal Eden, showing that
something is lacking in your queendom” (546). See Anzaldúa, “Now Let Us Shift…The
Path of Conocimiento…Inner Work, Public Acts,” This Bridge We Call Home: Radical
Visions for Transformation (New York: Routledge, 2002) 540-78.
3

With the publication of Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa’s This Bridge

Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color in 1981, Moraga’s own Loving in
the War Years: lo que nunca pasó por sus labios in 1983, and then Anzaldúa’s
autobiography/autohistoria Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza in 1987,
audiences of these texts become accustomed to reading works that incorporate what is at
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stake both personally and publicly in a combination of essay, poetry, and prose, often in
the form of autobiography. All of these activist texts taught their audiences to appreciate
lived experiences and the consequences of the political battles their authors were fighting
through their writing. Because Ortiz Taylor chooses fiction during a time when Chicanas
and Chicana lesbians chose other more personal forms, her work often does not enter into
the same conversations as the abovementioned texts when it should as she is looking at
very similar issues of identity formation.
4

During the time when Richard Nixon was in the White House and the Vietnam

War was on the minds of all Americans, “small presses emerged to disseminate ideas and
build coalitions among disenfranchised minorities. Naiad Press is at the top of the short
list of survivors” (Beebe 23). Bonnie Ruth Beebe wrote those words in 1998,
commemorating the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of Naiad Press by Barbara
Grier and Donna McBride. Critic Linda Rapp narrates Naiad Press’ history for glbtq.com:
Naiad Press got off to a modest beginning in January 1973. [Anyda]
Marchant and [Muriel] Crawford put up $2,000 in initial funding, and
[Barbara] Grier contributed the mailing list from The Ladder [the
magazine of the Daughters of Bilitis], consisting of three thousand names
of potential customers. Grier and [Donna] McBride ran the operation from
their home near Kansas City [Missouri]. Naiad's first book, The
Latecomer, written by Marchant under the pseudonym Sarah Aldridge,
appeared in 1974. Grier and McBride moved to Tallahassee, Florida in
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1980. Naiad Press had been growing from year to year, but both women
continued to hold other full-time jobs to support themselves as they
developed the business. In 1982 both Grier and McBride began working
exclusively for Naiad. The press burgeoned into the world's largest lesbian
publisher. Naiad's inventory includes mysteries, romances, and science
fiction novels. The press has reprinted classics of lesbian writing,
including Ann Bannon's Beebo Brinker series. Naiad has also produced
non-fiction books. Rosemary Curb and Nancy Manahan's Lesbian Nuns:
Breaking Silence (1985) was among the most successful. Naiad books
have taken a number of prestigious honors including an American Library
Association Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Book Award and half a dozen
Lambda Literary Awards. Grier and McBride won a Lambda Literary
Award of their own in 1991 in the Publisher's Service category.
Beebe reports that Faultline sold 30,00 copies and received a New York Times review.
(Although I have searched exhaustively for this review, I have not found it. At this point,
I doubt its existence.) She also cites Richard Labonté, gay and lesbian bookstore owner,
in her article to point to Naiad’s strong influence in the gay and lesbian publishing
industry:
I believe strongly that the durability and dependability of Naiad Press is a
cornerstone of both my bookstore (A Different Light) and of lesbian
literature over the past two decades. They have done so many things right:
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built a strong network of readers through direct mail while at the same
time urging their readers to shop at women’s and at lesbian/gay stores; set
a publishing schedule (and stuck to it); and by favoring the early work of a
legion of authors, have helped create and have nurtured a huge range of
writers. (23)
Originally founding the press so that lesbian women would have a place to be heard and
read, Grier and McBride retired in 2005. They passed on their legacy, the books and
authors of Naiad Press, to Bella Books, also in Tallahassee. See Beebe, “Happy Birthday,
Naiad!,” Lambda Book Review 6.7 (Feb. 1998): 23 and Rapp, “Grier, Barbara,”
glbtq.com: An Encyclopedia of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Culture
2003, 24 June 2008 <http://www.glbtq.com/ literature/grier_b.html>.
5

Readers do not learn about her father’s side of the family until they read

Imaginary Parents. Sheila’s father dies of a heart attack by the time she is an adult. In
Faultline and Southbound, readers meet her mother and a stepfather.
6

In this her first text, Ortiz Taylor employs testimonies to make her case for

Arden Benbow’s right to lesbian motherhood. A key component of the form I discuss
later with Imaginary Parents, automitografía, is testimonio, the predominantly Latin
American narrative mode that has crept into writings by ethnic American authors. John
Beverley defines testimonio as “a novel or novella-length narrative in book or pamphlet
form, told in the first person by a narrator who is also the real protagonist or witness of
the events she or he recounts. The unit of narration is usually a ‘life’ or a significant life
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experience” (70). See Beverley, Against Literature (Minneapolis, MN: U of Minnesota P,
1993).
7

For further information on views commonly held during this time on lesbian

motherhood, see “Gay Motherhood: Rewards and Problems,” Science News 116.12 (Sept.
1979): 198; Donna Hitchens, “Social Attitudes, Legal Standards, and Personal Trauma in
Child Custody Cases,” Journal of Homosexuality 5.1-2 (Fall 1979-Winter 1980): 89-95;
Catherine Rand, Dee L. R. Graham, and Edna I. Rawlings, “Psychological Health and
Factors the Court Seeks to Control in Lesbian Mother Custody Trials,” Journal of
Homosexuality 8.1 (Fall 1982): 27-39; and Margaret Leopold and Wendy King,
“Compulsory Heterosexuality, Lesbians, and the Law: The Case for Constitutional
Protection,” Canadian Journal of Women and the Law 1.1 (1985): 163-86.
8

While Arden’s character is not fully developed politically in this first book, the

conversation that Ortiz Taylor joins on a surface level surrounds the ways in which
second wave feminism included a recognition of lesbians within the feminist movement.
To this end, Ortiz Taylor writes Arden Benbow as a lesbian mother.
9

Similar to her practice in Faultline, Ortiz Taylor employs terms like “goddess”

and “Shaman” to illustrate Arden’s relationship to a “higher power.” These terms signal
Ortiz Taylor’s dependence, as a writer, on a particular tradition of new age feminism
deeply entangled with indigenous elements that specifically appealed to middle class
white women during the 1980s (and arguably continues to attract converts even today).
At this point in Southbound, Arden has not yet begun her journey toward Chicanoization
and therefore, instead of using common Aztec figures of power like La Virgen de
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Guadalupe or Coatlicue, whom she mentions later in the text, she appeals to iconic
images popular in this new age tradition of spirituality. For further information on this
kind of new age feminism/cultural appropriation, see Laura E. Donaldson, “On Medicine
Women and White Shame-Ans: New Age Native Americanism and Commodity
Fetishism as Pop Culture Feminism,” Signs 24.3 (Spring 1999): 677-96.
10

Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson in their book Reading Autobiography borrow

from Barbara Johnson’s ideas about critical or textual difference to define graphia: “the
careful teasing out of warring forces of signification within the text itself.” They continue
to describe the current status of autobiographical inquiry: “Readers now ask whether
there are practices of graphing the autos and framing the bios that are particular to texts
that perform self-reference, be they written, imaged, spoken, and/or figured. Emergent
theorizing of the autobiographical at interdisciplinary boundaries suggests new ways to
engage the canon of autobiography and the larger field of life narrative, including other
media of self-presentation.” See Smith and Watson, Reading Autobiography: A Guide for
Interpreting Life Narratives (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 2001) 137; Original
Barbara Johnson citation appears in The Critical Difference: Essays in the Contemporary
Rhetoric of Reading (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1980) 5.
11

Like the few others who have discussed this text, I will predominantly use the

authors’ first names throughout in order to distinguish between the two sisters.
12

While one could argue that the photographic depictions already offer a

particular kind of interpretation of Sandra’s three-dimensional cases, my analysis is based
on these reproductions because they represent the only medium through which the reader
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has access to the artwork.
13

Huerta contextualizes his conversation about mythos by focusing on early

Chicano dramas, written by now famous playwrights Estela Portillo-Trambley and Luis
Valdez. See his chapter entitled “Mythos or Mitos: The Roots of a Chicano Mythology”
for further discussion of mythos and these writers’ works. See Huerta, Chicano Drama:
Performance, Society and Myth (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000).
14

The image of the coyote in literature often refers to a figure that the reader

cannot trust, a swindler or imposter of some sort. This character acts as a “trickster”
figure, a shape-shifter, or a time traveler. However, in my analysis, I am drawing on the
history of the coyote in Mexican and Mexican American culture as a guide, border
crosser, person smuggler, transgressor, or law- breaker who leads poor Mexicans, often
from the interior, through the harshest routes of Mexico and the US in return for large
sums of money.
15

Written in the 19th century, this poem’s speaker compares her life to an unused,

loaded gun and is excited by seeing it fulfill its purpose to kill. This is very apropos of
Winifred’s situation. She seeks revenge on her husband specifically, and society in
general, through her suicide for the traditional roles of wife and mother they have forced
upon her.
16

Lotería is a Mexican game, similar to Bingo in the United States. This pastime

involves images on a deck of cards instead of numbers like in Bingo. When a card is
drawn, the player must recite the riddle, or dicho, associated with the image. Cultural
humorist José Antonio Burciaga remembers playing lotería as a child: “Beans were what
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we played Lotería with, the Mexican bingo game. ‘¡El Cazo!’ And we would put a pinto
bean on that picture.” See Burciaga, Spilling the Beans: Lotería Chicana (Santa Barbara:
Joshua Odell Editions, 1995) 15.
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CHAPTER TWO
Pat Mora’s Literary Nepantla: Blue Prints for a Word-House Refuge
Quien habla con refranes es un saco de verdades, who speaks in sayings is a sack of
truths. –Pat Mora, House of Houses
In her 1991 poem “My Word-house,” Pat Mora imagines a word-house, a
metaphysical place made of adobe thriving in the harsh desert sun, hovering somewhere
between Santa Fe, New Mexico, and El Paso, Texas. She writes:
The walls grow out of the desert
naturally, like agave, nopal, yucca.
Vines, winds, and strangers enter large, bare
rooms with ease, no private entrances, no secret locks,
just rough álamo slabs framing windows and doors. (Communion 86)
She imagines a center courtyard with a luscious fountain that offers refuge to various
kinds of birds and fish. The only people she mentions in the poem appear in the third
stanza:
Men and women pull threads from
their mouths, soak the strong fiber in berries,
roots, shells, then weave them as the wind loosens
songs. In the kitchen family bread is always rising. (86)
These men and women are the storytellers who will speak in this house; they rely on the
elements of the desert landscape to inspire them while Mora crafts their mouth-threads
into the cloths of story-songs. Even in this early incarnation, Mora’s word-house provides
a site of open interaction with seemingly no boundaries, a place for rest and nourishment.
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Mora continues the word-house metaphor in her 1993 collection of essays
Nepantla: Essays from the Land in the Middle.1 Building on her previous ideas and
images, she verbalizes the in-between spaces of her life, leading her reader through her
essays, the rooms of her house made of words:
As you wander through these rooms, these essays, you will overhear quiet,
intimate conversations with my family members in some. In others, you
will hear many voices speaking, questioning our public discourse,
affirming the right of Latinas and Latinos to be heard, to participate in
shaping the future of this country. My life, like yours, includes these
complexities. No one of us committed to social change lives a serene,
lyrical life. You will wander out of the house at times and return to your
life, to the personal and public voices of your world. I regret that we
cannot meet personally when you finally close the door to this house. I
would like to sit outside with you and hear your thoughts, since you will
have taken the time to consider mine. (6)
As this passage reveals, Mora envisions this word-house as a site for, not only intimate
conversations among family and friends, but also political action, one among many of her
concerns as an activist and as a Chicana. Mora questions, “How do we create space for
ourselves to be ourselves, our multiple Latina, Hispana, Mexicana, Chicana selves?
Space in ourselves to hear ourselves, space free of the pollution of bigotry and bias, space
free of contemporary colonizers. Space for play and dance. […] The desert teaches us the
value of space. Like the wind, our spirits will play if set free in a broad expanse” (67).
Because in her mind, the space she describes cannot exist in the physical realm, Mora reimagines her world inside the never-confining walls of a word-house that hovers between
genres, between time, and even between space; it becomes the place that is free of the
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kinds of pollution she despises. The word-house drifts unencumbered because Mora
visualizes it as a space that is not fixed. Contrary to Western notions about the fixedness
of geographical roots, Mora stresses the unmoored quality of her word-house and instead
lays a foundation of entanglement within familial and cultural structures. In the process,
Mora provides an alternative spatial configuration, liberating previously oppressive
spaces, those of the border region and those of the domestic sphere. As critic Mary Pat
Brady notes:
Chicanas write with a sense of urgency about the power of space, about its
(in)clement capacity to direct and contort opportunities, hopes, lives. They
write also with a sense of urgency about the need to contest such power, to
counter it with alternative spatial configurations, ontologies, and
genealogies. These writers also explore the spatialization of subjectivities
in process, the efforts to fix or to make subjects through their
spatialization, as well as how such efforts get deterred. (9)
Mora designs a space that allows for celebration, for “play,” where she is “set free” from
“contemporary colonizers” who would prefer she, as a social and political Chicana
activist, remain fixed in a system that ignores her and others like her. By re-thinking this
home space through its metaphorical construction, Mora creates a place where not only
she and her immediate family can dwell and be heard, but also a space where the spirits
from her past can find solace and community.
While critics of Mora’s work often focus on her collections of poetry more than
on her life narrative, in this chapter, I will direct my analysis toward Mora’s House of
Houses (1997) as it specifically concerns generic form.2 Mora, writing primarily in
English, creates a textual form that accommodates multiple kinds of truths, such as
histories, dichos, recipes, photographs, poems, songs, wedding invitations, and the
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Spanish language. As a Chicana, she elaborates an alter-Native strategy of being,3
affirming that her experience is not singular and becomes both collective and fictitious at
times, stressing the importance of family stories as they concern identity formation.4 As a
Chicana positioned outside of the hegemonic narratives surrounding identity construction
in the US, Mora demands agency through this text, authorizing herself to speak. The
failure of this text to “fit” into a hegemonic model reveals the limitations of conventional
autobiography and the necessity of creating new forms yet to be imagined. As Norma
Klahn posits, “The genre, in the case of Chicanas, thus possesses ideological power; it
serves a political function because the speaking subject is positioned outside the
dominant symbolic order” (118). Mora, therefore, draws up new plans, ultimately
constructing an alternative form, a literary nepantla. She creates a generic space that will
aid her in her political mission to insert voices like hers into dominant constructions of
history.
In her multi-generic autobiography House of Houses, Pat Mora places her own
relatives in the imagined space of her word-house, offering a detailed family history
through the words and physical presence of her long-dead ancestors. Like an architect
drafting plans for additional rooms in a home, Mora adds genres—or houses—as she
draws up the complicated blue prints that will help her ultimately construct her wordhouse—her house of houses—first composing in poetry, then moving to theorize through
the essay, and finally arriving at memoir. By exploring multiple genres in the assembly of
her word-house, she searches for structural materials, like recipes, dichos, and
photographs, as a good builder contracts with those who lay brick, hang drywall, install
carpet, and paint. Mora assembles her house of houses in this way:
Far more confident with words than a paintbrush, I make myself draw,
spread paper on the kitchen table to see what I’ll see, play with colored
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pens to create the wood double doors that open to reveal the hidden: the
one-story Mexican house and its central garden, hushed in snow today, not
paradise, but a space, in Gaston Bachelard’s words, of “protected
intimacy.” Walls to create silence, water to create music […] so I draw the
old fountain, symbol of life in an arid land; the four paths leading from it
to the portal, the covered porch that borders the square garden, and the
doors that open from the porch into the family rooms; the courtyard,
porch, house, blocks nesting like bodies inside one another. (House 3)
Mora is very concerned with interrogating intimate spaces, such as those she describes in
House of Houses. In an interview, she says, “I’m very interested in one’s internal rooms,
issues of the psyche. I’m a big fan of The Poetics of Space by Bachelard. It’s very
important to me. The world of dreams, mental space. I think it comes from being a
reader. True readers have that introspective interest in space, the space of the page”
(Mermann-Jozwiak and Sullivan 145).5 The house, for Bachelard, is both a physical and
imagined space. In his chapter called “The House, From Cellar to Garret. The
Significance of the Hut,” Bachelard states:
[I]f I were asked to name the chief benefit of the house, I should say: the
house shelters daydreaming, the house protects the dreamer, the house
allows one to dream in peace […] the places in which we have
experienced daydreaming reconstitute themselves in a new daydream, and
it is because our memories of former dwelling-places are relived as
daydreams that these dwelling-places of the past remain in us for all time.
(6)
Bachelard’s house, then, is a space of neutrality. While Mora admits she is a “big fan” of
Bachelard’s work, she also acknowledges that his argument about space has its problems:
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“Perhaps like all of us, he’s ethnocentric. He assumes houses with garrets, safe houses.
He says ‘asking a child to draw his house is asking him to reveal the deepest dream
shelter he has found for his happiness.’ We know many children world-wide may not
have homes at all and that many homes hide violence and abuse” (Oliver-Rotger
“Interview”). Mora acknowledges that a home is not always a safe space and for this
reason, she imagines a word-house as a refuge, a place of “protected intimacy” where she
and her family can celebrate their past, present, and future as storytellers, subjects who
gain control over their own destinies. In this space, they hold the power to create a new
kind of world free of outside oppressions.
The word-house refuge Mora describes does not include a garret, but an open,
central garden, much like the layout of a solar, “a sequence of rooms or apartments built
around an open court, central patio, or placita—in other words, a sunny area, a design
used in everything from haciendas to tenements in Mexican culture” (Gaspar de Alba
“Introduction” xxi). In her introductory essay to Velvet Barrios: Popular Culture and
Chicana/o Sexualities (2003), Alicia Gaspar de Alba outlines an alter-Native strategy for
analyzing Chicana/o popular culture. She, too, sees the house as a creative and
intellectual space. Gaspar de Alba proposes that the house of Chicana/o popular culture
be situated in its culturally-specific home space of the solar: “To me, the architecture of
the solar—with its enclosed open space upon which all of the rooms look out—signified
traditional Chicano/a values of familia, community, and homeland across class lines,
expressed and embodied in three-dimensional form in the various rooms of the house”
(xxi). Mora draws the materials for her word-house from this architectural tradition.
Upholding traditional Chicana/o values of family, community, and homeland are
important to Mora, and no other structure could adequately house her family stories and
cultural customs. The rooms—or genres—in her house spill into one another, like those
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in a solar; stories of great aunts and grandparents blend together into cultural histories
and myths. The structure of the solar, however, does more than this. Gaspar de Alba
outlines the way in which the solar communicates cultural values:
Although the solar is but one model in the variety of living/housing
arrangements experienced by la Raza—tents, boxcars, shacks, trailers,
tenements, and, yes, even bungalows are other models—the solar image is
inscribed with the concepts of community, family, and homeland—all
central issues in Chicano/a consciousness—and represents cultural values
through architectural design in the same way that the bungalow represents
the mainstream American values of conquest, individualism, and private
property. (Chicano Art 36-7)
Mora uses the structure of the solar to evoke both personal and cultural values—such as
attention to community and shared spaces—and memories at the same time that it acts as
a metaphor for the various genres she employs. Gaspar de Alba continues: “The sense of
separateness and togetherness evoked by this architecture reflects the private
individualism of mainstream American capitalist culture and the collective solidarity of a
Mexican working-class culture—both of which inform Chicano/a cultural practices” (467). Mora uses the site of the solar as a transformative space; all of the artifacts she brings
into the solar become naturalized to a particularized cultural past, one that is both
Mexican and American.
As a means of creating intimacy, Mora not only transmutes boundaries and opens
portals between the living and the dead, but more importantly, between her family’s
experiences as Chicana/os and those of the dominant voices in American culture. She
admits that she is “after stories, brewed in the bone” and recognizes that “[i]t’s the older
voices and bodies who have the patience to talk and remember” (7). For this reason, she
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uses the archival materials, such as recipes and her aunt’s old missal, she has saved from
her relatives now passed to construct a dialogue that honors their memories and provides
practical lessons to future generations. Mora acknowledges though that there are
limitations to deal with:
Of course, walls, like doors and locks, can be confining, but a home can be
liberating if I have the physical and emotional strength to enter and exit at
will. In spite of the family tensions, like the tensions within myself or the
structural tensions of any house, I retreat to this space to hear myself, and
to hear those often silent when they left these walls, reticent to reveal
themselves. (12)
Mora creates this word-refuge where she can retreat to commune with her deceased
family members through the personal artifacts left behind in their deaths. She notes
though that while this is a protected space, it comes with emotional struggles. Secrets, not
unlike those uncovered by the Ortiz Taylor sisters, are revealed and each family member
must be prepared to interrogate his or her life upon entering this house. Mora ultimately
interrogates the “she,” “he,” “we,” and “they” in order to provide both herself and her
ancestors a space to interact and teach each other. Discussing this process of
interrogation, cultural geographer Pamela Moss asserts:
[…] autobiography as process implies writing one’s life: accessing and
documenting the construction of ‘I’ and ‘me’ in context, multiple
contexts—cultural, economic, environmental, historical, political, social,
spatial—with insight into who “she,” “he,” “we,” and “they” are;
positioning, repositioning, and repositioning once again in light of my
environments; placing, displacing, and replacing myself in the world over
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and over and over; designing, maneuvering, reacting, and recording my
geography, as I live […]. (20-21)
But to document or reflect on the multiple positionings of both herself and those in her
family, she must construct a space within an existing geography—that of the master
narratives of US identity formation—because their voices are yet to be heard.
Therefore, House of Houses rejects the notion of a private home space and instead
focuses on community living as many houses—genres— are contained within it, thus,
creating a different kind of public and political space from which to narrate her story.
Mora envisions a new architecture in building this solar de palabras, adding houses or
genres when archives of materials from long past relatives introduce themselves as is
seen with Lobo’s missal and Mora’s parents’ cards and love letters. In this solar that
Mora builds, culture and self are mediated by voices of the past and present while
imagined exchanges take place between multiple generations as a means of setting the
record straight. Writing this text is a political act; Mora recuperates the domestic spaces
found in a family home and allows members of her extended family to interact with each
other in order to reconcile their histories with hegemonic narratives of American identity
that systematically exclude their own lived experiences.
As a means of talking back to exclusionary national narratives, Mora often
theorizes the border space from which her family originates. In an interview with OliverRotger, Mora answers a question about what the term “border” conjures for her and how
it affects her writing: “[…] the border for me, la frontera, is a definite place, the
U.S./Mexico border, that space separated by El Río Grande, those two tangled countries,
the U.S. and Mexico rubbing against one another, the friction of languages, histories,
values, economic disparity, attraction and revulsion. That constant tension is the
geographical/emotional place from which I come.” Mora’s physical proximity to the
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border between the US and Mexico informs her definition and understanding of nepantla:
“The land in the middle. ‘I am the middle woman, / not my mother, not my daughter.’ I
had at times considered nepantla, which means ‘place in the middle’ in Nahuatl—one of
Mexico’s indigenous languages—as a possible title for a poetry collection” (Nepantla 5).
Instead, she ultimately chose nepantla for her collection of essays that theorize her
position as a Chicana writing at the end of the twentieth century in the United States.6
Throughout Nepantla, Mora stresses her status as a nepantlera, someone who lives in the
land in the middle. This middle land is both metaphoric and literal for Mora. She tells her
reader that she is in the middle of her life, writing her essays from the middle of the
country, even in the middle between her mother and her daughter, who both play
important roles in her existence. For this reason, the word-house hovers geographically
and temporally as a space between multiple spaces.
In writing her family memoir, Mora effectively fashions a literary nepantla. This
text exists between time and space, past, present, and even future. She shows herself and
her family dwelling in a space that shifts in the desert heat like a mirage, but it never
wavers from the border region between the US and Mexico. Mora locates her word-house
in the physical spaces of Aztlán, recuperating both her history and her voice to speak,
filling those gaps that exist in the national narratives. This nepantla text acts as an
instructional guide for her children and for generations of Chicana/os to come. As Mora
herself states, “Our womanness, heritage, culture, language all deserve preservation. To
transform our traditions wisely, we need to know them, learn from them, be inspired and
saddened by them, choose for ourselves what to retain. But we can prize the past
together, valuing the positive female and Mexican traditions. We can prize elements of
the past as we persist in demanding, and creating, change” (56). She leaves this text as a
legacy for those who come after her, petitioning us to evaluate the past, present, and
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future while asking the difficult questions of ourselves and our families about who we are
and what we value or will leave as a legacy. Most importantly, Mora does this in a form
that accommodates different modes and methods of conveying family stories.
With House of Houses, Mora finally constructs the solar de palabras that she has
alluded to in the years leading up to the recording of her own family’s stories in a text
that is labeled both memoir and literature on its back cover. Using the flexibility of the
form she’s created, she opens up a space for all to dwell and speak for themselves. She
creates the initial floor plan with “My Word-house” and then the theoretical foundation in
Nepantla, but finally in House of Houses we see the word-house inhabited. In this
manifestation, she tells the whole story, initiating her tale with a family tree, multi-lingual
title page, and black-and-white photographs, stressing her association with the USMexico border and the relatives who passed through that volatile space. Even those who
have passed on are given space to speak. Talking to her father’s ghost in the first pages of
the text, she writes, “Though much in this house is imagined, how could I not use the
family names, the stories I’ve heard, read, followed, stories from the interior, the private
space a family creates and inhabits, in which time loses its power and past∞present braid
as they do within each of us, in our interior” (4). Mora’s use of the infinity symbol
between the words “past” and “present” visually represents the connection she makes
between these two temporalities; she creates a space where the past and present dwell
together.
The past and the present co-mingle in this text, which ultimately allows Mora to
imagine a more complete family and cultural history by situating her children in
conversation with their long-dead relatives. She focuses on the interior lives of her family
members—a collective interior—while imagining these intimacies to instruct both herself
and those who come after her. Mora is not nostalgic though. She does not long for an
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ideal past; she looks to the future, imagining a space of greater agency for Chicana/os in
American culture. Speaking about the way in which Chicanas preserve and recuperate the
past, critic Maria Antònia Oliver-Rotger asserts:
The traditional meanings of home, house, community, Aztlán, America
are appropriated and resignified [by Chicanas] according to a desire to
change the social, cultural, and national ethos and to confront and
counteract some of the destructive and homogenizing forces of
postmodernity. The desire to preserve the old culture and the old voices
does not so much translate into a nostalgic lament for a lost history and
culture, as into the recreation of the idea of America as national, social,
and cultural space. (Battlegrounds 288)
Mora desires to question not only her place in American society in her memoir, but also
the way that her history and that of her ancestors has been told. Specifically in regards to
spatial location Brady notes, “Space is not a transparent or irrelevant backdrop for
history; the production of space is part of the production of history” (112). Mora
produces a new space, and produces, thus, a new history, one of contestation, through
which she shares other possibilities that once uttered, enter into the national, social, and
cultural spaces of America through the dissemination of her text. She is not lamenting the
past or simply recording the stories of her “folksy” relatives. Mora resignifies words and
images, inserting her heritage, which she admits possesses a variety of cultural
influences, into the national conversation that has thus far taken place without her
family’s voices.7 In theorizing her house made of words, Mora writes, “You will find,
dear guest, that I bring more questions than answers, but they are questions too often
ignored—about our economic, linguistic, and color hierarchies, about the power of
naming in this country, about dominance and colonization, about unquestioned norms,
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about the need to create space for ourselves, individually and collectively” (Nepantla 89). In House of Houses, Mora recuperates and liberates a particular domestic space
through which she and her family interact to talk back to the national narratives from
which they have been systematically excluded in a genre that accommodates their own
cultural artifacts.
In the many rooms inside her house, Mora listens to the stories her family
members tell her and develops a form that can accommodate these multiple types of
truths. She takes on the added responsibility of representing those who often go unseen,
as well as unheard: “I write for many reasons, among them pleasure and discovery. But I
also write and am driven to write to ‘bear witness,’ to use James Baldwin’s phrase. I’m
not referring to polite nostalgia. I write to record the stories of men and women still
invisible in our literary landscape” (Nepantla 146-7). In further consideration of “bearing
witness,” James Baldwin offers the following: “Witness to whence I came, where I am.
Witness to what I’ve seen and the possibilities that I think I see […] I am a witness. In the
church in which I was raised you were supposed to bear witness to the truth. Now, later
on, you wonder what in the world the truth is, but you do know what a lie is” (1). In order
to follow Baldwin’s call to bear witness, Mora writes House of Houses, thus finding a
way to include the histories, dichos, recipes, photographs, poems, songs, wedding
invitations, and the Spanish language that are all truths of her cultural experiences. She
hopes that these traditions will instruct her children about who they are and find a place
in American popular representations of Chicana/os. Mora states her purpose in voicing
the concerns of both her immediate family and her larger cultural community: “I write
because I believe that Mexican Americans need to take their rightful place in U.S.
literature. We need to be published and to be studied in schools and colleges so that the
stories and ideas of our people won’t quietly disappear” (139). She includes all of the
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traditional elements mentioned above in her text because they demand to be included.
These artifacts represent the past lived experiences of her passed relatives. For example,
Mora cannot tell a story about her Aunt Lobo without offering a photograph or a
description of her beloved missal. She must include her paternal grandmother Lita’s
recipe for cut-out cookies as she cannot tell the story without it. The form of her family
memoir is dictated by the stories themselves, which have been passed down and do not
disappear. She cannot reflect reality in her work without including the important cultural
artifacts that make her who she is in the present.
Mora’s political project hinges on the word-house’s building provisions, the
cultural artifacts she chooses to help her tell her family’s stories. The inclusion of these
raw materials, in this case photographs, allows her to reinscribe meaning on every day
items by using them in her building process. Snapshots are no longer simply mementos of
a past generation; they act as evidence of the fact that Mexican Americans lived—and
prospered—in the US at the beginning of the twentieth century. She uses these artifacts to
make her case for entering the national conversation that has thus far taken place without
her family’s, or even her culture’s, voices. Articulating the importance of photographs in
family histories, Melody Graulich states, “[…] authors situate their photographs within
memoirs to provide alternative contexts for reading social and political history, to
complicate the West’s dominating mythologies. Their photographs offer glimpses into
overlooked stories” (388). Mora offers the photos as evidence of lives lived and stories
that have not been told. These “alternative contexts” reveal a lot about the family’s class
status as well as the ways in which this family offers a prosperous version of Mexican
American life in the US. For this reason, from the earliest pages of House of Houses,
Mora employs the kind of narrative structure that not only accommodates photographs,
but also allows them authoritative power in the text.
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Attached to the “Contents” section, fourteen black-and-white snapshots of Mora
and her various relatives direct their gazes out of the text toward the reader. These
ancestors, young and old, participate in the narrative as co-writers and, along with Mora,
both author and authorize the words of their stories. In the “Acknowledgments” section,
Mora thanks those people in the photographs for entrusting her with their stories: “I wish
to express my deepest thanks to all the relatives who answered my many questions. […]
I’ve quoted their notes and cards, not wanting to alter how they wrote their thoughts. No
member of my family asked to review or approve any part of this family memoir which
says it all” (xv). Through this statement of thanks, Mora admits that she writes
collaboratively, with the help of ghostwriters, cribbing particular pieces of dialogue from
her relatives’ own sentences recorded for her by their own hands. Again, later in the text,
Mora points to her relatives’ role in this project by offering her genealogy, listing the
names of her antepasados on both her mother’s and father’s sides of the family. The
saying of these names authorizes her as well because most likely, she could not ask these
relatives for note cards of memories. They are with her though in this text and offer their
history to her freely. Her antepasados support her and want their stories to be told and
also published. The memories of conversations and traditions long past are housed within
Mora herself, within her house of houses. Mora collaboratively pens an instruction
manual for coming to consciousness as a Chicana activist with the full support of her
family, writing in their voices.
These relatives not only tell their own stories, but they also appear in photographs
authorizing Mora’s project. In many cases, Mora has chosen photographs that are studio
portraits and while there are male relatives featured, the focus is on her female ancestors.
In one specific photo, light-skinned Mamande stares at the camera, well-groomed in a
fashionable white blouse with pearls around her neck and earrings on her lobes.8 Her hair
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is elegantly arranged with a side part and her demeanor suggests a cultured upbringing.
These effects speak of an upper class status that Mora does not often address in her
narrative. The fact that these photographs exist at all informs the way the family is
situated economically in history. Mora has the power to construct this word-house
exactly because her family had the resources available to them to document and preserve
life from earlier generations. While she reveals the family’s class status in photographs
like this one of Mamande, she does little throughout the text to recognize the position of
privilege one must have to intervene, both politically and generically, in the way she
does. While Mora admits her activist stance, she fails to completely interrogate the
privilege that also authorizes this text.
In producing this text, Mora organizes a family album, including the visual and
complementing it with written stories. The caption under Mamande’s photo reads, “My
kind and patient maternal grandmother, Sotero Amelia Landavazo, whom we called
Mamande” (ix). Throughout the first chapter, Mamande is characterized as being quiet,
doing household chores, such as ironing, and is seemingly happy to interact with her
relatives anew. Oliver-Rotger identifies how text and photo work together in this context:
Displaying a desire to recover what is past, to revive old stories and lives,
both the captioned pictures and the autobiographical text have the
referential power of a family album. Mora’s text gives content to the
pictures and complements what they do not or cannot tell. The main
purpose of Mora’s family memoir is therefore to revive community and
family life through the gradual imaginary and literary re-construction of a
house, its garden and the surrounding landscape. (Battlegrounds 319-20)
House of Houses, therefore, acts as Mora’s family album, a re-membering through
imagination. The photographs do not hold a lot of meaning unless one knows and
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understands the context. What the photograph cannot tell us about Mamande, Mora
narrates in “Febrero loco/Crazy February.” Mora recounts that Mamande was born a
redheaded, rambunctious, Spanish-speaking girl, who was orphaned at a young age, and
she is the grandparent they all know best. She avoids the sun and sings Mora and her
siblings a healing rhyme when they fall and skin their knees. Describing Mamande in her
old age Mora writes in a style reminiscent of a journal entry, “Yesterday, January 31. At
breakfast thirty-three years ago, January 31, 1962, our maternal grandmother, Amelia
Delgado, says, ‘I saw un negrito in my room last night. He smiled at me and motioned for
me to follow him. I wasn’t afraid, imagínate’” (45). From the serene and practical face in
the photograph, no one could anticipate that these would be Mamande’s last words. Mora
interprets her last word, imagínate, as a command, “gradually imagining” a word-house
where all rest and interact together. She is not afraid to document and intervene on behalf
of her family and culture.
While she obviously loves Mamande, Mora appears to advocate a love match for
her daughters instead. This form allows for imagined scenes that often instruct about
gender roles and choices that women in her family did not have many years prior. In their
wedding portrait, Mamande and Papande look extremely elegant and stylish in their
finest clothes, and Mamande wears a formal wedding dress. On closer inspection,
Papande looks much older than Mamande, and neither one of them smiles on supposedly
the happiest day of their lives. The caption simply reads, “Wedding portrait of my
maternal grandparents, Sotero Amelia Landavazo and Eduardo Luis Delgado, Mamande
and Papande” (xi). Mora tells the whole story later, recounting the fact that Eduardo Luis
Delgado has daughters as old as Sotero. While she does not want to confront her adopted
family about this age difference, Amelia, the name she prefers, is hesitant about marrying
a short, bald man that she does not love. Mora therefore narrates the untold story of the
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photograph, “Amelia’s in her early thirties, about 5’4”, a slender woman with gold eyes.
She wears a long white dress, her veil like a net bonnet around her serious face flows
down her back and glides behind her. The groom, in his early fifties, about 5’3”, is
dressed in formal attire, a long, dark morning coat and white gloves, an erect gentleman
with a full mustache and receding hairline” (51). This determined woman is responsible
for bringing her entire new family, husband and four nearly-grown daughters from a
previous marriage, back to the Catholic church. Mora imagines her grandmother late one
night in bed beside her husband, “Tonight she lets herself wonder how her life might
have been different with her young love, the man who disappeared. She thinks, “Amor
viejo, ni te olvido, ni te dejo” (53). With these photographs and their accompanying
narratives, Mora sketches out a more complete history for Sotero Amelia Landavazo.
Imagining how her grandmother’s story might influence her own daughters’
choices, Mora uses a combination of photographs and narrative to prove that while each
records an image or event, neither can tell the entire story. Mora imagines her
grandmother as a martyr, a woman who gave up her chance for love in order to find
protection in a man she did not want. She is a woman who seems to have had fewer
choices than Mora’s immediate family might have believed, or at least this is the way
Mora interprets it. Her attempt at history-telling manifests itself in a form that welcomes
multiple types of cultural artifacts.
In a similar way, Mora uses multiple texts—or houses—both photographs and an
old missal, to tell her Aunt Lobo’s story. Born in 1889 in Cusihuiriachic, Chihuahua,
Mexico, Ygnacia Delgado, a maternal aunt, whom Mora and her siblings call Lobo, a
Spanish word for “wolf,” plays an important role in this family tale. Her photograph
shows her hair up, tucked under a black hat, tilted slightly to the left. She is dressed in a
black dress with a high neck and holds a bouquet of wilting daisies. Her facial expression
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suggests sadness, and one might imagine Nacha, as she was also known, is attending a
funeral in this garb. Off to the left side of the photo though is what looks to be a small
piece of a wedding veil. Mora’s written description of the photograph reads: “Her
[Adelina, Nacha’s sister] maid-of-honor, stubborn Lobo, stands at the altar in a stylish
brimmed hat and long dress. Black. At the photographer’s, the daisies wilt in her arms. I
study the thin nose and lips, eyes that look away from the camera, see only her father’s
casket, and men and women’s disturbing habit of touching, arm in arm, hand in hand. Or
worse” (62). Lobo grows up in a household full of sisters with a widower, their father.
She cleans and cooks for her father; she lives for him and his happiness. When Eduardo
meets Amelia, Mora’s grandmother, Lobo is very upset and thus, reacts with the violence
suggested by her nickname, creating tension in their household through the verbal abuse
of her new stepmother who can speak only Spanish. Lobo acts as she imagines a proper
woman should act, shunning any contact with men besides her father. Her roles as “wife”
and mother to her father and sisters have been usurped. She never marries and as she
ages, she devotes herself to Mora and her siblings, calling them her lobitos and bringing
them the newest comic books and candies. By telling her story in this way, Mora passes
down Lobo’s traditional Catholic values of female chastity outside of marriage and even
reinforces conventional gender roles in stressing her aunt’s domestic devotion both to her
father and their household.
While the photograph corroborates Mora’s stories about Lobo’s life, what Mora
highlights most often regarding Lobo is her missal. Since Mora structures the chapters of
the text around the liturgical calendar, Lobo’s missal allows Mora access to the prayers
dedicated to each month’s saints. Mora describes Lobo’s missal as the prototype to her
own text, a book that contains texts, or houses, within:
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Pictures and holy cards flutter out, prayers Lobo wanted to repeat, faces to
be prayed for, pictures of my children when they were little. Out falls a
holy card of the Good Shepherd, pale, sweet, brown-haired Jesus stroking
a white lamb. The cold, black words on the back of the card given out at
Lobo’s rosary the night before her burial, Jesús ten piedad del alma de
Ygnacia R. Delgado, November 6, 1983. Someone tucked the card in her
thick prayer book after her death. (10)
The missal, entrusted to Mora after Lobo’s death, in many ways parallels the form of
House of Houses so that both function as family albums. Whereas Lobo’s missal is a
liturgical book containing all instructions and texts necessary for the celebration of
Masses throughout the year, Mora’s text, while it tells the family stories, actually
revolves around the liturgical year and the saints that are honored during particular
months of that year. In her analysis of Lobo’s missal, literary critic B. Marie Christian
maintains, “From its [the missal’s] pages, holy cards and family pictures alike will
tumble, for Lobo believes that the family and its special moments are just as important as
holy days, saints, and scripture. The women of the family […] examine this missal in the
liturgical ambiance of a scented candle as they drink tea […]” (139-40). Lobo elevates
the family’s special moments to the same level as the holy days celebrated in the Catholic
Church. For her, religion is family; she conflates her devotion to God and the saints with
her love of her family.
Lobo saves much of the ancestral history through her missal, as a parallel family
album, and many refer to it throughout the text. Mora comments, “Prayers and faith
weave through our relatives’ words like floral scents weave through the garden” (16). In
writing her autobiography, Mora updates the missal form to arrive at the multi-generic,
multigenerational House of Houses, a text that incorporates prayers, songs, family stories,
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and photographs, and various kinds of religious traditions among a variety of other
ancestral artifacts. As Christian asserts, “They [Mora and her relatives] begin
reconstructing their past on the orderly plan of a twelve-month Western calendar, but
they soon superimpose the flexible time of family generations as well as the rotating,
astronomy-influenced calendars of the Catholic Church and the pre-Conquest religions of
Mexico” (140). In this case, the missal stands in for Lobo and the structure of the text
supports a combination of traditional Catholic values and various other indigenous
religions. Mora recognizes this archive that Lobo has maintained for the family,
anticipating a project like the one Mora undertakes herself in House of Houses.
In Mora’s update of the missal form, secular songs, religious songs, and even Las
Mañanitas sit side-by-side on the page. Together these songs represent the spiritual and
cultural affiliations of Mora’s family. Holidays are both religious and spiritual for
members of her family, and she finds a way to recognize these different kinds of
religious, musical traditions evoked through the missal and the hymnal as they mingle
together in her family album. The poetry of the songs throughout the memoir is not only
used to instruct or instill religious devotion, however. Since Mora records these
reimagined events in textual form, she decides to be true to the spirit of her family
members’ reactions to both religious and secular music. On another occasion, a cold
January morning, Lobo accompanies Mora while she is singing. Mora has opened an old
red hymnal, looking for songs to sing alone in the snow that has fallen. She begins with
“Amazing Grace” and then transitions into “Angels We Have Heard on High” only to
discover that Lobo’s “high, faltering voice” has joined hers (19). They both go inside for
morning coffee then, talking about the old traditions surrounding La Epifanía del Señor.
Mora teaches Lobo a new tradition involving the rosca de reyes: “‘We can’t cut it till
everyone’s up. I hid the Niño inside and want someone to find it in their slice and have to
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give the party on February second, the feast of la Candelaria, when Christ is first taken to
the temple to be blessed. It’s Candlemas Day in English’” (19). Lobo has never heard of
this before, but Mora is happy to teach Lobo something. She comments that Lobo still
loves to learn, which is a big relief to her, knowing that “learning continues beyond the
body” (20). The senses stay strong even into death, and Mora wants to communicate with
both the living and dead through the descriptions she offers in her text.
The secular songs housed in Mora’s text reveal a familiarity with popular culture
and the ways in which it touched the lives of her relatives. Mora’s paternal greatgrandmother Tomasa sings and whispers to the man in the radio, “‘Bé – sa – me, bé – sa
– me mu – cho’” (153). Also, Stella, Mora’s sister, tells her mother that when they were
children she really admired the way she chewed her gum in the car one day and couldn’t
wait for particular songs to come on the radio like, “‘Catch a falling star and put it in your
pocket …. Songs from “The Hit Parade” we watch. They sing and dance the top songs, so
corny, but we love it’” (179). Some of them may cringe at songs like Consuelo
Velázquez’s “Bésame mucho,” while others may turn the radio up and sing along. She
designs a text that is both representative of those in her past and valuable to the loved
ones who carry on the spiritual and cultural traditions of her people in the present and
future.
Another genre-house this family memoir includes takes the form of cultural
sayings or dichos. In an essay from his book This Stubborn Self: Texas Autobiographies
(2002), Bert Almon examines Pat Mora’s House of Houses. Specifically in relation to the
dichos she uses he posits, “The proverbs in the titles and in the text […] emphasize the
reality of a folk culture in Mexican-American life” (275). Almon is correct in that dichos
capture the realities of Chicano culture; however, they do much more than that. As
cultural critic José Antonio Burciaga asserts:
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Thus the popularity of dichos, with their wonderful style and manner of
teaching: they offer a way to make pronouncements, edicts, and
judgments, to affirm the culture’s self-evident truths, fundamental
principles, and rules of conduct. Dichos represent the popular mainstream
wisdom of the common people and their daily lives. They seek to form a
common bond of mutual understanding and respect in society. (xiii)
Rather than simply being a reflection of “folk culture,” dichos represent an important
tradition of interaction that offers individuals, the folk of a community, power through
words. This form reflects cultural knowledge and wisdom and possesses the power to
teach through the spoken word, among many other things. Burciaga notes, “These word
games require a knowledge and dexterous use of words and terms” (xv). Because of their
complicated double meanings, dichos can often only be fully appreciated by native
speakers or cultural insiders. In the “Foreword” to Folk Wisdom of Mexico (1994), Gary
Soto describes dichos in this way, “The Mexican proverb is the verbal property of
common people. It is a condensed saying, some pithy remark from a man leaning on a
plow or a woman with her elbows up on a table as she listens to the chisme—gossip—of
a neighbor” (6). Since Mora is concerned with recording and preserving the traditions of
her Mexican ancestry, she underscores the wisdom contained within dichos and values
them as essential tools in the construction of her word-house. Soto continues, “The
Mexican proverb may inform and advise, or it may offer an arguable point in life. It is
amusement and it is wisdom itself. It is the snappy scolding of a naughty child. It is the
soothing remedy to loss and the loss of hope” (6-7). Both Burciaga and Soto recognize
the power that dichos embody—the power to teach, to admonish, to judge, to affirm, to
include, to exclude—and Mora privileges an insider oral mode to showcase the wisdom
and intelligence of her people.
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By including dichos throughout her text and in chapter titles, Mora has imagined a
form that records these sayings in both Spanish and English not only to convey but also
to revitalize. Mora, like the Ortiz Taylors, writes in the tradition of those Mexican
American women who came before her, showing her relatives who sat around the kitchen
table gossiping through proverbs, further expanding the realm of self-representation in
order to open new spaces for other voices to speak about their lived experiences. As is
common to the work of some Chicana authors, Mora uses Spanish throughout her text
indicating the shift in italics.9 In a manner similar to that of Anzaldúa, Mora often
chooses not to translate her phrases, privileging an audience of cultural insiders who are
conversant in Spanish. Mora says in an interview, “I’m interested in including Spanish
because it’s part of my world, it’s part of my mind […] I built in humor for the person
who is bilingual. There is subversion in the use of Spanish, very consciously” (MermannJozwiak and Sullivan 143). While the use of Spanish in her text certainly signals an
organizational strategy, it also acts as a means of subversion, one that privileges folk
wisdom over or alongside conventional forms of knowledge. In Spanish, the dichos she
invokes in her text exhibit internal rhymes, rolling off the tongue in a succinct and lyrical
manner. Each dicho is also a poem with its own generic conventions. Mora leaves the
rhymes in their original language not only to preserve their historical and cultural value,
but also to reinforce their emotional worth and generic integrity.
Employing this strategy throughout, Mora is always conscious of her audience
and how best to interact with them. The wisdom she conveys is most widely and easily
accessible to those with a similar worldview. On this subject Klahn contends, “The use of
Spanish in Chicana writings of self […] implicitly validates the language of the cultural
imaginary, establishing its value as a public language equal to English. The use of
English is also subversive, for the Chicanas appropriated the language of the colonizer to
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indict the long history of oppression and defacement of a language and culture” (138). In
this way, Mora inserts herself into both cultural spaces, demanding her right to speak in
whatever language she chooses. By offering the dichos to her readers in both English and
Spanish, Mora subverts the power of English as the dominant language while
appropriating it at the same time for her own purposes, challenging generic boundaries to
privilege her own culture’s story and at the same time, fixing the erasures of the past. She
intervenes with dichos, making visible the life and language of Mexican Americans in an
autobiographical mode.
While the inclusion of dichos represents the life and language of Mexican
Americans, it also showcases a culture’s love of humor and the way it can be used as a
pedagogical tool in the transmission of cultural knowledge. In her “Dichos/Sayings”
glossary Mora writes, “In Spanish, as in any language, countless sayings, dichos or
refranes, exist that enrich any language and are a means of perpetuating communal
wisdom and values, also humor” (292). Mora uses an interesting dicho to describe her
favorite soltera aunt in a scene when she and her siblings reminisce about Lobo. They
laugh as they recall the way that she played with them when their parents were out or
working late at the optical company. Lobo would put on their father’s hat and walk by the
windows so that any bad man outside thinking about breaking in would realize that a man
was in the house. Lobo says, “‘We are very clever, aren’t we, mis lobitos? You have to be
very careful in this world of murderers and thieves’” (40). Mora goes on to chuckle with
her siblings when their mother enters. When asked what they are laughing about, they
respond that no wonder they are all crazy, having spent so much time with Aunt Lobo.
Their mother exclaims, “‘Oh that woman was crazy all right […] What a thorn she was in
your grandmother’s life’” (41). Mora picks up her role as omniscient narrator and says,
“Not in mine. No hay rosa sin espina” (41). Mora translates the majority of her dichos in
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the glossary in the back of the book. Every rose has its thorn, by which Mora
communicates that no one is perfect and that everyone has a prickly side, especially her
Aunt Lobo; however, it does not mean she will love her any less. Soto posits, “Proverbs
reunite the listener with his or her ancestors. They bear witness to the ancient human
foibles that continue to plague us to this day. It takes only a kitchen table, or two chairs
situated under a mulberry tree, to hear a chattering of rural history summed up with an
appropriate proverb” (7). Dichos, too, soften the blow when judgment or admonition is
required.
Similar to the informal way in which dichos circulate throughout a community,
the exchange of information in Mora’s house occurs through encounters around the
kitchen table. This gathering space often acts as the main scene in the re-staging of
Mora’s family life. Toward the end of her story, Mora imagines a scene in which several
of her older female relatives sit around the table: “The women talk about how quickly the
year passed, how the youngest generation, Bill, Libby, Cissy, Gil, Niki, and Christopher
should speak more Spanish. ‘Quien sabe dos lenguas, vale por dos,’ says Mamá Cleta,
but she talks about how bright and beautiful the children are” (274). Mora translates this
dicho as “If you are bilingual, you count twice” (296). Mora imagines that the older
generations cannot understand how her children, nieces, and nephews do not speak as
much Spanish as they might have. Libby, Mora’s daughter in law school, exclaims, “‘Tell
them I don’t have time for this stuff, Mom. I don’t mean to be rude, but I’ve got to finish
these papers and try to sleep. How do I say I’m sorry in Spanish? Oh to be five again.
Those were the days’” (59). Mora desires to reflect the potential tensions between older
generations and newer Mexican American youth on issues of language. The younger
generations do not have time to learn the old language of dichos or even Spanish itself,
evincing Soto’s observation, “[Dichos] begin to disappear within one generation, along
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with the use of Spanish, and are replaced with less clever phrasings” (8). Through this
text, Mora preserves many of the common dichos of her family and her culture, hoping
that her children will realize their importance as an oral tradition as they age.
At the same time that dichos preserve oral tradition, they also offer older members
of Mora’s family a connection to their homeplace of Mexico. In another scene, Mora’s
father, grandfathers, great-grandfathers, and great-great-grandfathers sit around and
contemplate forming a musical group, only they cannot quite agree on what kind of tunes
to play. One suggests playing música clásica while someone else says they should form a
mariachi troupe. Finally another comments, “‘Ay México, México. Como dice el dicho,
como México no hay dos’” (280). As they all agree, even the parrot who speaks, that yes,
there is only one Mexico, Mora’s father begins to sing the Mexican national anthem “in a
deep, false bravado” while everyone joins him (280). This dicho reminds her father of
their heritage, and he begins to sing the anthem in honor of that place of origin. In this
instance, the dicho offers these members of the older generation a connection to a longlost home space. Burciaga notes that “dichos often reawaken dormant memories” (ix).
Dichos remind people of a past that still influences the present. Mora’s father and older
male relatives use the dicho as a nostalgic tool to take them back to the place of their
births. Soto reminds us:
[Proverbs] are more honest, accurate, and wise than any one of us because
they have traveled through the soothing whisperings of years. They can be
relished, memorized, quoted in Spanish and English, tested on friends, and
finally evaluated in one’s own life. They are meant to put us in our place
and then console us as we feel the weight of mortality, we, this generación
de mocosos who seldom listened to our elders. (9)
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Privileging a cultural insider, Mora does not need to explain every approach she employs
in the text. Dichos are one particular example of the way that she has revised the genre of
life narrative to elaborate another strategy of being for both herself and her culture.
An additional tactic Mora uses to craft this home filled with family memories as
well as secrets revolves around her refashioning of domestic gendered spaces. Since the
majority of the action takes place in the kitchen of this word-house, Mora invites her
reader to pull up a chair and have a cup of te de manzanilla and chat with her long-dead
relatives. The kitchen is not a place of oppression for the women who join Mora here;
although it might have functioned that way when they were alive. Tey Diana Rebolledo
asserts, “Through new attitudes towards work and its meaning, the intricate descriptions
and valorization of women’s work, Chicana writers undo the invisibility of domestic
work and the invisibility of women’s contributions. Through a description of the
knowledge necessary for that work, the writers gain authority, seize agency, and are able
to represent their own subjectivity” (51). That private, domestic space becomes an actor
in the text. It serves as a place of gathering to warmly reminisce about the past, sharing
not only stories, but also recipes and gossip. Mora writes:
I savor each simple gesture in this kitchen, filling the tea kettle, lighting
the stove, click of the cup in the saucer. They’ve all been here, the family
of women, nursing one another with teas—de canela, hierbabuena,
gordolobo. Straight and erect in their good health or bent with age and
arthritis, sacramental acts for another woman, or a husband, father, or
child, steeping an old cure that began underground. (11)
While it is likely that some of these women never met each other when they were alive,
Mora imagines a space where all of the advice and support she carries with her resides.
This kitchen space of her word-house provides a comfortable home to these women who
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were so influential in her life, in making her who she has become; it is a familiar space to
all of the women who came before her so she must attend to it in her imagined space as
well. By reimagining this domestic space, Mora challenges traditional gender roles,
exposing a space of liberation to these women instead of one of oppression. She hopes
that by recording these stories, she can rescue some of that collective wisdom and pass it
along, so that her grandchildren might know the names and habits of their great-greatgreat-grandmothers.
In this newly imagined space, Mora writes her own recipe in the form of this text,
an instruction manual, for her children and those who come after her. Mora recognizes
the importance of recipes to a family’s history: “I look at my father’s four sisters, the
Mora women who’ve outlived their two brothers, the women whose hands like their
mother’s know kitchen secrets, the glue of food, how to hold families together with
tortillas and coffee. ‘I’m trying to collect family recipes. Do you have any of Lita’s?
Could you each give me a favorite?’” (78). In this text, Mora legitimates the private space
of the kitchen and valorizes the work done there by these tough female relatives. Mora
continues, “Why do I crave recipes, seek to know how people who are part of me
measure and combine ingredients in this life, how they nourish themselves and those
around them, how they define sustenance” (78). Mora desires a model to follow. In the
writing of this book filled with recipes for not only food but also for a way of life, Mora
wants to honor those women who came before her and their knowledge of all things
domestic; she needs a way to remember. After all, it is these women who authorize her to
speak about their stories. Again when Mora is sitting with her father’s sisters, her Aunt
Julie says, “‘Mama makes a great mole […] It’s not like that mole you buy in jars. We
peel the almonds because she makes everything from scratch. She gets out the onions and
starts frying them and adds sesame seeds and chocolate and tomato, two kinds of red
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chile, and toasted tortillas to give the mole body’” (97). Mora allows these words to be
spoken in the voice of her aunt, who stresses that making things by hand always results in
a better taste. Aunt Julie finds a voice to honor her mother, but also to lift up cooking as a
family activity, a space for spending time together and nourishing each other, both
physically and spiritually. Aunt Chole chimes in, “‘Nunca, nunca, comí mole como el de
mi madre […] And her tortillas, not like the store kind. She presses them with one of
those old black irons until they’re toasted, doraditas, doraditas’” (97). Mora allows her
aunts to speak in their own voices, but also adds her own commentary: “Lita’s daughters
drift to their childhood kitchen, the taste of food seasoned by their mother’s hands and
tears” (97). The recipes found there are not only for special dishes, but for living life. The
homemade mole and tortillas, staples in Mexican and Mexican American cooking, stand
in for these women as the legacies that they leave behind. These foods offer nourishment
for the body, but more importantly for the soul and the carrying on of tradition.
Therefore, a parallel exists between the kitchen in this house of houses and the recipes
contained therein and Mora’s own search for a form. In writing House of Houses, she
discovers her own recipe or form that aids her in carving out the family’s place in history.
Still searching for family recipes, or arguably, a form that can accommodate the
houses within the word-house, Mora remembers a time when she was little, watching her
grandmother Lita at the kitchen table rolling out dough for her famous cookie recipe, “her
hair and face each a tight knot, dark hands handling the dough with ease” (98). This
image sparks a memory for Aunt Chole who responds, “‘Oh, her animal cookies […] I
tried to get the recipe, corazón santo, but mi mamá would just say that she added a little
bit of this and a little bit of that’” (98). Mora gets her chance to document Lita’s recipe in
December as everyone is preparing for the Christmas holidays. The women have all
gathered again in the kitchen wondering what they can add to the festive spirit that
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abounds in the house. While the men are singing and practicing for the mariachi group,
the women turn to baking. In this context, Mora triumphs by asking Grandmother Lita for
her recipe directly:
Lita mutters her recipe as she prepares to make her cookie animalitos
without measuring cups or spoons. ‘Pero Lita, some of this and some of
that won’t work for us’ […] She frowns, pushes her glasses back with her
floured hand, annoyed at women who have to write everything down, who
can’t trust their hands, who don’t know the feel of dough. Firmly beating
her bowl of lard with her favorite wooden spoon, she dictates her recipe.
(284)
Mora records it faithfully in this sacred text of hers although future generations seem to
misunderstand her purpose. Her daughter Cissy whispers: “‘Do they realize what lard
does to your insides […] I don’t mean to be rude, but can I just have a bagel when you all
eat these? I don’t mind helping her cut them out, but I just don’t want to eat that stuff’”
(285). Mora records Lita’s recipe to preserve the traditions of her family. Obviously those
traditions change though, which she recognizes by adding her daughter’s response to
using lard in Christmas cut-out cookies. Trends and ingredients change, but Mora desires
to compile a text that not only offers family recipes, but preserves the historical context
of the making of those recipes.
Another house that Mora includes in her house of houses comes in the form of her
parents’ wedding invitation. In the chapter called “Agosto/August,” Mora tells the story
of how her parents, Estela and Raúl, meet and their subsequent courtship. According to
her father, he knows he will marry her mother from the first day he sees her. The tone of
the chapter is playful, despite the serious issues that come up about Raúl’s dark skin and
Estela’s family’s prejudices as well as the poverty faced by both families without their
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respective child’s income. Still, after five years of dating, her father says “‘Don’t you
think we should get married?’” (186). Although their families are not thrilled, they decide
to proceed regardless, and Stella addresses their wedding invitations. Mora’s mother
describes the ceremony and recounts how the priest assumes they want a Mexican
wedding, asking them to bring the lazo y arras, as a result of their darker skin and
Spanish-speaking abilities (187).10 Her parents’ young lives together are recorded here in
Mora’s book: their first house, their first child, Raúl’s job at the optical company, their
fighting, and other ups and downs. She continues their stories until their father dies after
a debilitating stroke after which he begins to lose his memory. In his honor, Mora
includes the words he wrote to his beloved in romantic cards over the course of their
marriage. “12/24/36 Greetings monkey. To my sweetheart on Christmas. With all my
love to Estella. 8/21/38 To my darling Chango11—I love you, dear, and I wish you joy”
(204). Mora is shocked that her father called her mother “Chango.” Her mother just
smiles knowingly after sharing this intimacy and keeps reading through the cards. They
also stumble upon an old grocery bag on which Raúl has written a love poem, which he
decorated with hearts. Mora can hardly believe that these are the words of her father, as
he seemed like a man of few words during her childhood. Through these cards and
poems, Mora begins to see a different part of her father’s life that was never available to
her previously. The story of her parents’ love not only describes their relationship, but
also shares a private history that can offer insight, maybe even a model, to future
generations. These notes and love letters are an archive just like Lobo’s missal, and Mora
must include them in this house she is building, making something private very public in
order to honor her parents’ love.
Just as Mora begins to realize her word-house in memoir, she returns to poetry to
continue her family’s story. Mora, like the other authors in this project, is not satisfied
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with just one telling. In “Ode to Spirits,” published in her newest book of poetry, Adobe
Odes (2006), Mora continues to foreground her relationships with many of the spirits of
those who were and are still important in her life:
Daily, you move in me,
briskly walk through the chambers
of my heart
and up and down my bones,
greet me in the morning
with quick smiles,
busy with your tasks,
resistant to the pleasures of leisure—
no tea sipped for hours
as a book cools in the lap. (17)
She writes about her experiences with the spirits of her “grave-defying counselors”
moving both through and around her as she completes her own tasks during the day (18).
Continuing to carry her relatives around with her (almost ten years after the publication
of House of Houses) allows access to the family myths and cultural traditions on a daily
level, those that could have been lost without her careful recording of them, whether it is
through poetry or prose. Throughout this particular poem, Mora recounts her own
tempting of the spirits “with questions and pan dulce, / jokes / about the appetite of the
dead,” but Mamande, Tía Nacha, Daddy, and Tía Lola, all mentioned by name, refuse to
be distracted and continue their chores until day’s end (17). Mora concludes that
Temporarily,
we’re all housed in the adobe
of my skin,
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the re-worked mud I am. (18)
This time in poetic form, she feels compelled to record the precious lives of those she has
loved throughout her life, offering much to future generations. In the evenings though,
the spirits acquiesce, and giving in to Mora’s request, they sit around the kitchen table
sharing the past as they
who carry me back, enfold me
in your weary arms,
whisper prayers in español,
canciones that echo through my cells
like the tolling of familiar church bells,
the movement of the holy
spirit,
campanitas cantando. (18)
The careful words of her loved ones reconstruct a more complete family history so that
she can offer both the struggles and joys to her children and her grandchildren, opening
up a space that validates identities created by multiple national affiliations and native
languages. House of Houses could not contain all of her family’s, or culture’s, stories;
these stories must continue to be recorded and passed down. Therefore in the years since
the publication of House of Houses, Mora has continued to tell the narratives of her
people in poetry, children’s books, and other works of fiction as a way of carrying on the
legacies and embodying the lessons her loved ones have left her.
In the writing of this text, Mora offers a new approach to Chicana writers. She
demonstrates another model—a literary nepantla—that allows Chicanas to explore and
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privilege the private spaces of the interior, fleshing out how both culture and family
mediate who they are on the inside. She notes:
Writers of Color, Chicana writers, feel a moral responsibility to serve their
own. Just as the curandera uses white magic, manipulates the symbols
that are part of her patients’ experience base to ease communication, the
Chicana writer seeks to heal cultural wounds of historical neglect by
providing opportunities to remember the past, to share and ease bitterness,
to describe what has been viewed as unworthy of description, to cure by
incantations and rhythms, by listening with her entire being and
responding. She then gathers the tales and myths, weaves them together,
and, if lucky, casts spells. (Nepantla 129)
Mora has done exactly this in House of Houses. She casts a spell on her reader, weaving
the tales and myths of her family into an instructional guide. Her readers are brought into
the clever space of the word-house where Mora communes with their family members,
both dead and alive. She imagines their words and gives them power to voice their own
private concerns while recuperating the camaraderie of the domestic space. Mora realizes
the power of verbalizing multiple kinds of truths and pronounces that “stories are
essential as water” (House 247). With this text, Mora crafts a form that accommodates
multiple kinds of cultural artifacts, and thus, provides a model that challenges the
traditional

definition

of

the

autobiographical

mode.

As

Moss

writes,

“An

autobiographical critique […] must challenge the process of writing history, not just its
end product” (16). With this text, Mora challenges the process of writing history as
demonstrated through her construction of an imaginary space in the Borderlands.
Through this life narrative, by employing notions of collaboration and collectivity Mora,
ultimately, creates spaces of power and affiliation through which the validation of female
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identity—and the identities of other formerly marginalized peoples—can occur in an
imagined space, a house made of houses, where all might dwell.
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NOTES
1

In terms of this word-house metaphor, critic Bert Almon suggests, “Her

[Mora’s] adobe house suggests the human body, which is also made of clay, as well as
the family itself, a common usage of the term ‘house’” (293). See Almon, “Family
Memoirs and the Mexican Diaspora: John Rechy, John Phillip Santos, and Pat Mora,”
Western Subjects: Autobiographical Writing in the North American West, eds. Kathleen
A. Boardman and Gioia Woods (Salt Lake City, UT: U of Utah P, 2004) 277-301.
2

While this is not meant to be a complete list, for further critical analyses of

Mora’s poetry see Linda C. Fox, "From Chants to Borders to Communion: Pat Mora's
Poetic Journey to Nepantla," Bilingual Review/La Revista Bilingüe 21. 3 (1996): 219-30;
“Four Imaginarios Femeninos in Pat Mora's Cuarteto Mexicano” The Americas Review
25 (1999): 166-78; Robin Riley Fast, “Nature and Creative Power: Pat Mora and Patricia
Hampl,” San José Studies 15.2 (Spring 1989): 29-40; Laura Gutiérrez Spencer, "The
Desert Blooms: Flowered Songs by Pat Mora," Bilingual Review/La Revista Bilingüe
20.1 (Jan.-Apr. 1995): 28-36; Kirsten Nigro, “Mujeres fuertes: La poesía de Pat Mora,”
Cuadernos Americanos 55 (Jan.-Feb. 1996): 118-30; and Kristina M. Passman,“Demeter,
Kore and the Birth of the Self: The Quest for Identity in the Poetry of Alma Villanueva,
Pat Mora, and Cherríe Moraga,” Monographic Review/Revista Monográfica 6 (1990):
323-42.
3

In the Introduction to Velvet Barrios (2003), Alicia Gaspar de Alba argues that

Chicana/o culture is alter-Native, “an Other American culture indigenous to the landbase
now known as the West and the Southwest of the United States. Chicano/a culture, then,
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is not immigrant but native, not foreign but colonized, not alien but different from the
overarching hegemony of white America” (xxi). I discuss this concept further in my
conclusion.
4

As critics Debra A. Castillo and María Tabuenca Córdoba assert in their text

Border Women: Writing from La Frontera (2002), border spaces are, “in Homi Bhabha’s
terms, the places of the in-between, the interstices from which we can elaborate other
strategies of being, which will allow us to create new places of identity, collaboration,
and subversion in the precise moment of defining society itself” (5). In House of Houses,
Pat Mora “elaborate[s] [an]other strateg[y] of being” as she drafts the plans for a safe
space that authorizes her to tell a different story than the national narratives from which
she and her family have been excluded. See Castillo and Tabuenca Córdoba, Border
Women: Writing from La Frontera (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota P, 2002) 5.
5

Interestingly, fellow Chicana writer Sandra Cisneros also has a relationship with

Bachelard’s analysis of space. She writes:
During a seminar title[d] ‘On Memory and the Imagination’ when the
class was heatedly discussing Gustav [sic] Bachelard’s Poetics of Space
and the metaphor of a house—a house, a house, it hit me. What did I
know except third-floor flats. Surely my classmates knew nothing about
that. That’s precisely what I chose to write: about third-floor flats, and fear
of rats, and drunk husbands sending rocks through windows, anything as
far from the poetic as possible. And this is when I discovered the voice I’d
been suppressing all along without realizing it” (“Ghosts” 72-3).
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For Cisneros, Bachelard’s ideas made her realize that she already had a story to write in
her own voice about the homes—apartments—she had grown up in many years earlier.
For further reading on this topic and on Cisneros’ writing process, see Cisneros, "Ghosts
and Voices: Writing from Obsession," The Americas Review 15.1 (Spring 1987): 69-73;
“Notes to a Young(er) Writer,” The Americas Review 15.1 (Spring 1987): 74-6; “Do You
Know Me?: I Wrote The House on Mango Street,” The Americas Review 15.1 (Spring
1987): 77–9; and Julián Olivares, “Sandra Cisneros’ The House on Mango Street, and the
Poetics of Space,” Chicana Creativity and Criticism: Charting New Frontiers in
American Literature, Eds. María Herrera-Sobek and Helena María Viramontes (Houston:
Arte Público, 1988) 160-70.
6

Mora’s definition of nepantla differs from that of Gloria Anzaldúa’s and other

Chicana feminist writers. In an interview with Karin Ikas, Anzaldúa defines nepantla in
this way: “[…] Nepantla […] is a Nahuatl word for the space between two bodies of
water, the space between two worlds. It is a limited space, a space where you are not this
or that but where you are changing. You haven’t got into the new identity yet and haven’t
let the old identity behind either—you are in a kind of transition. And that is what
Nepantla stands for. It is very awkward, uncomfortable and frustrating to be in that
Nepantla because you are in the midst of transformation” (237). For Mora, nepantla is a
way of life and a space that recognizes social location. While it is a space in the middle,
Mora does not seem entirely uncomfortable in it or interested in moving beyond it. See
Ikas, “Interview with Gloria Anzaldúa,” Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, by
Gloria Anzaldúa (1987; San Francisco: Aunt Lute, 1999) 227-46.
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7

While I realize that “resignify” is a term associated with Judith Butler, in this

context I am using it to show how Chicanas imbue words like home or community with
counterhegemonic definitions, repurposing the words for their own political objectives.
8

House of Houses does not constitute the first inclusion of Mamande’s narrative

in Mora’s work. In her 1991 poem “Gentle Communion,” which opens a section of her
collection Communion called “Old Bones,” she introduces her readers to Mamande in
this way: “Without a word, she came with me from the desert. / Mornings she wanders
through my rooms / making beds, folding socks. / Since she can’t hear me anymore, /
Mamande ignores the questions I never knew / to ask, about her younger days, her red /
hair, the time she fell and broke her nose / in the snow. I will never know” (11). The
poem continues honoring her maternal grandmother, only Mamande’s story is not over.
In House of Houses, the reader does get to hear about Mamande’s red hair and her
rambunctious nature as a child. Mora has asked the questions of other relatives and
recreates Mamande in her text, a woman who acts and speaks to Mora directly. In the
same way, Mora recognizes in Nepantla that she includes Lobo’s stories in every
collection and writes: “She manages to slip into every book of poetry I write. Her poem
for poetry book four [Chants “Bailando”] is already written, and my first children’s book
is about her ninetieth birthday party. She danced” (78). Similarly, in Agua Santa/Holy
Water (1995), Mora introduces other character-relatives that are much more developed
later in House of Houses. In her poems, “The Loving Strip,” “Ofrenda for Lobo,” “The
Shadow,” and “Corazón del corrido,” she writes about her Aunt Ignacia, Lobo, and her
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father. She also includes other poems in this collection that refer to her daughter,
“Braided,” and strong alliances of women, “Let Us Hold Hands.” See Communion
(Houston: Arte Público, 1991) 11-2; Chants (Houston: Arte Público, 1984) 51; and Agua
Santa/Holy Water (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995) 3-4, 5, 11, 12-5, 24, 116-7.
9

While many critics such as Alfred Arteaga and Rosaura Sánchez have discussed

the politics of Chicana/os including Spanish in their predominantly English texts, critic
Elisabeth Mermann-Jozwiak offers an analysis of Pat Mora’s language usage in her
various works of poetry, situating her work within the conversations of postmodernity
and poststructuralism. Since I do not discuss Mora’s poetry in detail in this chapter, I do
not engage Mermann-Jozwiak’s essay here. See Arteaga, ed., An Other Tongue: Nation
and Ethnicity in the Linguistic Borderlands (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 1994); Sánchez,
“Mapping the Spanish Language along a Multiethnic and Multilingual Border,” The
Latino Studies Reader: Culture, Economy, and Society, eds. Antonia Darder and Rodolfo
D. Torres (Malden, MA: Blackwell Press, 1998) 101-25; and Mermann-Jozwiak, “Desert
Women, Brujas, and Curanderas: Pat Mora’s Linguistic Mestizaje,” Postmodern
Vernaculars: Chicana Literature and Postmodern Rhetoric (New York: Peter Lang,
2005) 97-113.
10

The lazo, lasso, is a large rosary or decorated ribbon draped around the necks

and shoulders of the bride and groom, the groom first, during their wedding ceremony. It
is placed in a figure eight to represent a bond into infinity while they are kneeling at the
altar, confirming their commitment to each other. The groom gives the arras, 13 gold
coins representing Christ and his apostles, to the bride as a symbol of his promise to be a
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good provider as she becomes his wife. The bride accepts these coins demonstrating her
trust and confidence in her new husband.
11

In Spanish, the word “chango” refers to a monkey. For this reason, Mora is

surprised to discover her father’s private name for her mother.
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CHAPTER THREE
Meet Michele Serros: Genre Play in Chicana Falsa and How to Be a
Chicana Role Model
On the upper left-hand corner of the back cover of Michele Serros’ Chicana Falsa
and Other Stories of Death, Identity, and Oxnard (1993) read the words
“FICTION/POETRY.” From the outset of her writing career, Serros has been playing
with genre. Not only does she ask her readers to accept the multi-generic nature of her
work, but also she encourages them to conflate the character Michele Serros with the
author Michele Serros. In addition to this conflation, the origins of the book enliven and
offer insight into its form. In the “Introduction” that Serros writes for the second edition
of this text published by Riverhead Books in 1998, she talks about how she came to share
this collection with the public.1 Standing in the quad at Santa Monica College one day,
Serros has a bad feeling and knows she must call home. When her aunt answers the
phone, she learns that her mother has just been diagnosed with kidney and liver failure. A
short time later after her mother has passed, Serros is asked to write her obituary. She
writes, “I was the so-called writer of the family, and this was to be my first published
piece. When I described my mother [Beatrice Ruiz Serros] as an artist, someone
questioned it […] my mama would have been crushed knowing she left this earth not
remembered as an artist. It was her fear and lack of confidence that kept her art stuck on
an easel, hidden away in the corner of our family’s garage” (xi-xii). Serros continues by
revealing her own fears about sharing her personal stories outside of her family
gatherings and admits that it was her mother’s death that gave her the courage to finally
write down all the stories that had “clung to the back of [her] mind for years” (xii). She
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has nothing further to lose once her mother is gone so she takes a risk and writes down
her tales for all to see. In this short introductory piece, she also tackles and names the
purpose of this endeavor: “The purpose? To make someone happy, inspired. Maybe make
someone who hated to read actually enjoy a book. That, and I guess I just couldn’t bear
the thought of someone questioning what my own obituary would say” (xii). Serros wants
to be remembered as an artist when her yet unborn daughter is called on to write her
obituary.
Although she plays the role of writer in the above example, Serros refuses to
identify exclusively as one thing or another. Is she a poet, an essayist, a thespian, a
performance artist, a TV writer, a storyteller, an actor, or a stand-up comedian? In a short,
illustrated feature about Serros in Sí magazine, Joie Davidow addresses this question:
Michele Serros defies definition. She has been called a poet, a
performance artist. But these are serious words, and neither term comes
close to describing the spirit of her work, which is playful—even,
hilariously funny—but never entirely frivolous […] Because she has the
genius to create full-blooded characters in just a few sentences, the poems
[in Chicana Falsa] lend themselves to performances, which are part
poetry reading, part stand-up comedy, part theatrical event” (N. pag.)
Genre-bending offers Serros a methodology as she intervenes not only in redefining the
terms of Chicanismo, but also at the same time, she fulfills the expectations of family
members’ definitions of a “real artist” by making money from her art. When she was
chosen to write her mother’s obituary, naming her an artist, Serros describes the objection
like this: “‘Are you sure you want to say that? I mean, it isn’t like she sold anything. Not
like she had her art up in galleries or anything. She wasn’t an artist, really.’ These
accusations stung. Here was a definition of an artist. Someone who just didn’t sell art, but
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made good money from it” (xi). The criticism her relative poses about her description of
her mother as an artist resides in definition. Serros continues, “Definitions have always
played a big part in my life: a true Mexican versus a fake Mexican, a good student versus
a lousy one, a true artist versus a wannabe one” (xi-xii). Serros uses these kinds of
critiques leveled at her throughout her young life to empower her own unconventional
methods of self- and communal-representation.
Whereas personal, autobiographical texts like the ones previously discussed are
concerned with re-writing and re-telling history in the voices of their ancestors, Serros
composes a different kind of story. The Ortiz Taylor sisters excavate memories and
myths of their family’s past, ones they did not have access to while growing up in
Southern California in the 40s and 50s. Sheila Ortiz Taylor comes to consciousness as
both a lesbian and a Chicana over a period of several years as she imagines how she
might have lived her life differently in her series about an eccentric academic named
Arden Benbow, Ortiz Taylor’s own alter ego. Pat Mora uses the images of a house made
of words or genres to recuperate the domestic spaces of a home while opening up and
filling a gap for representation in the larger master narratives of US identity formation
that exclude her, her family, and her culture’s history. In her work, Serros does not focus
on uncovering secrets or rewriting exclusionary narratives of the past. She speaks about
her experiences in the present in order to connect with her audience. She grapples
specifically with the question “Who Am I?” and in the process of articulating herself in
the juxtaposition of poetry and artifice, she critically examines her own categories of
representation along with all of the labels—including those of genre—she has
encountered in her life thus far. In her work, genre is simply another category or
convention to which she and her method of storytelling do not conform.
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Drawing on pieces of material and popular culture, Serros appeals to a new
generation of assimilated Hispanics living in the early twenty-first century US. Rather
than convey anxiety about assimilation, in her world it has already happened. Her
experience is one in which Mexican and American are completely integrated, unlike the
processes portrayed in Pocho (1959) and Hunger of Memory (1982). In fact, she takes on
early writers of Chicano Nationalism such as Rudolfo Anaya, Sandra Cisneros,2 and
Denise Chávez to effectively write over their prescriptive notions of Chicano identity that
were shaped exclusively by the Movement agenda.3 In doing so, she arrives at a more
nuanced representation of the many selves in flux for Americanized Mexicans or those
who may be called pochos today.4 In this chapter, I will demonstrate how and why Serros
makes the generic choices she does, not only in Chicana Falsa, but also with her cd
Selected Stories from Chicana Falsa (1996), her website www.muchamichele.com, and
her later autobiographical novel How to Be a Chicana Role Model (2000). Her mixed
media and multi-textual approaches to identity formation stress that visual and material
cultures are integral to her experiences as a Chicana and as a fourth-generation
Californian. Across all of these genres, Serros puts Chicana representations front and
center, directly engaging with the various images circulated in the cultural imaginary.
Whether it is by writing about role models, authenticity, or popular culture, she helps to
change not only ideas about Mexican Americans in US society but also how they see
themselves.
While Serros’ work has gained a large popular following, few critics have directly
engaged the performative nature of her multi-generic texts. For this reason, I turn to the
work of Tracey Emin, a working-class British artist who was one of four finalists for the
prestigious Turner Prize awarded by the Tate Gallery in London. In the “Introduction” to
their edited collection Interfaces: Women, Autobiography, Image, Performace (2002),
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Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson map women’s self-representation at visual/textual
interfaces, the interstitial spaces of overlap between the visual and the textual. In their
interrogation of Emin’s work, they describe her Turner Prize entry of autobiographical
memorabilia: “It consisted of eight home videos, four miniature watercolor portraits, a
wall of captioned drawings made during her adolescence, a quilt collage, and two
assemblages of printed materials on her family’s past. At the center was the installation
My Bed (1998) […]” (1). Emin’s work, like that of Serros, showcases a life as lived in
visual, verbal, and textual modes, and asks the audience to accept the images/words as
“real life.” Smith and Watson conclude after analyzing her multiple pieces that
“[c]ollectively the videos seem to project a documentary assemblage that is not an ‘artful’
reconstruction of the past but the ‘real’ past reassembled in the present. As with the
sketches and artifacts, these home movies, disarmingly unprocessed and unpolished, emit
an aura of authenticity; and it is precisely this authenticity that has become commodified
as cultural capital in the age of confession” (3). Claiming authenticity through pieces of
memorabilia and popular media forms represents a new shift in focus for autobiography
studies. Authenticity is commodified as cultural capital through the artifacts and personal
mementos featured in any text or performance. While photography has played a role in
autobiographical representation for some time now, the kinds of interactions possible in
an oeuvre of work like Emin’s arises from her claims to authenticity in representing the
daily practice of living in multiple worlds though homemade films, artwork, installation,
material culture, and verbal narration.
This interstitial zone of visual, verbal, and textual interface, to use Smith and
Watson’s term, that Emin and artists like her have carved out is where Serros’ work
resides as well. Like Emin, Serros finds the authority to write from the performativity of
the daily, the funny, the “real” that others experience in community with her, so that the
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story of almost choking to death on a chicharrón in her poem “Dead Pig’s Revenge”
appears alongside her sister’s appearance on The Price is Right in “The Day My Sister
Was On Television.” While Serros’ opus differs dramatically from Emin’s, the
terminology and interplay between the visual, the verbal, and the textual still applies.
Smith and Watson offer this interpretation of Emin’s submission, “[…] Emin’s work
introduces, through the interweaving of images and written text, an autobiographical
voice not previously heard or witnessed with such intensity. In that sense, her daring selfmaking as self-chronicling is an avant-garde gesture performed publicly that expands the
modes of self-representation at a shifting matrix of visuality and textuality” (3). Serros
acts as scribe in her texts, chronicling the “every day,” the lived experiences of a new
generation of Mexican Americans, whether it is by including personal images or
interrogating pieces of popular culture that affect her own daily experiences of life as a
Chicana living in Southern California in the late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries.
Laying bare her own ignorance at times as well as the racisms she faces, Serros
uses these moments pedagogically to enter the larger conversations surrounding “good”
and “bad” versions of Chicano representation. Even the title of the collection itself,
Chicana Falsa, alludes to this complication, a theme that Serros interrogates throughout
her works. She self-identifies as a Chicana; however, she also employs the adjective
“falsa” to convey her unease about authentic identity. Serros’ performance as a Chicana
falsa implies that she is always already in conversation with what she might label
“Chicana Verdadera” or “Chicana Auténtica” and those who defend these rigid categories
of representation. While she may call herself a “Chicana falsa,” between the covers of her
text she assembles herself piecemeal, appealing to specific experiences that she, and
many others like her, live every day. She shifts the terms of self-making, assuring her
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readers that while they may be told by other Chicana/o writers that Movement
authenticity is the goal, she chooses to foreground this notion of falseness by representing
the complications of lived lives.5 Serros destabilizes categories of representation as she is
uncomfortable with a fixed definition of cultural authenticity that causes all
contemporary Chicanas to fall short. Serros remakes and rewrites the entire practice of
Chicana self-representation in this space of visual-verbal-textual conjunction, claiming
her authority as an artist and contesting the ways in which young Chicanas have been
depicted previously either as radical activists or oppressed minorities.
On the front cover of the first edition of Chicana Falsa, Michele Serros gazes at
her reader from two halves of jagged-edged photographs taken during different points in
her life. On the left side of the image, half of Serros’ happy, brown, fourth-grade face
smiles back at the reader. Long, dark hair and bright, white teeth accompany a highnecked dress popular for girls her age at Rio Real Elementary School in Oxnard during
the 1970s and 1980s. The halved photograph on the right depicts an older, lighter, adult
Serros, a recent picture we are to assume, a rendering even used in its whole form to
publicize the release of this book. The same long, dark hair of her fourth-grade school
photo frames this image, with bangs this time though, as well as a necklace and a closedmouth smile. Webbed red lettering connects the two images on an otherwise olive green
background. These powerful, capitalized, red letters write over Serros’ faces, as if the
cover of her family stories is a “Wanted” poster: Have you seen this child-woman? She is
wanted for the crime of being a “Chicana Falsa” and no expense will be spared in
bringing her to justice. Doubling herself on the front cover privileges her particular life
experiences, even while the text itself is labeled as “Fiction/Poetry” on the back cover.
The inherent contradiction between the messages sent by the images and the generic
labels causes a tension that upsets the reader’s knowledge of formal boundaries. Together
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these two images—elementary school picture day and adult press photo—each taken in a
specific moment of time, are meant to represent an entire life of lived experiences, a life
in search of something, a recognition, perhaps, as both a writer and a Chicana. Serros
constructs a split subjectivity between the wanted and the false, the authentic and the
outlaw, and the desired but rejected. Which of these is the fiction, and which is the
poetry? Without a doubt, throughout this text Serros encourages the generic blending;
however, by crafting the cover in this way, she conflates herself as author with the
speaker-protagonist of each piece. The reader must follow Serros inside the book to
encounter exactly how she deals with these seeming contradictions or doublings. Serros
begins here a conflation between the author/speaker that becomes more fully realized in
her later How to Become a Chicana Role Model (2000).
In the first poem of Serros’ collection called “La Letty,” the assessment of an
authentic self is made not by an outsider but by the speaker’s own sister. In it she
describes her “sister, best friend,” Leticia, “Tish,” for short who in the Junior High
present of the poem becomes known only as “La Letty” (1-2). As she is getting ready to
go out, La Letty turns from the mirror and says to her friend, “‘You know what you are? /
A Chicana Falsa. / MEChA don’t mean shit, / and that sloppy Spanish of yours / will
never get you any discount at Bob’s market. / HOMOGENIZED HISPANIC, / that’s
what you are’“ (1). In this poem, La Letty defines her own term, “Chicana falsa” in terms
of Spanish language speaking abilities and levels of assimilation into American culture.
By reproducing the two separate images of herself on the cover, one of herself as a child
and the other as an adult, Serros realizes the lived complications that exist in the
experiences of those born in the US to a family that claims Mexican and/or Mexican
American heritage. More importantly, however, in this poem Serros recognizes the split
subjectivities and multiple genres necessary to narrate self. For this reason, the cover
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poses a difficult question to the reader: Am I a Chicana Falsa? And if so, what is the
consequence? The answers to these questions are wrapped up in race, class, and gender
affiliations, and Serros has found a way to talk about the complications of being Mexican
in the US without sounding like a textbook; she instead sounds like an acquaintance or an
accomplice. Capitalizing on the fact that others like her have asked themselves these
kinds of questions about their personal and communal identities as well, Serros crafts an
unconventional form combining personal snapshots, poetry, essay, fiction, humor, and
the autobiographical to offer her own answers to challenging questions surrounding
ethnic American representation.
While the front cover of the second edition of Chicana Falsa (1998) features
Serros again, her entire body making the shot this time, more importantly in this volume
she is authorized to speak by Sandra Cisneros. Cisneros’ quote sits in the top left-hand
corner: “Michele Serros is a young, sassy writer whose brilliant weapon is her humor.”
Riverhead Books, a part of Penguin Putnam, introduces Serros to a substantial reading
public through the endorsement of a much more famous Chicana author. Although Serros
has a complicated relationship to Cisneros and her work, which I address later in my
analysis, Riverhead had no qualms about featuring Cisneros’ praise to draw in readers.
Lower, on the right side of the cover, Serros is clad in what looks like a 1980s-style,
white prom dress, complete with satin ruffles and slightly puffed sleeves. She
accessorizes with red nail polish, a pearl choker, and wrist-length, white, fingerless
gloves. Her hair is short and spiked in this photo, and her exaggerated, playful expression
questions something outside the frame. As Lisa McKinnon of the Ventura County Star
reports, Serros’ is perhaps “dressed for the quinceanara [sic] she never had as a teen”
(E5). Or she may be channeling late 80s fashion. She gets read in mainstream media as
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“representative” of her culture (whatever that may be) while at the same time she is seen
as assimilated. Clearly she is neither.
Exactly at this intersection is where Serros sits. The space of tension between the
two is her position; she enacts a genre that accommodates both and neither. Putting
herself on the front cover privileges lived experiences and the humor or absurdity found
therein, showcasing the way she has dealt with life in the multiple worlds she inhabits
while inspiring others who face road blocks on the way to accomplishing their goals. She
insists on doing things her way. She will not be deterred by those who tell her she is not a
Chicana or a writer. On the back cover, Serros reproduces herself again; in a cut off
photograph of a young girl, she poses in a white, patterned t-shirt and red shorts, running
wildly waving her arms, happy, carefree, and a little shy all at the same time. She also
wears a patriotic hat decorated with the stars and stripes of the American flag. On her
website, www.muchamichele.com, she posts another version of this photograph, one in
which she is not running but standing still and smiling widely. She categorizes this photo
as “Viva la Fourth” with the caption: “Bicentennial year, age 10.” Theorizing the
relationship between family photographs and narrative Melody Graulich asserts:
All self-knowledge is limited, flawed, but perhaps the knowledge yielded
by photographs is most suspect, for while photographs present the illusion
of an objective reality, of a moment that “really” happened, their meaning
is ultimately captioned by the stories with which we frame them. And the
relationship between story and photo is a chicken-and-egg proposition: the
photo is as likely to engender the story as the camera is likely to capture a
memorable moment. Memory is as much about what we have forgotten as
it is about what we remember. We use photographs to construct memory,
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to discover what we have not looked at but can now see, in new contexts.
(387-8)
The frame stories that caption Serros’ images on both the front and back cover of
Chicana Falsa lie in between. These images, while they do capture memorable moments
and engender narratives, one posed and photoshopped for the book’s cover and the other
probably taken by a proud parent, do not tell Serros’ entire story. In order to render
herself and her community in textual form, she must authorize herself as a speaker first,
appealing to her readers through visually recorded lived experiences, comedy, and
cultural references. What is more American than the Fourth of July? What is more
Mexican than a quinceañera? What is more mainstream popular than Madonna and Cyndi
Lauper fashion of the late 80s?
Questions surrounding authority to speak arise in the textual narratives as well.
Again in “Annie Says,” Serros encourages her readers to conflate her position as author
with the role of the character of Tía Annie’s unnamed niece. Tía Annie tells her niece:
“You could never be a writer,
let alone a poet.
What do you know?
I mean, what can you write about?” (4)
Annie speaks throughout the entire poem listing all the things that her muted addressee
has never done. She is intent on highlighting all of her niece’s failures as evidence in
support of her initial point:
“You got a D on your last book report
you gotta be able to write English good,
use big words…
and you’ve never even been out of Oxnard. […]
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Your family doesn’t have money to travel.
You never will.
And you don’t even type.
Now, how you gonna be a writer?” (4)
Annie also insults her niece by claiming that she has never known a man’s love so she
surely could never write a novel as passionate as her favorite Harlequins. Annie does not
stop there though; she says,
“Look on TV…
The Brown Berets,
they’re marching.
The whole Chicano movement
passing you by and
you don’t even know about that.
You weren’t born in no barrio.
No tortilleria down your street.
Bullets never whizzed
past your baby head.
Chicana Without a Cause.” (5-6)
Annie not only criticizes her on a personal level, but also on a political one; her niece has
no right to call herself a Chicana, according to Annie, because she has not fought on the
frontlines, possesses no experiential knowledge. Annie tops off her critique with:
“No, mi’ja,
Nobody will ever buy your books,
so put your pencil down
and change the channel for me,
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it’s time for As the World Turns.” (6)
Annie bases her evaluation of cultural authenticity and authority to speak on language,
political consciousness, geography, community, and even skin color while she herself
lives in the alternate universe of American soap operas. The stereotypes she sees
representing Mexican and Mexican American characters in this visual medium reinforces
(at least in her mind) her claims about her niece’s future of failure. Mexican and Mexican
Americans play maids and servants or criminals, but usually rarely upstanding members
of any community.6 Serros does not temper Annie’s tone or message in this poem either;
although the niece’s own voice never utters a word throughout her aunt’s diatribe, Serros
makes her point. The poem’s existence proves Tía Annie’s critiques false and awards the
unnamed niece-Serros with the right to speak. The physical book the reader holds
demonstrates that Serros, representing those of the niece’s generation, has indeed become
a published writer, and thus, speaks louder than her aunt’s voice and the voices of all the
others who said she could never be a Chicana or an artist.
In the second short story-essay of the collection, Serros uses prose not only to
narrate the simultaneous absurdity and seriousness of racial discrimination, but also to
reel in her reader with each new detail of the incident that occurs in the frozen foods
section of a Ralph’s supermarket.7 Not unlike Mora’s conversational tone epitomized by
the action of pulling a chair up to the kitchen table, the manner of this piece is informal,
as if Serros is standing right beside her reader recounting an ordeal she experienced last
week. At the beginning of the story, Serros relates the fact that she and Martina, her
classmate at Santa Monica College, are planning to make Spanish Rice for a big
fundraiser later on that particular night. Serros describes Martina as “no cook. She was an
activist. Maybe what you’d call militant and maybe what you’d call serious, but still, I
liked to hang out with her. She was smart” (22). Serros’ description of her peer as
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“activist” and “militant” reveals that she does not see herself in this way, noting that
seemingly unlike herself, Martina takes herself and her causes very seriously. Because
Serros and Martina are not interested in using Veg-All, they proceed to the frozen food
aisle for their vegetables. Martina immediately spots something she does not like:
“‘Look! Look at this!’ She pulled out two frosted bags from the bottom compartment.
‘Malibu Style Vegetables. And, check this out, Latino Style Vegetables, as if we all eat
alike…I’ve never seen this…Man, even in the lousy freezer they divide and they
discriminate!’” (22). Serros expresses her doubt and does not really buy into what
Martina is suggesting. Martina continues:
“Man, you don’t even see it. You’re so, so unaware. Look, look at this
picture. Latino Style Vegetables, they have the vegetables cut up all small.
Like, what’s that supposed to mean? Like, little food for little people, little
minds, little significance?...And this Malibu kind, the broccoli, the carrots,
are cut up large, all big and grand, like ‘of great worth,’ or something. The
cauliflower, which is WHITE, is the biggest vegetable in the picture,
overpowering all the rest.” (22-3)
Again, Serros tells Martina that she is “‘seeing something that just isn’t there’” and tells
her to grab a bag and go because they need time to make the rice (23). Martina responds
insisting she’s not reading into things:
“I’m not crazy,” she protested. “This is how it starts. And look, look at
this, the Latino Style Vegetables are all spilling out of this wicker basket,
all overflowing, messy like. Insinuating that we are overflowing,
overcrowding what they think is their land. And what’s with this wicker
basket? You know, we don’t use baskets to cart our food around. The
Malibu Style Vegetables are all neat and in order, properly arranged in a
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nice, WHITE porcelain crock. No problem-causing vegetables here.
They’re orderly, dignified.” (23)
Serros realizes that people are starting to stare, and she tries to placate Martina. Martina
continues to analyze the situation, paying no attention to Serros’ objections. She points
out that the Malibu Style Vegetables are labeled “‘From Ralph’s Private Selection.’
Private, as in ‘Not everyone is welcome, no entry to YOU, especially you, wetback. Go
back!’” (23). Martina assumes that this packaging speaks not only to aesthetics, but also
to a real lived class difference between those represented by the vegetable labels.
Serros begins to get embarrassed as Martina raises her voice about the
discrimination she sees reflected on the vegetables’ packaging, especially the fact that
Malibu Style Vegetables are twice the cost of Latino Style Vegetables. Martina protests by
waving the bag over her head, throwing it to the ground, and stomping on it. Shockingly,
one by one other patrons begin following Martina’s lead. Serros reports seeing a Korean
woman and her two children stomp on Oriental Style Vegetables, a young man in cowboy
boots kick the Country Style Vegetables down the aisle, and a dark-haired man rip apart a
bag of Italian Style Vegetables. Serros’ shocked narrative voice relates how people
continue to tear up these “stereotypes in a bag” until the store’s manager intervenes (24).
He ejects Martina and Serros from the store; however, Serros does not want to leave. She
likes the excitement and thinks they could probably get away with some free ice cream or
a bag of frozen fries or maybe even get arrested. Martina looks at her and again
reprimands her simple mind: “‘This isn’t about excitement, free food, or getting on
TV…Man, you really have a lot to learn’” (25). Martina’s critique questions Serros’ own
activism and militancy; while Serros may be enjoying the performative aspect of the
“protest,” Martina sees it as a serious act of resistance. Serros is left standing there
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watching Martina walk out the front doors of the Ralph’s thinking about how smart her
friend really is.
While this story is very funny, Serros does not tell it simply to make her reader
laugh. This anecdote serves as satiric allegory. Serros uses humor to document her own
learning processes and as a tool to teach both her readers and herself, in hindsight. She
puts her ignorance to use, tying notions of “falsa” to consciousness-raising instead of
questions about authenticity. Though some may say that Mexican Americans like Martina
can be too sensitive and paranoid about racial representation, through this story Serros
recognizes that images circulated on a popular level, including those involved in the
marketing of food to particular populations, are powerful. The least one should do is be
aware of the ways that images reinforce who he or she becomes. In a review of the book,
Patricia Holt at the San Francisco Chronicle writes that “Serros brings a rare authority
and confidence to these pages […] she has a gift for the conversational aesthetic that will
make even the toughest nonreader in your family wish this little book would go on
forever” (E-3). The “conversational aesthetic” she employs gives Serros the authority she
has in this text. Serros becomes the reader’s guide, and therefore, empowers not only her
stories, but those of her community as well. By utilizing this rhetorical strategy, Serros’
audience trusts her to tell them the truth, whatever that may be; she reaches an audience
who may have never imagined they would read a book about racism made manifest in the
marketing of frozen foods, let alone be swayed by the evidence.
Examining similar issues of racial representation and authenticity, in her poem
“Mi Problema,” Serros tackles another sensitive subject for Mexican Americans: their
relationship to the Spanish language. In this poem, she explains how language affects
one’s right to be considered truly Mexican. The narrative voice laments,
My sincerity isn’t good enough.
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Eyebrows raise / when I request:
“Hable mas despacio, por favor.”
My skin is brown
just like theirs,
but now I’m unworthy of the color
‘cause I don’t speak Spanish
the way I should.
Then they laugh and talk about
mi problema
in the language I stumble over. (31)
She cannot understand how when a white person attempts to speak Spanish, he or she is
praised, but when a brown person makes the same great effort, he or she looks dumb or
inauthentic. The narrator relates that she practices with her grandmother who is patient
with her and declares that one day “I’ll be a perfected ‘r’ rolling / tilde using Spanish
speaker. / A true Mexican at last!” (32). Again, the tone in this poem plays a key role in
how Serros crafts her message. She subtly critiques those who condemn their own friends
and relatives for not speaking Spanish; with this poem, Serros makes the argument that
cultural identity is more than both skin color and language. While the speaker references
a “true Mexican” identity, Serros challenges the reader to recognize the irony here. With
this book, she proves that Mexicans come in all different shapes and sizes, speaking
English and/or Spanish. Serros undoes the notion that “true Mexican” actually means
something. The speaker of the poem advocates encouragement for the brown person who
is trying to learn Spanish and asks the greater community to follow her lead.
Not only does Serros contemplate the ways in which people within the same
community can discriminate against one another. In “A Belated Victory (For Us),” Serros
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relates a tale of prejudice and bullying faced by a young girl on her way home from
school. When putting this story in conversation with the carefree ten-year-old in the
photograph on the back cover of the book, Serros and her childhood become much more
complicated. Reesie B. is a ninth grader who always taunts the girl—who we assume is
Serros herself—on her way home from school:
“Hhhhey…
Can’t you hear me?
I’m talking to YOU,
stupid Mexican!”
His words caused welts,
but I couldn’t speak.
He was a ninth grader,
a boy,
I was in seventh,
a girl.
No such thing as talking back (43).8
A neighbor, Mrs. Macías, who drives by just as things are starting to spiral out of Serros’
control, comes to the rescue. Mrs. Macías wisely tells Serros that Reesie B. will never
amount to anything. Serros returns to the neighborhood years later to find out that Mrs.
Macías was right. Reesie B. is still torturing Mexicans at the local market when they will
not take his bad checks. Serros is suddenly no longer scared of this racist bully of her
childhood. If this is one of the frame stories that surrounds the happy, lighthearted photo,
then Serros’ life growing up in Southern California was not all American pride, like that
she exhibited on the Fourth of July. In this encounter, her ability to participate in events
like the Fourth of July is called into question. She simultaneously experiences racism as a
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child alongside the pleasure she takes in being an American, when those like Reesie B.
would not even recognize her status as a US citizen. Serros’ multi-generic intervention
about cultural identity resides exactly in this kind of simultaneity.
Serros’ exploration of simultaneity continues in the last story of the collection,
“The Gift.” In this piece, probably more than in any other, Serros encourages her
audience to conflate her—Michele Serros, the author—with the unnamed main character
as the story focuses on a piece of material culture used to both honor the speaker’s
mother and to show how that speaker began her writing career. Interestingly, Serros’
mother died in the same way that the speaker’s mom passes and with this book filled with
fiction and poetry, she has become a writer. With this kind of overlap, Serros suggests
that the audience read her own story within these words. At eleven years old, a girl’s
mother buys a desk for her daughter. This desk is no ordinary desk, however; it is a
writing desk with a roll top, secret compartments, drawers, slots for letters, and
everything else she can (or cannot) imagine. The daughter narrates:
My mother was really serious about this writing thing and it concerned
me. You see, from when I was a little kid, say seven or eight years old, I
always bragged about what a great writer I was going to be. My plan was
to write the great American novel, the literary achievement that would get
me ten years on the best-sellers list—the kind of book that would be
confiscated out of high school hands by frustrated English teachers, a book
that would make big macho men sob, keep newlywed husbands restless as
they anxiously waited for young newlywed wives to finish its last chapter
by bedside light. Yes, everyone would want my book. But there I was,
almost twelve years old and there my mother was, getting a little too
serious about my dream. (73-4)
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Even though the girl’s mother cannot afford the matching mahogany desk chair, she
knows this is a special gift that her mother also cannot really afford. She understands the
sacrifice her family is making to help her fulfill her dream and feels the weight of their
faith in her “gift.” After the delivery of the desk, this young woman spends many years
pretending to be a writer. She sits at it hoping to be inspired but feels intimidated because
she had not yet done a lot with her short life. The narrator admits:
The desk became such a fixture in my life: on it I made bio. lab cheat
sheets, filled out college applications, stuffed money orders into parkingticket envelopes, did my EZ tax form, and practiced a glamorous signature
for those future book-signing parties…I did everything at that desk, but
write IT, the book, The Novel, the down payment to my mother’s new car.
(77)
The desk becomes a symbol of her past failure as a writer, so much so that she leaves it
behind once she moves out of her mother’s house. The narrator quips: “I didn’t want take
the thing. It was such a nuisance, a reminder that I was a failure, a reminder of my
aborted attempts at fiction. Who did she think she was, buying a kid such a lavish gift,
only to have it haunt the kid for the rest of her life?” (77, my emphasis). The desk haunts
the narrator because even after leaving this childhood home, she has still not written any
fiction; she has neglected her own life as inspiration. Then tragedy strikes. A ten-day
warning, and her mother is gone. Ultimately, the woman makes her way back to the old
house on Orange Drive in Oxnard just as the delivery men drop off a bunch of her mom’s
things. They pile boxes around her old desk, beside it, and even on top of it. She finally
decides, “There are no more excuses. I cleared away yellowed papers, musty shoe boxes
and wiped away dust with my sleeve. In one of the compartments, I found a notepad and
some pens and pulled them out. I made a space for some paper and began to write” (79).
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The desk as a material object looms large in this character’s life. Serros blurs generic
boundaries here because, in essence, the completed text of Chicana Falsa as a physical
object competes with this tale of a young girl’s gift. The preceding narratives write over
the desk as a haunting symbol because the reader knows that this object no longer holds
power over Serros; he or she is handling the proof that Serros has indeed succeeded as a
writer, maybe not of exclusively fiction, but a writer just the same. Serros must unearth
herself from her mother’s own possessions, dig herself out from under the high
expectations and uncover the gift her mother always knew she had. This unearthing births
the text of Chicana Falsa, and thus, Serros fulfills a dream similar to the one her mother
cannot quite accomplish before her untimely death. The desk has been there waiting for
Serros all along; at the same time it symbolizes her past failure, it also predicts her future
success. The simultaneity of Michele Serros, the author, and Michele Serros, the
character, prepares readers for this almost, but not quite-ness of Serros’ body of works.
In this text, Serros works against the notion of a “true self” and asks her readers to
collaborate with her in producing meaning from her poetry and short stories. She implies
that the “true self” exists in the narrative space between fiction and poetry. Smith and
Watson discuss this notion:
Autobiographical narratives, then, do not affirm a “true self” or a coherent
and stable identity. They are performative, situated addresses that invite
their readers’ collaboration in producing specific meanings for the “life.”
[…] in textual and visual regimes autobiographical acts are inescapably
material and embodied. They cannot be understood as individualist acts of
a sovereign subject, whole and entire unto itself. And the representation
produced cannot be taken as a guarantee of a “true self,” authentic,
coherent, and fixed. The autobiographical is a performative site of self163

referentiality where the psychic formations of subjectivity and culturally
coded identities intersect and “interface” one another. (11)
By asking her readers to be complicit in the promulgation of a new kind of Mexican
American identity, one that accepts English-only speakers and those who have not grown
up in the barrio with bullets whizzing past their heads, Serros writes a space where
“psychic formation of subjectivity and culturally coded identities” are able to intersect
and interface. As a means of doing this, she incorporates elements of material and
popular culture, allowing her to enact a life that represents her quest to become a writer
as well as the particularized experiences she faces as a Chicana who cannot speak
Spanish in a world where “stereotypes in a bag” mean more than initially meets the eye.
The life stories told throughout these pages allow the visual, verbal, and textual to
intermingle, staging her first production of Chicanismo.
One of the ways in which she teases out the implications of a new kind of
Mexican American identity is through a generic appeal to performance art. Under the title
“White Owned,” a poem tucked discreetly into the middle of Chicana Falsa, Serros
inscribes the words “for Guillermo Gomez-Peña” (26). This particular poem describes a
scene in which the speaker witnesses an exchange between a “pink” mama and a “pink”
baby. Working in counter service at a dry cleaner where she knows an outspoken
employee means termination, the speaker must hold her tongue as the white mother
instructs her daughter not to run off too far as she says, “‘You never know, / […] / people
today are crazy / just crazy, / …’specially the Spanish’” (26). The light-skinned Chicana
does all she can by asking “‘You mean people from Spain?’” and the woman responds,
“No,
Spanish people
…from Mexico.
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They snatch white babies
drag ’em across the border
for pornography,
slave labor,
human sacrifice.” (26)
Because she needs to keep her job, the clerk remains silent upon hearing this remark:
holding the knot in my stomach
and wonder if white boyfriend
will give me beige baby
everyone thinks I stole. (27)
This poem describes what Serros considers to be the monolithic way in which Mexicans
and Mexican Americans are viewed by a large portion of the white population in the US.
The white mother in the poem cannot imagine that the girl standing in front of her is
“Mexican” because of the prejudices she has about skin color. While Serros’ critique here
is clear, when this poem is read through the lens of its dedication, we recognize the larger
community to which Serros attaches the cultural identity she appeals to in the text.
Guillermo Gómez-Peña is a Mexican national who immigrated into the US in the late
1970s and has since become one of the most well-known performance artists of recent
times who primarily engages with issues of border contacts and crossings, in their
broadest sense. In his fifth book, Dangerous Border Crossers: The Artist Talks Back
(2000), he writes about his approach in this way:
Like my performances, the (conscious) impulse behind my writings is the
desire to speak as a public intellectual and a socially committed artist in a
time and place where this appears to be a lost battle, and to attempt to do
so in an innovative way, using every possible medium to which I have
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access: performance, installation, art, film, radio, journalism, theory, the
Internet, and when necessary, direct political action. (xiii)
Like Gómez-Peña, Serros is a socially committed artist using every possible medium to
which she has access. Serros’ dedication signifies a solidarity and respect she feels
toward Gómez-Peña and his work.
In his book The New World Border: Prophecies, Poems, and Loqueras for the
End of the Century (1996), Gómez-Peña records a detailed account of the traumatic “reallife border thriller” in which he and his son star as principal actors. In 1993, he and his
half-Mexican, perfectly bilingual, blond, and blue-eyed four-year-old boy are spending
time together in San Diego. He describes “the incident” in this way:
We were at lunch at a restaurant when two nosy women sitting next to us
decided that because I was dark-skinned and Mexican-looking I couldn’t
possibly be his father. When my son and I left the restaurant, unaware of
what was happening, the ladies wrote down the license plate number of
the taxi and called the police. A three-hour manhunt unfolded in search of
“the Mexican kidnapper of an unidentified Anglo kid.” San Diego police
cars and helicopters were immediately dispatched, and the border was
temporarily closed. (Dangerous 243)
The police find Gómez-Peña and his son and if it hadn’t been for Gómez-Peña’s art press
ID card, the situation could have led to his arrest and/or a shoot-out. Since its occurrence,
Gómez-Peña has been very vocal about it and has used the racism he faces as a
pedagogical tool. In dedicating her poem to him, Serros makes community and gives the
experience weight. She acknowledges his pain and disappointment, mirroring the
prejudice he endured to reveal the “pink” woman’s ignorance. In his article about
Chicana/o performance art, Marc Priewe asserts, “[…] Chicana/o performance art can be
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regarded as a didactic tool that helps to enact and forge a cultural identity for USMexicans” (148). This is exactly what both Gómez-Peña and Serros do in their work.
While she may not outwardly claim to be as politically engaged as he is, she, too, cannot
escape the real world implications of these issues. For this reason, in 1996 Serros releases
a spoken-word cd, Selected Stories from Chicana Falsa with Mouth Almighty/Mercury
Records.
Before even opening the cd case, the cover greets the listener with much color and
various images from Michele Serros’ personal stash of popular culture artifacts. While
Serros knows this image will incite laughter, she does not stage this cover simply for her
audience’s pleasure. Popular culture is the arena Serros uses to stage her cultural critique
of both insiders and outsiders. Through this performance, Serros speaks directly back to
one of the most common stereotypes of Latinas in the early twentieth century found most
frequently in filmic representations, the female clown. Portuguese-born “Brazilian
Bombshell” Carmen Miranda has come to embody the colorful, singing, dancing, comicrelief Latin female character type present in a variety of films in the 1940s. One of her
trademarks included the fruit hats she tied up and balanced on her head as she wriggled
across the screen in her musical numbers. This hat along with the accent she used and her
scene-stealing made her famous. Film critic Charles Ramírez Berg explains the
consequences of this image circulating in popular culture:
What is operative in Miranda’s case is exaggeration to the point of
caricature, another way to elicit derisive laughter and belittle the Latina
Other. Miranda’s multicolored costumes and fruit-covered hats donned to
perform splashy “Latin” musical numbers (most notoriously “The Lady in
the Tutti-Frutti Hat” number from Busby Berkeley’s The Gang’s All Here
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[1943]) instantly mocked the folkloric costumes—and customs—of Brazil
and Latin America in general. (75)
This image of the female clown, as Ramírez Berg has named the type, has been conflated
with Latinas by the media since Miranda’s first portrayal, and therefore, still finds its way
into popular culture representations. For this reason, Serros uses her cover to challenge
that stereotype. She may use humor to relate to her audience; however, she is no female
clown. By featuring her first book, her own favorite foods, including Latino Style
Vegetables, Cocoa Puffs, and corn dogs, and a snow globe described in “Stuff,” she
personalizes the fruit hat that Miranda often sported critiquing the exotic nature of this
once famous symbol of Latin American otherness. Being Latina—or Chicana in Serros’
case—cannot be represented by a hat made of exotic fruits. Through this performance
Serros makes clear that identity gets constructed with the help of a variety of popular
objects that intervene in every day life, including sugary cereals like Cocoa Puffs, which
signal all-Americanness, and crunchy pork rinds, which signal Otherness. These cultural
pieces shape her as a dynamic figure instead of a stereotypical clown.
Like the collage on its cover, the form of the cd itself is inspired by multiple
sources. In Sí magazine, Davidow describes the cd’s form in this way: “No ordinary
spoken-word recording, this one uses sound effects, music and guest performances by
Serros chums Luis Alfaro, Diane Rodriguez and Ruben Martinez. She was inspired by
the ‘spoken story’ Disney records she listened to as a kid and encouraged by public radio
host Marcus Frommer, with whom she collaborated” (N. pag.). While the spoken-word
aspect of the project may remind its listener of an old radio drama, complete with an
announcer, theatrical music, and various other sounds that accompany Serros’ voice as
she reads and acts out various pieces she has written, the form owes as much to old
Disney spoken-story records as to any other source. Printed on the cd jacket, or the “one168

woman slam book” as Serros names the form, is an interview coordinated by Danny
Weizmann (lead singer of DWQ).9 During this interview, she comments on everything
from when she writes to who her role models are to her biggest teenybopper crush. In one
of his questions, Weizmann interrogates form: “What is the difference between the
printed word and recorded audio to you? Is there a difference?” Dodging the question
completely, Serros responds, “I hate talking about poetry and prose—it brings up my Cdays in high school English.” Serros makes it clear in this reply that she does not
recognize a generic boundary between poems and essays; her stories hit the page in
whatever form they desire. The content is important, and it alone chooses the form, not
Serros. She does not want to discuss form because she views it as an academic question
rather than an aesthetic or creative inquiry.
Though she may not wish to engage with questions about form directly, Serros
continues to pursue alternative media as a means of authorizing herself to speak. To this
end, Serros enters the world of cyberspace, maintaining a personal website at
www.muchamichele.com as well as a public Myspace page. While she continues to use
her voice to parody stereotypes she also recognizes her own power to influence popular
images of Mexican Americans and/or Chicana/os. The first graphic on the home page of
her website is a green “Oxnard City Limit” sign, this time listing a population of 170,358,
welcoming readers to the “Official Site of Michele Serros.” This initial image redirects
the viewer to another page, one that looks strikingly like the front cover of a teen, gossip
magazine like Tigerbeat or Bop. Serros herself sits in the dead center covered in
chicharrones. In an interview with a popular blog about Latino culture, La Bloga:
Chicana, Chicano, Latina, Latino, & more. Literature, Writers, Children's Literature,
News, Views & Reviews, Serros talks about the cover image on her fictional magazine,
which is titled Michele Serros:
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The photo shoot with the chicharrones was for Estylo magazine. The
editors had brought up Salma Hayek's Los Angeles magazine cover's
version of Herb Alpert's Whipped Cream and Other Delights. They
suggested we push it a little further and had me wear a dress of pork rinds,
rather than whipped cream. It was pretty funny. The photographer's
assistant's sole job was to fan flies away and after the shoot, my skin was
so greasy. My only regret is that too many people think I'm completely
naked under the skins!
Serros again uses an image often associated negatively with Latinos and makes a
caricature out of it, allowing us to laugh at it, and thus renders the stereotype and its
connotations powerless.
One of the links on the front cover of her magazine, “Medium Brown Girl TShirts,” allows her readers to buy t-shirts and even features photos of her friends sporting
her creations. Through the publicizing of her books along with the t-shirt sales, she has
turned her cultural capital into actual capital, and has thus successfully commodified—
and critiqued traditional notions of—authenticity. In this instance, Serros becomes an
arbiter of identity with the power to influence ideas of and about Mexican American-ness
or Chicanidad. This cyber-Chicana-persona allows Serros to intervene in a world that her
readers visit on a daily basis. While she claims that “[a]lot of people have gone through
the things I write about […] I just happen to be Chicana,” she actually has changed the
face of what Chicana means through popular culture (Newsweek). She poses covered in
chicharrones and writes about discrimination in the frozen food aisle of Ralph’s; all of
these things make her more accessible to a mainstream audience, and thus authorize her
border crossing into popular culture. She represents a different kind of Chicana who did
not grow up on the Texas/Mexico border; she’s a fourth generation southern Californian.
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She doesn’t speak Spanish, and isn’t shy about saying so. While claiming she is just like
everyone else, she actually distinguishes herself as a Chicana. In 2002, Serros became a
writer for the ABC sitcom The George Lopez Show. She says on her website: "An
opportunity […] that hopefully with my contribution opens the door for a wider
representation of Latinos in the mass media" (“Bio”). Although some may write off
Serros as a sell-out or an assimilationist with her Amy Sedaris-like appeal, Serros inserts
herself into the popular by using humor and material culture to attract and charm wide
audiences with personal stories while writing characters that subtly challenge stereotypes.
Intervening in a much larger dialogue than she often gets credit for, with her cyber
persona, Serros reaches many different audiences demanding that they think in new ways
about what being Chicana/o means in the twenty-first century US.
She, like the other authors in my study, authorize self through various media with
the messages and the stories often overlapping. She, too, is telling different version of the
same stories throughout multiple media. To this end, her Myspace page sends a message
similar to that of her personal website. She has chosen a humorous photo as her profile
picture, one of herself laughing hysterically while hugging and holding what appears to
be a man in a head-to-toe gold bodysuit, and categorizes herself as “Comedy / Emo /
Latin.” On her page, Serros features the tag line: “NEVER GIVE UP AN
OPPORTUNITY TO EAT FOR FREE!” alongside a music application that automatically
begins playing selections from her cd. The first sounds once it loads are of a pig oinking
while Serros’ voice begins to read “Dead Pig’s Revenge.” While she seems to use the site
primarily for publicity, she does take advantage of the site’s blog application, posting on
September 23, 2008, about the interesting overshadowing of Anni "Frida" Lyngstad,
ABBA pop icon, by the Mexican Frida Kahlo. Her blog posts provoke and inspire various
reactions, those who support her devotion to ABBA’s Frida and those who disapprove of
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her lukewarm love of Frida Kahlo, calling her Chicananess into question. On May 9,
2008, Serros writes this post:
There's a daily urgency by radio ads, TV commercials and Madonna, to
Live Green and I can't help but roll my eyes. I mean, growing up in a
working-class Mexican-American family I've been living la vida verde,
"living green" all my life. Do you really want to know about An
Inconvenient Truth? The truth is what is now a trendy approach to
sustainable living was once considered an embarrassing lifestyle.
Here again, Serros uses humor to reach her audience. The rest of the post relates a couple
of different personal experiences she has as a young Mexican American living la vida
verde, one riding public transportation and another in which her popular girlfriend sees
her mother using vinegar water and newspapers to clean a hallway mirror. She ends her
post in this way:
Yes, back in the day my family didn't know that our own version of the
three Rs: re-do, re-gift and, of course, re-fry, would ever be such in vogue.
We were truly OG, Originally Green, before our time. But to us, it was
just basically living smart, living Latino, and that was nothing new.
She honors her green way of growing up Latino by making it very funny. However,
again, Serros is no clown. Treating serious topics in a humorous way allows her to teach
her audience about her underlying political agenda that asks for a variety of
representations of Mexican Americans throughout the US media.
Responding to this blog post, one reader comments:
que cool and que funny...my mom used to take her own bags to go
shopping because we had to walk home...and we needed bags we could
carry with handles...and my grandma used to sew all of our clothes...and
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left overs...well, let's just say rice and beans go a long way and make
many dishes...
thanks for the memories...yes, going green is nothing new...
que te vaya bien, mi amiga...
ADELANTE!!!
ps...enjoyed your talk at the LA Festival of Books...
Zulmara
This fan, like so many others who post on her page, identify personally with what Serros
describes in her books. Also, this particular fan, Zulmara, has taken an extra step by
seeing Serros speak at a local book festival. In creating this Myspace page, Serros has
taken a popular mainstream form of cyber identity production and Chicanoized it,
showcasing her celebrity persona for all to see. She nurtures a cyberspace persona so that
her fans may have personal access to her and her life stories at all times, whether it is
through the comment section of her blog or through the various personal photographs she
has posted in the pics gallery. This medium allows Serros to relate to those who may not
know about—or care about—her books or cd, and significantly, these are the people she
is trying to reach. One respondent **jugadora** writes on her wall: “man i can't tell you
how many times people come to me for advice like that...sometimes it's all i can do not to
scream at them ‘don't assume because i'm mexican i know all about crossing the border.’
but that’s how it is i guess...the story of my life.” Serros succeeds in her mission.
**jugadora** has read Serros’ book as evidenced by her comment about border crossing.
She identifies with the kind of Mexican Americanness that Serros disseminates, and
thanks Serros for legitimating her own lived experiences. This Myspace page, along with
her personal website, prove that Serros’ understanding of her own Chicanidad comes
primarily through the consumption of material and popular culture. It is only reasonable
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then that she include these elements both inside and outside of her fictionalized
autobiographical pieces, not only in Chicana Falsa, but also in How to Be a Chicana
Role Model.
Described as “FICTION” on its back cover, Serros’ second book, How to Be a
Chicana Role Model (2000), in many ways, narrativizes the experiences Serros shares
with her readers in poem form in her previous book. Like in Chicana Falsa, Serros
further conflates the author and speaker in this text as she names the protagonist Michele
Serros and the plot describes her rise as a Chicana writer and her subsequent role model
status. Details of the first book’s publication at Lalo Press become clearer, and readers
see Serros develop into a writer. Furthering this dilemma, the front cover of the book
again features Serros herself, posed from just above the waist up with her thumbs stuck
behind bright red suspenders. Her dark hair, parted in a zigzag with barrettes on the side,
falls around her shoulders and she gazes directly at the camera. Her look is much more
serious in this pose, defiant, asking the reader to see her as a brown-skinned Chicana and
as a role model, an authority. The font of the text’s title though undermines the
seriousness of Serros’ look. The title is scribbled in black cursive handwriting like a
doodle in a notebook that is carelessly scrawled across the page. The top edge of the
cover looks like it has been blacked-out, maybe a few sentences that were not meant for
public eyes? Interestingly, the same thing occurs with the genre of the text. A large black
scribble sits in the middle of the page, toward the right side. On top of it is written
“Fiction” in white, typed, not handwritten, letters. The black doodle looks like it is being
used to cover something up, perhaps another generic label, such as autobiography or
memoir? At the last minute, Serros decides to black out those truth labels, instead using
“fiction” to cover over her first impulses. What Serros does not exactly know is that the
black stain does not erase those autobiographical portions of the text. The details and
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stories from her life bleed through in the pages of the book; the content between the
covers acts as a palimpsest in that Serros may name the book “fiction,” but she ultimately
features her own life experiences in order to make her larger point about being a Chicana
role model. The top of the text that is blacked-out is written over with the same quote
from Sandra Cisneros that was used on the cover of Chicana Falsa. Cisneros is correct in
saying that Serros uses humor as a weapon. She evokes laughter from her audiences, but
then before they realize it, she has imparted a particular truth that they are more inclined
to believe because she, in addition to appealing to their lived experiences, has made them
laugh. She gains authority to speak as a role model through humor; she does not need the
authorization from Sandra Cisneros.
Upon opening the cover, the reader finds two epigraphs introduce the text. They
create a counterpoint to the title as each of them questions the plausibility of role models
in general, yet the title of the book alone suggests that there is a way to be a Chicana role
model. The first epigraph comes from Esmeralda Santiago in a 1995 Sí magazine article:
“‘It’s a strange phenomenon. A Latino or Latina gains a bit of attention, and the next
thing he or she knows, the words spokesperson or role model become attached to their
names. It’s as if who you are and what you’ve done is not important on its own. You
must stand for something greater than yourself; otherwise your accomplishments are
meaningless.’” Kathleen Hanna of Bikini Kill provides the second epigraph in a 1999
Bust magazine article: “‘I think role models are stupid; it’s just another hierarchy, just
another way for capitalism to keep us looking up at impossible images, instead of looking
at ourselves, our neighbors, or our friends.’” In choosing these statements, Serros
recognizes the complications of being a role model; in one sense, as Santiago illustrates,
any Latina/o of mild success gets held up as an example, while an iconic white feminist
gets to dismiss the notion of role models altogether as hierarchical rubbish. Serros uses
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these quotes to frame not only her life stories, but also her own definition of being a role
model. She recognizes and ultimately critiques the penchant that the popular media has to
make any Latina/o who has gained a small amount of success into a role model, but yet
still sees a space for positive modeling in modern society.
In her first story-vignette, “Special Assembly,” she explores this pervasive
problem. A young Chicana is excited that her school has called an assembly to introduce
Anthony Rivera, a Puerto Rican who gained popularity and celebrity by being a Michael
Jackson dancer and appearing on General Hospital. The assembly begins, and Rivera is
late. He finally comes in at the end in a rumbled suit looking tired, pumping up the crowd
by yelling “Any raza in da house?! Viva el Cinco de Mayo!” (2). The narrator notes that
this is weird because Cinco de Mayo was several weeks prior, but she dismisses her own
objection because this is ANTHONY RIVERA! He tells his story about being homeless
on the streets of New York and then meeting somebody who knew somebody and then
being asked to dance in a Michael Jackson video. During the Q & A, one girl asks him if
he is married and another asks if he has any children. He responds, “‘Not that I know
of!’” (3). The narrator summarizes her experience in this way: “I guess you can say I
learned a lot from yesterday’s special assembly. I mean, if you’re Mexican, or even
Puerto Rican, like Anthony Rivera, and you’ve dropped out of school and lived on the
streets of New York City, you can still make it. You can still be a great role model and be
in a music video […]” (3). Like in the majority of her stories, Serros uses this experience
ironically. The reader knows from the description of his behavior at the assembly that
Anthony Rivera is a questionable role model at best; however, as Santiago’s epigraph
reminds the reader, any Latina/o who has gained a bit of attention all of a sudden
becomes a role model. Through this example, Serros asks the question, “who we are
holding up as role models and why?” She critiques the impossible expectations placed on
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public figures to be perfect examples of what children should hope to become some day.
Asking the same question as Serros in his book Hybrid Fictions: American Literature
and Generation X (2003), Daniel Grassian concludes:
In a country dominated by pop and media icons, Americans often hold
their celebrities up to intense scrutiny. If that celebrated figure attracts a
large youth following, inevitably he or she will be considered a role
model, regardless of whether he or she wants to be one. Certain successful
members of ethnic minorities are considered role models for the sole
reasons of financial or athletic success, which purportedly serves to inspire
other minorities. Yet, the idea of a role model is not only an exaggeration,
but Americans often want their role models to be morally infallible,
without faults or vices, typically with safe, proeducation, prosocial
responsibility messages. (119)
In this text, Serros examines her own rising popularity as a writer, and subsequently, the
public persona-role model she morphs into. She proves that she is not a perfect person,
but that her overall message is sincere and very important. Like Santiago’s quote,
individual experiences and successes need to be recognized though and for this reason,
Serros writes her book. She also wants to tell people that anyone can be a role model as
long as he or she is faithful to his or her own representation, admitting faults along with
successes. Grassian complements Serros on her ability to do just this:
In How to Be a Chicana Role Model, Michele Serros plays with these rigid
conventions, deriding the media for setting out impossible and
superhuman standards for role models. Yet, at the same time, Serros is
successful at presenting herself as a role model. However, she is a role
model who gracefully and honestly reveals herself to the reader, warts and
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all, because she does not want to appear superior to the reader. In a way,
Serros suggests that any Chicana/o can be a role model as long as he or
she stays true to his or her ideals and accepts all members of the Chicana/o
community without judging them. (119-20)
In this book, Serros stays true to her own ideals and demands acceptance for all members
of the Chicano community. At first glance, Serros agrees with Kathleen Hanna that the
notion of creating role models sets up another hierarchy, but Serros breaks down that
structure with her text by revealing her own strengths and limitations as a role model and
humbly asks others to be aware of the power that comes with this esteemed title.
Challenging the conventional expectations surrounding role model status, Serros
intersperses 13 role model rules to live by throughout her text. Most of the tales she tells
in those chapters show Serros herself in a compromising situation that allows her to birth
each new rule. For example, in “Role Model Rule Number 2: Seek Support from Sistas,”
Serros relates the story of being a page at Fox Television Studios for the popular
television sketch comedy series In Living Color during the early 1990s. Serros is very
funny in the way she relates this anecdote to the reader, talking about her “co-worker”
Jennifer, who her readers recognize as Jennifer Lopez, now J. Lo, who was one of the
very popular fly girls who danced on the show every week. Although she immediately
recognizes the class and status difference between them she thinks to herself, “When I
first saw Jennifer I felt a connection right away. Hey, she’s brown, like me. Maybe
Mexican, like me. Do I detect an accent?” (22). The story proceeds with Serros trying her
best to speak to Jennifer alone because she knows that she would support another “brown
woman in a black world” (23). Not surprisingly Jennifer never acknowledges Serros’
attempts to speak to her, thus proving in that particular world that a brown woman is not
going to help another brown woman. Serros imagines another scene later on in the text, a
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scenario in which she has become a famous Hollywood writer and Jennifer, now a
waitress, has come to her to beg for some professional help. Serros comes out of the
daydream to see that she missed seating most of the audience for that night’s show. As
she goes outside to tell the rest of the crowd that the studio is full, she spots a woman she
recognizes, standing there in line like everyone else. She tells her that she should have
been on her list and she thinks there is one seat left. The woman replies, “‘Oh honey, I
haven’t been on any list for years. I just thought I’d come by and take a chance, see if
there were any seats available. I really love the show” (30). Serros finds a seat for the
woman who has autographed a piece of paper for her. She reads the note as the lights
dim:
To Michele,
Life’s too short—Do it while you can!
Take it from one sister to another.
Good luck and thanks for the seat!
Love, Ja’net Dubois, a.k.a. Willona on Good Times (31)
In the end, Serros has done what Jennifer cannot. She uses the small amount of power she
has as a page to do good for a fellow “sista” like Willona, one of her favorite sitcom
characters. While these scenes may well not have played out exactly in this fashion in
Serros’ own life, she imagines ways in which to apply her role model rules to real lived
situations, inspiring those who find themselves in similar circumstances. They now
through this story have a model for finding their own agency in a thankless job. Similar
to her tactic throughout the book, here Serros uses pieces of popular culture, such as a
reader’s cultural knowledge about “Jennifer” and the popular television show In Living
Color, to appeal to the everydayness of opportunities to be a role model. She challenges
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the notion that one must be famous or perfect to be a role model, stressing cultural
affiliation in the process.
In “Special Assembly, Part 2,” Serros tells her readers how she has become a
Chicana role model, having been asked to speak to fifth-graders about her life as a writer.
While she does not put on a perfect performance, hers is honest and attainable, even
surpassable, which is what this collection of stories is trying to exclaim. Although Serros
is late and has spilled coffee down the front of her shirt, she takes the podium anyway. In
Serros’ mind the reading has gone poorly, but Mrs. Kendall invites her to stay for lunch.
As she goes through the lunch line, one of the cafeteria workers thanks her for her
reading, “‘I heard your stories, from the kitchen. […] Yeah, I stopped what I was doing
‘cause I didn’t want to miss a word. They were really nice. I enjoyed them a lot’” (221).
This makes the reading worth it for Serros. She thinks:
Suddenly my getting to work on time and my being late to Roosevelt
Elementary and presenting a sucky poetry reading in a coffee-stained shirt
doesn’t matter. In just the last hour I finished a job created by me—with
my own thoughts, words, opinions, with my own name. I created
something out of what I was told I could never do. The so-called obstacles
in my life that so many people tried to make me feel ashamed about
suddenly seem less important. So what if I’m still in junior college after
six years? Big deal I’m not fluent in Spanish and that I still wear a
corduroy smock to pay my rent. Here is someone telling me they actually
stopped what they were doing just to hear what I had to say. It’s pretty
cool having people listen to what you want heard. No, it’s very cool. I
begin to feel this incredibly intense sense of excitement and happiness. I
look up at the woman and smile. She smiles back. And then, more than at
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any other time during my fledgling career as an aspiring Chicana role
model, I sorta, in a way, actually feel like one. (222)
Impacting one person in a positive way, validating his or her life experiences, allowing
someone else to identify with her personally, Serros invites her readers to be imperfect
role models, while at the same time being critical of those pop icons, like Anthony
Rivera, who simply take advantage of their fleeting celebrity to negatively impact young
people.
Ultimately Serros envisions a new kind of Chicana role model, one that
challenges the notions of perfect representations. She is responding to fellow Chicana
critic Tey Diana Rebolledo’s call:
Women’s lives are particularly circumscribed by cultural values and
norms that try to dictate how women should behave and who their role
models should be. If, however, the existing mythology (as defined by the
patriarchy) is unable to fulfill the increasing demand for women as active,
energetic, and positive figures, then woman writers may choose myths and
archetypes, historical and cultural heroines, that are different from
traditional ones. They may create new role models for themselves or
choose existing models but imbue them with different (sometimes
radically different) traits and characteristics. Thus the female figures
chosen by female writers may coincide with traditional figures; they may
show different aspects or attributes from those figures; or they may be
totally different figures. (49)
Michele Serros performs a new figure in this text; she not only rejects perfect
representations of the popular or of traditional notions of what a role model should be.
She also rejects notions of what a Chicana should be, someone who speaks fluent Spanish
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or fights only for nationalism and lives on the “Border.” When taken together, this is
what her work does in any medium.
In the end, Serros represents another model, a new generation of what it means to
be Chicana in the United States at this moment in time. While some may find her
approach a bit irreverent, she successfully uses humor and popular culture to relate to her
readers in accessible forms. Serros uses the cultural “authenticity”—she constantly
wrestles with the contradictions associated with this term—of lived experiences she
accumulates with her stories as capital. Her inclusion of cultural material translates her
experiences into the multiple realms of others like her, engaging politically through the
popular. Through her alter-ego protagonist Michele Serros, she narrates a Michele Serros
that is both fictional and real. We are encouraged to see her in these stories because in the
fictionalizing she gains critical distance. The genre play she engages in is about
personalizing further the kind of simultaneity that characterizes her work.
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NOTES
1

Lalo Press first published Chicana Falsa in 1993 when Serros was an undergrad

at UCLA. Shortly after publishing it, Lalo Press went out of business. According to her
website, www.muchamichele.com, “When the original publisher of Chicana Falsa went
out of business, Michele continued to sell copies from her garage until Riverhead Books
[imprint of Penguin Putnam] reissued Chicana Falsa […] as well as her collection of
fiction, How to be a Chicana Role Model.” In “Role Model Rule Number 1: Never Give
Up an Opportunity to Eat for Free,” Serros describes the experience of the publisher of
Lalo Press approaching her at an open mike session at a Chicana Writer’s Conference, for
which Serros had been asked to serve food.
2

Toward the end of How To Be a Chicana Role Model in “Role Model Rule

Number 12: Mind Your Table Manners,” Serros re-imagines the events of one of her
book signings. She goes into elaborate detail about how she feels and who approaches her
at the end asking for her signature on a purchased copy. The last man standing in line is
“a twenty-something tall thing, a Mexican, a naturally red-headed Mexican, you know
the kind with dark red layers of thick hair, a copper complexion, and a dab of light brown
freckles across the nose? My favorite” (202). Serros’ humor is obvious here, but she
continues saying that he’s brought her flowers and driven over an hour to get to her
signing. His name is Xavier, and he tells her that she’s his favorite Chicana author, too.
Serros daydreams about them getting married as she is so flattered. She gives him her
contact information, and as he goes to leave, he turns around saying “‘Oh, by the way,
[…] I just loved your first book.’” Serros expresses her confusion as this signing
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recognizes her first and only book. He responds, “‘Yeah, The House on Mango Street’”
(204). Even though this is where this story ends, the reader realizes that Xavier has
confused Serros with Sandra Cisneros, a much more famous Chicana writer by 1993. A
writer, too, who is more closely associated with Chicana feminism and the Movement in
general.
3

My use of the phrase “Movement agenda” refers to earlier, more prescriptive

claims about Chicano identity. For example, to be an authentic Chicano one must have
been born in a barrio, speak both English and Spanish fluently, engage in activist
behavior for La Causa, and celebrate all cultural traditions associated with Mexican
heritage.
4

The term pocha/o often refers negatively to someone who is of Mexican descent

but has assimilated into mainstream American culture, and thus has lost many cultural
traditions, especially his or her ability to speak Spanish. For further explanation of the
pocho experience see José Antonio Villarreal’s Pocho (New York, NY: Doubleday,
1959).
5

See my explanation of “Movement agenda” above in Note 3. In her re-making

of this Movement-era definition, Serros claims that even pochos have a place in
Chicanismo.
6

See Charles Ramírez Berg, Latino Images in Film: Stereotypes, Subversion, and

Resistance (Austin, TX: U of Texas P, 2002).
7

I use the term short story-essay because while Serros invokes the conventions of

the short story, she also uses it pedagogically. Although on first read, these stories may
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simply provide humor, upon further analysis, it is exactly in this genre play that Serros
both disguises and imparts her critique.
8

Serros has autographed the copy that I looked at in the University of Texas at

Austin’s Benson Latin American Collection. She scrawls, “To Pete—I really hope you
like these stories…they are all true (unfortunately!) Thanks for your support. Michele M.
Serros ’94.” What is interesting about this autograph is that Serros feels compelled to tell
Pete that the stories inside her book are all true in, of course, a humorous way.
9

According to his personal website www.dannyweizmann.com, Daniel

Weizmann was born in Israel and grew up in Hollywood, CA. He is a fiction writer, poet,
fanzine Rag in Chains founder, and a comedian. The “Bio” section of his website states,
“He released two critically acclaimed CDs which blurred the line between storytelling,
comedy, and poetry, and also fronted the influential L.A. hip hop outfit Double D Nose.”
His own experience with genre-blurring most likely influenced the interview and
production of Serros’ own spoken word cd.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Luis Alberto Urrea’s Border Trilogy: Revising the Chicano Life
Narrative Tradition
When creating a personal narrative you also co-create the group/cultural story. You
examine the description handed to you of the world, picking holes in the paradigms
currently constructing reality. […] You turn the established narrative on its head, seeing
through, resisting, and subverting its assumptions. […] it’s not enough to denounce the
culture’s old account—you must provide new narratives embodying alternative
potentials. […] The new stories must partially come from outside the system of ruling
powers. –Gloria Anzaldúa, This Bridge We Call Home
On January 10, 1977, blonde-haired and blue-eyed 61-year-old Alberto Urrea
Murray dies in a mysterious car crash outside of San Luis Río Colorado, Mexico. He was
on his way to Tijuana, to his mother’s house, the place he had been living on and off
since his wife threw him out of their home in San Diego. Alberto’s son, Luis, is 21 years
old at the time of his father’s death. In “Father’s Day,” one of his many retellings of his
father’s life and death, Chicano author Luis Alberto Urrea stages his father’s last
moments before his car accident. Retired army officer, late of the presidential staff of
Mexico, and retired federal cop, Alberto drives fast in his red, 1966 model, American
Motors Rambler 440, heading north through the Sonora desert. Urrea describes his father
driving alone listening to tapes of “Mexican songs that call forth all his ghosts and
memories,” made famous by singers like Miguel Prado, Agustín Lara, Pedro Infante, and
Lola Beltrán (Across the Wire 143). Alberto is carrying with him a gift for his son, $1000
that he retrieved from a bank account in his hometown in the farthest southern corner of
Sinaloa. Urrea describes the crash in this way: “No one knows exactly what, or if it
happened before the aduana (customs inspection) huts or after. But somehow, my
father—Mexican ballads rattling through the cheap speakers, all those voices in his head,
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smoking a cigarette, smoke trailing from his mouth like he’s burning already and going
down—leaves the road and sails into the desert dawn” (144). But this is not the worst of
it as “rumors suggest [the car] rolled six times. The wheel breaks off in his hand. The
windshield vanishes. He goes out the window. The car rolls over on him. He is dragged
back in by the lurching force of the crash. All around, his things scatter across the sand
and sage” (144). Again, the story worsens. He is not recognized by the officers as a
retired federale or even a Mexican citizen. The customs agents help themselves to his
things and finally take him into town to see a doctor. This Mexican doctor recognizes
Alberto, but promptly leaves the scene with Urrea’s $1000. While waiting for his family
to arrive, Alberto succumbs to his severe injuries and dies. After his father’s death, Urrea
and his family are required to pay hefty charges for transporting and preparing a body,
among various other things. Although the $1000 gift had been recovered and delivered to
Luis, it is eaten up immediately in services rendered, bribes, and payoffs to the various
“officials” in charge. Ultimately Urrea waits in the funeral home with his father’s body
through the night for over 12 hours before he is relieved by relatives who have arrived to
attend Alberto’s service.
Alberto Urrea’s life and death have haunted his son most of his adult life. While
this account in Across the Wire (1993), may be one of Urrea’s first written engagements
with the subject, he continues to articulate his father’s life and death in multiple genres
after this work is published. This imagined and reimagined repetition becomes Urrea’s
formal technique as he consistently returns to the same narrative geography. Urrea
searches for forms to accommodate the stories about his father—those from his
childhood, those in Mexico, in the US, and also those of his death—stories and feelings
that need to be told, but are ultimately unutterable. He tries first in nonfiction to capture
the violence of his father’s untimely death. Next he tries to get at his father’s life in
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fiction through his first novel In Search of Snow (1994). While the most obvious
representation of his father in this text is ex-boxer Turk McGurk, a casual conversation
with Urrea himself reveals that Turk is actually based on his mother. Urrea assigns
himself the role of Turk’s sensitive son, Mike, and Alberto comes the closest to being
represented in the character of Grandpa Sneezy. The stories about his father continue to
rise to the surface so he wrestles with memoir next. In Nobody’s Son: Notes from an
American Life (1998), Urrea narrates stories from his childhood, tales infused with the
desperation he experiences while seeking his father’s attention. After publishing his
memoir, he returns to fiction, imagining his father’s last moments in Six Kinds of Sky: A
Collection of Short Fiction (2002). In the short story “Father Returns From the
Mountain,” he intertwines his father’s minutes before and after the crash with his own
actions during the same time many hours away in California. Grappling with the horrible
death of his father, a man with whom he had a contentious relationship, forces Urrea to
find forms and narrative techniques that can hold the stories he tells. He gets closer and
closer to the “truth” of the “accident” with each retelling, and although he will always be
haunted, it is only through fiction that he arrives at an explanation he can live with on a
daily basis.
As the above example illustrates, with his writing Urrea gropes for a mode of
telling. The complicated content of his books coupled with his own alienation from
geographical and emotional territories ultimately necessitates a messiness that spills over
into genre categorizations. For this reason, in this chapter I will concentrate my analysis
on Urrea’s Border Trilogy, Across the Wire: Life and Hard Times on the Mexican Border
(1993), By the Lake of Sleeping Children: The Secret Life of the Mexican Border (1996),
and Nobody’s Son, paying particular attention to how his personal development from
ambivalence to activism mirrors the evolution of form throughout. In each book of the
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series, Urrea employs an autobiographical mode that illustrates the ways in which
Chicano life narratives have changed since those earlier works by Villarreal, Galarza, and
Rodriguez, which I discuss at length in the introduction. Like the other authors in my
study who rely on the generic interventions of Chicana feminists Cherríe Moraga and
Gloria Anzaldúa, Urrea, too, writes in the space wedged open by these women. While
appearing pastiche-like, Urrea’s approach to writing is spiritual in nature. As he reveals
to Kathy Pohl in an interview for The Writer:
I don't write for fame or fortune, although those seem to have followed. I
write, like so many before me, because I have to write. I am interested in
the complexities of the human soul and the sacredness that hides in every
day. I would characterize my writing as a form of witness and personal
devotion, in that it is my spiritual practice as well as my art and career.
[…] Oddly enough, the piece tells me what it wants to be. If it's a poem, it
wants to be a poem from the get-go. It's the same for prose—fiction and
nonfiction announce themselves. It has taken many years to be able to hear
them when they whisper. Sometimes it's not so easy. (58)
In order to accommodate poetry, fiction, and/or nonfiction, Urrea must be proficient in all
of these genres. He must also be able to move back and forth between them with more
than a modicum of success. In crafting his pieces, he follows the demands of the
narrative, even if it is whispering.
The form that whispers to Urrea in this case is multi-generic; the stories in his
Border Trilogy announce themselves in multiple, simultaneous ways. With these texts,
Urrea is able to engage in a complicated search for border subjectivities through different
kinds of generic models—“new narratives embodying alternative potentials” as Anzaldúa
reminds us—ones that his Chicano predecessors could never have imagined decades
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earlier. In this triptych, Urrea updates the concerns of politically engaged Chicano
authors and writes alongside Chicanas like Moraga and Anzaldúa in the early 1980s, who
theorized both the physical and psychological spaces of the US-Mexico borderlands.
Because of my focus on autobiographical modes throughout this project, I begin
my analysis in this chapter with Urrea’s memoir, Nobody’s Son: Notes from an American
Life (1998), the third book of his Border Trilogy. In this text, Urrea tackles his own
personal story; he acts as a witness, listening to the stories announce their form to him.
This text, legible to reviewers and bookstores alike as memoir,1 is wrapped up in the
complex childhood he knew on both sides of the US-Mexico border, the drama of his
parents’ relationship, his obsession with words and language, and his fascination with
Tijuana.2 Urrea’s story demands a form that accommodates cultural myths, artifacts,
fictions, word etymologies, graffiti, and the voices of those most important to him.
Throughout the text Urrea acts as the primary narrator, but the narrative itself is cut up
into short vignettes where multiple voices are heard along with longer sections divided by
roman numerals, spaces, or black, scribbled doodles. In the only journal article to engage
with this text, critic Mary S. Vásquez comments on the mode of telling in this memoir:
“The strategy forms part of a tension that runs throughout the text between narratorial
intimacy and distance, proximity and retreat. Having told much of his parents’ stories by
placing himself as the narrative I, the narrator then backs off, seeking his distance to tell
his own part of the tale in the third person” (188).3 With this text, Urrea tells a personal
story, but he also tells the stories of various communities he inhabits. In order to do this,
he must foster an intimate tone while at the same time stepping back narratively
speaking, as his own story of self often gets told only as it is entwined in community.
The text itself is characterized by a lack of chronological order, taking place as
much in the present of its writing as it does in the past. Readers encounter a stanza from
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Wendell Berry’s “Do Not Be Ashamed,” which Urrea describes as a human poem, while
at the same time he compiles a list of 40 English words that originate in the Spanish
language. He also invokes the conventions of a travel or road narrative as he escapes the
harsh sun of Tucson, Arizona. While several of these pieces have appeared previously as
chapters of books or stand-alone articles, with this project, Urrea consciously writes,
rewrites, and arranges the stories that tell himself who he is. His stories are border stories,
and whether or not he inhabits the geographical space of the borderlands, his spirit will
always dwell there. Vásquez notes, “Urrea’s memoir inhabits borders and the U.S.Mexico Borderlands, crossing and re-crossing lines, and it is its fundamental tension that
moves the text forward in a dance in which things are alternately, simultaneously one
way and another, the steps those of one who dances on both sides, accompanied and yet
alone” (189). Urrea is this dancing border dweller, inhabiting multiple places—both
geographically and generically—and times all at once. As Vásquez implies, this text
traces Urrea’s movement above all else. His family settled and resettled in Mexico and
the US several times during his childhood while he himself models movement between
worlds, borders, and languages at all stages of his life. Like his writing, he is alternately
one thing and then another or even both and many at the same time. In Nobody’s Son,
Urrea finally realizes his failure as a savior of those on the border and further enacts a
literary activism. He recounts the tales of his past to reconcile his multiple selves. He
realizes that a self does not exist outside of community; he knows who he is now and
becomes the activist he had not been able to be in previous works.
In the opening and only chapter in Part One, called “Nobody’s Son,” Urrea crafts
an autobiographical mode that accommodates multiple narrative voices and time periods.
He switches back and forth between an adult self and a child self, as well as a third
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philosophical or didactic self, including in this section a narrative about being
interviewed in Mexico City about his work along the border. He writes:
I was startled to find out that I was not a true Mexican. I was any number
of things: I was an American, I was “just” a Chicano, I was a norteño
(which, in Mexico City, is like saying you’re one of the Mongol horde). I
was lauded for speaking Spanish “just like” a Mexican, or chided for
having what amounted to a cowboy accent. That I was born in Tijuana
didn’t matter a bit: Tijuana, I was informed is no-man’s-land. Mexicans
don’t come from Tijuana. Tijuanans come from Tijuana. (10)
He is not Mexican enough in Mexico and yet not American enough for his own mother,
who constantly calls him Louis instead of his given name Luis. The multiple speaking
“I”s reveal what is at stake in the text: how does someone who is nobody’s son and from
nowhere have authorization to speak? He did not know how to write a memoir until he
wrote the stories of the trash-picking border dwellers in the previous volumes of this
series.
This identity crisis becomes an opportunity for Urrea to develop a form that,
while it may resemble memoir or travel narrative or even essay, ultimately expands all of
those generic notions to capture the life and longings of those who inhabit the thirdspaces
of the Border regions. Toward the close of the chapter, Urrea talks about his concept of
home, of belonging, and mixed national allegiances: “America is home. It’s the only
home I have. Both Americas. All three Americas, from the Arctic circle to Tierra del
Fuego” (58). Up to this point in the trilogy, Urrea’s mission has been to bring respect to
those in the border zones and here, he claims a solidarity with their struggle. He
continues:
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I’m not old enough to write my memoir. Yet I’d feel as if I’d cheated if I
didn’t try to share some observations. So many of us live in a nightmare of
silence. We are sons and daughters in a middle region, nobody’s children,
marching under a starless flag. Some of us wave a black flag of anarchy,
and others a red flag of revolution. But most of us are waving a white flag
of surrender. My life isn’t so different from yours. My life is utterly alien
compared to yours. You and I have nothing to say to each other. You and I
share the same story. I am Other. I am you. (58)4
Urrea describes life in a middle region under a starless flag invoking Anzaldúa’s own
definition of living in the borderlands:
To live in the Borderlands means you
are neither hispana india negra española
ni gabacha, eres mestiza, mulata, half-breed
caught in the crossfire between camps
while carrying all five races on your back
not knowing which side to turn to, run from. (216)
As Urrea points out, he is many things, all Americas, caught in the crossfire between the
cultures of his parents. He ends the chapter with these words,
Words are the only bread we can really share. When I say “we,” I mean
every one of us, everybody, all of you reading this. Each border patrol
agent and every trembling Mexican peering through a fence. Every
Klansman and each NAACP office worker. Each confused mother and
every disappointed dad.

For I am nobody’s son.
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But I am everyone’s brother.
So come here to me.
Walk me home. (58-9)
With these words, Urrea sets the formal tone for his collage memoir. He appeals to the
experiences of the disenfranchised; he creates a space for the other “nobody’s” of the
world. Even the stories of his personal past are written down for everyone, representing
some just like him or someone entirely different.
Although describing his personal experiences in this book, he also appeals to a
collective border life. However, finding a form that adequately holds the love he found
for all of his selves—Mexican, American, Mestizo—has proven illusive, like the telling
of his father’s story. He confides in the reader:
How do you tell a story that cannot be told? I tried to explain the simple
story of Mamá Chayo’s house for twenty years. I found that as a writer, I
had to back into the facts. I had to hide the story in poems, as though art
could have somehow delivered me to truth. Then I buried the story in
fiction: the García family and home that takes up the last third of my novel
In Search of Snow is based on West Twentieth Street. (132)
His time at West Twentieth Street, the address of his second family, the beloved Mamá
Chayo (Rosario) and her husband Abelino García, changes him both physically and
emotionally. The extreme fear, loneliness, and illness turns into love and acceptance in
this home. He remembers:
The relentless contrast between West Twentieth and my small apartment
in the ‘hood certainly made the enchantments of the garden more vivid. At
home, I was under siege from angry neighbors and scary vatos outside,
and the parental jihad within. The weather report for the inside of our
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apartment: shadowy, with growing areas of darkness. At Mamá Chayo’s
house, however, everyone was loved. Period. There was always enough
love to go around. Nobody was too tired, too angry, too depressed, or too
“tipsy” to love. (132-3)
The unconditional love he sees modeled in the García’s home offers Urrea another path,
one in which self is always tied up in community. Having never seen this modeled in the
various homes he shared with his parents, Urrea begins to find a place he fits. Within the
communal life exhibited each day in the García household, Urrea learns that living
collectively means balancing the needs of self and community. In his own home, he, his
father, and his mother all compete for resources, and when this occurs, family breaks
down. The Garcías save Urrea’s physical life, but they also provide emotional surrogacy.
The balance between self and community Urrea learns in this home influences the
narrative form of the text.
Urrea’s quest is one for form just as it is for self-definition. The last chapter in
this collection is titled “Leaving Shelltown,” and focuses on movement. He pursues
formal questions as he narratives his physical escape from Shelltown—the name his
pachuco peers gave to Logan Heights—his old barrio in San Diego. In this last piece,
somewhat like the road narrative in “Down the Highway with Edward Abbey,” Urrea is
searching for a form of telling; he looks for his own story as a half Mexican and half
American who becomes successful in the world outside of Tijuana, but he cannot quite
find the words. He pursues himself and his place in the world while driving, not knowing
exactly where he is going. Curiously, he finds inspiration in bathroom graffiti and a
postcard. He pulls into “Johnson’s Truck Stop, off I-25, heading north on the high plains
of Colorado” contemplating the Rockies, noting that they separate him from his past
(157). He begins thinking about Shelltown and how it never goes away, no matter how
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far away from it he drives. He quotes Thomas Wolfe’s famous line “You can’t go home
again” and adds “sometimes you can’t escape from home, no matter how far you go”
(157). Inside of the truck stop Urrea notes the make-up of the place, noting the distinction
between the cowboys (whites) and the indians (Mexicans). In the bathroom he records the
graffiti in capital letters: “CRAZY COYOTES/TEXAS” and buys a Johnson’s Corner
postcard with the “Trucker’s Prayer” emblazoned on the front:
Trucker’s Prayer
Let me live my life
with fast trucks and beautiful women,
and when I die, I want them to tan
this old hide of mine,
and make it into a ladies driving seat,
so that I’ll be between two things I like best.
Fast trucks and beautiful women.
Amen. (159)
The graffiti and “Trucker’s Prayer” are artifacts—material objects—that fit into Urrea’s
journey of self-discovery. He includes them because they, too, are a part of the story of
who he is becoming. The artifacts are not only important to his own quest; they act as
road signs, mapping his experiences onto a form legible to Urrea’s readers.
The catalyst for his movement and the need for “road signs” are revealed several
pages into this last section. His mother, Phyllis, has died: “In April 1990 she went to bed
and never woke up. She lay there almost a week. Neighbors broke in and found her on
her side, blankets pulled to her chin. Beside her in the bed, a Bible and a cookbook. I was
so broke I had to borrow money to cremate her. I returned to the land of the dead to
recover her body. After I fed her ashes to the ocean, I began to run” (183-4). Her death
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sends him out into the unknown. He can write the story of his childhood now as he
realizes his tale is tied up in the difficult memories he shares with his now-dead parents.
He is truly nobody’s son in these moments, again without nation, community, language,
or geography. As he travels to various states along the northern border of the US, he piles
ghosts into the back of his jeep while trying to make sense of the places he comes from
and imagine the future that lies ahead. The final lines of the text read, “The engine
rumbles eagerly. I don’t know where I’m going” (184). As readers, however, we know
where Urrea is heading at the end of this personal inventory-interrogation of life, the
Border, form, languages, artifacts, and cultures. He goes forward continuing to engage
with these issues by crafting further collages of varied generic forms. However, his quest
to find forms for the unthinkable events taking place along the US-Mexico Border begins
much earlier, years before his memoir. In order to understand the impact of the above
analysis on form, we must look back at Urrea’s narrative strategies in the previous two
volumes of this trilogy.
Before discussing Urrea’s narrative strategies specifically, however, we must first
begin with the publication history of Across the Wire. After Urrea earned his B.A. in
1977, he worked as a translator for a missionary group based in San Diego led by a
“hands-on” pastor named Von.5 They worked with children in orphanages in Mexico as
well as the garbage pickers in Tijuana’s infamous dump. During this time, he
meticulously recorded his experiences, knowing that someday he would write about all
that he had seen and heard. During the early 1980s, Urrea escaped the clutches of Tijuana
by taking a job teaching expository writing at Harvard University. While teaching he also
spent time honing his craft, revisiting the notes he had kept from his experiences working
with Von’s missionary organization in order to craft a book manuscript. In an interview
with Frederick Luis Aldama, Urrea remembers:
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I sent it [Across the Wire] out in 1983, but nobody, nobody, nobody would
publish it. I felt like after a point I was becoming obsessed and maniacal.
At that time Chicano writers weren’t really visible. I was told to change
my name so I’d sound Anglo, and all kinds of awful stuff. But I just kept
plugging away, and fortunately it finally got published ten years after I
wrote it. (266)6
Despite the publication of books like Richard Rodriguez’s Hunger of Memory in 1981,
Urrea’s representation of the Mexican border in Across the Wire—a narrative not about
uplift that serves primarily a political agenda—is without a publisher. Urrea does not
focus his work on assimilation, and his texts hold tales of poverty and immigration. No
one wants to hear about these complexities during the 1980s. Additionally, as Urrea
himself notes, Chicano writers are not visible at this time even though some Chicanas are
finding success with smaller houses. Cherríe Moraga publishes Loving in the War Years
with South End Press in 1983, and Aunt Lute Books features Gloria Anzaldúa’s
Borderlands/La Frontera in 1987. Sandra Cisneros’ famous House on Mango Street
(1984) and Ana Castillo’s So Far From God (1993) also find publication around this
same time. The success these Chicanas discover in the publishing world literally carves
out a space for Urrea’s mixed genre study.
Years later in 1993, Anchor Books, a well-known commercial publisher, releases
Across the Wire: Life and Hard Times on the Mexican Border, the first book of what
would become Urrea’s acclaimed Border Trilogy. While the title and generic label on the
back cover—Hispanic Studies/Sociology—suggest a journalistic or even scientific study,
what Urrea offers his readers is an account of the lived experiences of Mexico’s poorest
peoples alongside his own life, a life that is entangled in the various communities he hails
from on both sides of the US-Mexico border. Their stories become part of his story and
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vice versa. With this text, Urrea demonstrates a collective and communal building of
identities. He articulates a form that lays bare the realities of those who dwell in the
border regions, people who have been thrown away by both the US and Mexico into the
trash dumps of Tijuana. Through this practice, he acts as a shield, writing an exposé
without actually exposing his subjects.
The second installment of Urrea’s Border Trilogy, By the Lake of Sleeping
Children: The Secret Life of the Mexican Border (1996), exhibits a narrative technique
similar to the one found in Across the Wire. Urrea uses this space to create a collage,
interweaving his own tale as a US citizen born to a Mexican father and an American
mother in “a small clinic upstairs from a Mexican drugstore near ‘taco row’ in Tijuana”
with the stories of Mexico’s border dwellers, garbage pickers, and dump residents (3).
Within his accounts of life in Tijuana, Urrea, as an aid worker-writer, documents the
lived experiences of Mexico’s untouchables, reinstating their status as human beings
through black and white photographs as well as the featuring of their own voices
throughout each vignette.
In both of these unconventional exposés, Urrea approaches life narrative very
differently than earlier Chicano authors like Villarreal, Galarza, and Rodriguez. Urrea
crafts a personal subjectivity in this piece, but only as it is entangled with the
communities of people he meets on his trips with Von. He offers accounts of lived
experiences in a new way, interspersing his own life lessons with those of the poor in
Tijuana. Not only is his content strikingly dissimilar to what earlier Chicanos were
offering their readers, but also his narrative approach is much different. While he is very
concerned with representation, it is a different kind of communal representation that
Urrea offers in this text. He rejects traditional forms of telling his story—chronological
order, self as sole narrator, a retrospective prose description—because the stories of
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people he meets in the dump are more important to him. He wants his readers to know
who these human beings are instead of crafting a personal tale of himself as rescuer or
savior to the poorest of the poor in the dompes. He is telling the story of his community;
he is Tijuana, too. He was born there, but left while the subjects of his vignettes were not
able to leave.
Like the movement plotted in Nobody’s Son, with this first installment Urrea’s
narrative voice and formal techniques mirror his own transformation from ambivalent aid
worker to a literary activist. Across the Wire begins with a Preface in which Urrea
describes the form of the book he is writing:
This is a book of fragments, stories of moments in the lives of people most
of us never see, never think about, and don’t even know exist. It seems to
me that statements such as ‘There is a problem on our doorstep’ or ‘The
Mexican border is where the third world meets our world’ are vague at
best. The ‘huddled masses’ ostensibly welcomed by our Statue of Liberty
are, specifically, people” (2).
In these sentences Urrea outlines his project; it is one of representation. The subjects of
this book are those most of us in the US never see or even think about at all. Any
reference to this forgotten population is abstract and conflates human beings with
poverty. The people Urrea writes about in this book inhabit border spaces, third spaces,
abandoned by both countries they see and feel every day. For this reason, they are left to
those margins, the place they call home. In Anzaldúa’s Borderlands, she defines the
border spaces in which Urrea travels:
The psychological borderlands, the sexual borderlands and the spiritual
borderlands are not particular to the Southwest. In fact, the Borderlands
are physically present wherever two or more cultures edge each other,
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where people of different races occupy the same territory, where under,
lower, middle and upper classes touch, where the space between two
individuals shrinks with intimacy. (19)
It is in these regions that Urrea works and from these places of intersection that he tells
his stories.
These border regions, however, are more than just a random place of violence that
Urrea has chosen to investigate. He describes clearly his own stake in this study: “I was
born in Tijuana, to a Mexican father and an American mother. I was registered with the
U.S. government as an American Citizen, Born Abroad. Raised in San Diego, I crossed
the border all through my boyhood with abandon, utterly bilingual and bicultural. In
1977, my father died on the border, violently” (20). Representation of the border is
important to Urrea on a personal level as well as professional. Although Urrea introduces
his subject as the trash-pickers in the Tijuana dump and Mexican children in orphanages,
he also admits to the reader why he is personally concerned. He describes the book’s
provenance in this way:
Most of the manuscript was wrung from about fifteen hundred pages of
notes gathered on my travels with missionaries from 1978 to 1982. Several
times during 1982-85 I returned to the Borderlands from an East Coast
teaching position. Finally, I researched the region anew as a writer for the
San Diego Reader in the summer and winter of 1990. The Reader gave me
the opportunity to disseminate these dark secrets to hundreds of thousands
of people in California. Always surprising to me was that San Diegans,
living right beside the border, had no idea what went on there. If they
didn’t know, the rest of the world knew even less. (3)7
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In order to teach his reader, he himself must become a student. Although he is translating
for a missionary group, he confesses his own ambivalence at certain points along his
journey into the Tijuana dump at the same time that he describes his great compassion for
the people he encounters there. Urrea continues, “I offer an introduction to the human
value in these unknown lives, a story of hope in spite of horror and pain. What you read
here happens day and night; the people you meet here live minutes away from you.
Learning about their poverty also teaches us about our wealth” (2).
Narratively reinforcing the fact that his text is indeed collaborative and tied to the
real people he meets each day, Urrea includes fifteen black and white photographs8 of
those he writes for and about throughout the chronicle, moments captured in time by
Urrea’s friend, professional photographer Jack Lueders-Booth. Images of Pastor Von, his
father, one of himself and a woman named Negra, and one of a young child stand out in
the collection because of their ability to add texture to Urrea’s written narrative. While
these photos appear to stand alone, they actually sit in concert with the vignettes they
accompany. The photograph of Pastor Von illustrates his kindness and compassion
toward the children of Mexico’s orphanages. What the reader does not see in this
photograph, however, is what Urrea reveals in his text. Although Von has been working
in Mexico for years, he has never bothered to learn Spanish. For this reason, he asks
Urrea to accompany him as his translator. Von appears in Urrea’s narratives as a selfless,
activist-missionary, but he has refused to learn the language of those on which he focuses
his ministry. This contradiction does not seem to trouble Urrea as he tells their tales.
The photograph of Alberto Urrea illustrates another way in which a son tells his
father’s story. Alberto Urrea is photographed in his military uniform, proud, standing tall
while serving his country, not looking directly at the camera. The airplane and wire fence
in the background indicate movement, a clear affront to stasis in his position. This image
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contrasts sharply with the picture Urrea paints in his narrative. In this re-imagining of his
moments of death, he is not dignified, not wearing his military uniform, not recognized
by the customs officials who vie for his material wealth in the moments after the crash.
This image reveals a man who is closed and hard, one who worked to educate his son in
the ways of a Mexican soldier, whatever the cost.
The photo of Urrea, Negra, and her newborn daughter comes at the very end of
the book, the focus of the “About the Author” section. Urrea’s relationship with Negra is
a complicated one, much more complex than this smiley photograph. In his description of
their relationship throughout, he characterizes Negra as a sister or daughter and appears
anxious to help her in any way that he can. The narrative is unclear, however, if she
desires more than that from Urrea. In the end, he recognizes his failure to save Negra
from life in the dump. He, in fact, cannot save anyone. He must tell their stories instead.
The various other images in the text often capture trash-gatherers in the action of picking
trash. In an interview, Urrea is asked “Why photographs in Across the Wire and By the
Lake of Sleeping Children?” His answer: “I just thought it’s such a remarkable world that
I wanted people to be able to see it as well as read about it. And that photographer, Jack
Booth, had a very intense relationship with the people there. I took him, introduced him
to them. He became really close to them. So I felt like that was his project as well as
mine” (Aldama 270). While Urrea claims these images are included to make invisible
people strikingly visible, what he does not acknowledge is the way in which these
photographs can be muddled. In the photo that accompanies the last and only fictional
story in By the Lake of Sleeping Children, a child kneels in the dirt next to a dog, foraging
for treasures. Animalistic in her pose, this girl evokes pity as his readers get a voyeuristic
glimpse into this “remarkable world” of struggle and poverty. As readers, we are invited
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to map the lives of fictional characters—although based on real families Urrea knows—
onto this young child, complicating generic classifications even further.
Urrea’s continuous exposure over time to these harsh visualities aids him as he
progresses toward literary activism. Developing a didactic tone as the text progresses, he
condemns the ills of poverty. He reports, “Poverty is personal; it smells and it shocks and
it invades your space. You come home dirty when you get too close to the poor.
Sometimes you bring back vermin: they hide in your hair, in your underpants, in your
intestines. These unpleasant possibilities are a given. They are the price you occasionally
have to pay” (10). In this passage as in various others, Urrea employs the familiar second
person point of view. This strategy of speaking directly to his readers appeals to their
emotions. The “you” in the text extends Urrea’s experiences to the reader. He or she
should be ready to get dirty, to bring vermin back into their nice homes in the US. Urrea
gets down into the garbage and talks to the people who live there.
Through his writing, he teaches his readers about the realities of living on the
border as he represents the many voices of this garbage community. As Anzaldúa
reminds us:
Cuando vives en la frontera
people walk through you, the wind steals your voice,
you’re a bruja, buey, scapegoat,
forerunner of a new race,
half and half—both woman and man, neither—
a new gender. (216)
In Urrea’s quest to represent those he meets in the garbage dumps and orphanages and
prisons, he restores their voices by reproducing their own words on the page and paints a
human story on the poverty. He continues, “I trust this book will put a face on the
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‘huddled masses’ who are invading our borders. I want you to know why they’re
coming” (4). Ultimately, he becomes their advocate.9 Although as readers may be
uncomfortable at times with Urrea’s telling of others’ stories and the celebrity he finds as
a result, he admits that he doesn’t have all the answers; he is only beginning to know
what kinds of questions to ask.
While certainly Urrea, along with Spectrum Ministries, had many successes, there
were also times when they had to leave without helping everyone. This grappling with
failure in these communities leads Urrea closer to taking on an activist role. Fights break
out over food and clothing distribution. Urrea is often in the midst of these struggles as
his friends ask him to save something special for them when everyone is crowding up
against the vans filled with goods. He describes, “For me, the worst part was the lack of a
specific enemy. We were fighting a nebulous, all-pervasive It. Call it hunger. Call it
despair. Call it the Devil, the System, Capitalism, the Cycle of Poverty, the Fruits of the
Mexican Malaise. It was a seemingly endless circle of disasters. Long after I’d left, the
wheel kept on grinding” (10-1). These vignettes work to instruct the reader in the utter
failures of both US and Mexican policies that govern this geographical space. Most
importantly, however, Urrea wants his readers to see the hope he has despite the
devastating material conditions of the people he meets.
Yet Urrea is not immune to the material and physical conditions of this border
community. His vulnerability is best expressed through his interactions with a young girl
named Negra. Urrea’s relationship with Negra throughout the text allows the reader to
witness him coming to terms with his own conflicted attitudes toward his role in Von’s
ministry. Over a period of several years, Urrea’s position toward this community
changes. Urrea describes his friend at their first meeting: “Negra was a tiny barefoot girl
who had curly black hair and large, startling white teeth. She was so skinny that she was
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firm as wood; when you picked her up, you could feel her angular pelvis and the chickenwing bones in her back. She was very dark, hence the name ‘Negra.’ In Spanish, it means
‘black girl.’ Her real name was Ana María” (59).10 He does not know exactly when he
meets her, but one day she is just there, having moved into a shack near Tijuana’s dump
living with her mother and sister. Her father was gone, possibly across the wire—the
border—Urrea surmises. Although she is very quiet and small she makes quite an
impression on Urrea. Whenever he came into the dump, she would be there, coming out
of nowhere to greet Urrea: “Whenever we’d pull in, I’d look for her. Sometimes I’d hear
my name being called very faintly, and I’d look up, and this kid would be hurtling
through the trash, bare feet throwing up clouds of ash. Always the same dull dress, a kind
of brown-gray. She’d leap into the air and fly into my arms like a bird. She usually
smelled of smoke” (59). Negra would then stay with Urrea for the remainder of his time
there, helping pass out goods to others, all the while whispering little girl secrets into his
ear. This is Urrea’s introduction to the dump. Negra feels drawn to him and brings the
dump to him, literally, when she flies into his arms, unwashed, smoky, and barefoot. She
accepts him though, as do the other dump dwellers, and Negra is the one who teaches
Urrea how to pick trash. Her befriending makes personal the work Urrea does. However,
he leaves every night. He does not live in Tijuana anymore. He lives in the US; he is an
American citizen. At the same time he asks for further resources from his readers, he
struggles to understand the long-term impact he can have on a place like this. One day
Urrea returns to Negra’s neighborhood to pass out food and clothing. He does not see
Negra and wants to deliver a small box of things he has set aside for her family before it
is lost to someone else. Upon visiting her hut, he finds it has been turned into a
whorehouse, and Negra and her family are nowhere to be found.
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Although he initially loses track of Negra and her family, it is ultimately they who
both catalyze Urrea’s turn toward literary activism and anchor him in the community.
After working with Von for several years, Urrea leaves the border. Revisiting, as he does
in each text, the circumstances under which he escapes the work he does on the border,
Urrea narrates his acceptance of a teaching job at Harvard. Negra is lost to Urrea until the
experiences he relates in the last chapter of the book, “Epilogue: Christmas Story.” He
explains his ambivalence toward the border in this way: “Years later, I returned to duty. I
thought I had escaped Tijuana for good, but I should have known. Tijuana is the place
from which you never get away. I’d been away. I escaped the Borderlands in 1982, called
to teach in the Expository Writing program at Harvard” (163). While living in Boston, his
mother passes away in San Diego, and he is faced with the decision of what to do with
her home, the house he grew up in. He cannot bear to part with it so he and his wife move
west in the summer of 1990. He makes it clear, however, that he was not returning to
Tijuana. He gives Von a wide birth, leaving messages for him, but not seeing him face to
face. He writes:
Things worked out well that way: the poor stayed in Tijuana, and I stayed
in San Diego. But then Christmas came, full of strange and wonderful
events. I was lucky enough to watch the unlikely series of occurrences
take place, to see San Diego and Tijuana join hands for the slightest
instant. Things moved like a river, and they carried many of us to places
we never imagined we’d reach. This is a chronicle of those events. (164)
What sets off the entire chain of events in this chapter is Urrea’s authoring of a story for
the San Diego Reader about the border, specifically the garbage dump in Tijuana and the
barrios full of people there. A radio station 91X decides to make these groups the focus
of their annual Christmas drive, complete with donated food, clothes, and toys.
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When Urrea and a few others finally arrive to the community of Trincherazo with
the van full of toys, Christmas comes. Not just for the families and kids, but for Urrea
himself. After all these years he finally sees Negra again. In these moments, the
community he serves changes. He and Negra are reunited. As he gets out of the van, he
sees her mother coming down the hill with a “pretty young woman, very pregnant, and
the young woman put out her fingers and touched me lightly and stared at me. She had
the smallest hint of blue eyeliner under her eyes. I looked at María. ‘Yes,’ she said. ‘It’s
her.’ ‘I never forgot you, Luis,’ she said. ‘Did you ever forget me?’” (183). She had since
had two daughters, Elsa and Nayeli, and her third child was due anytime. Urrea discovers
that she had fled Tijuana in despair and gone home to Michoacán. But things were no
easier for them there so they returned to the garbage dump. Upon their return, Negra’s
mother took up with a man who brought violence to their home and Negra had to flee.
She settled in a canyon barrio only six miles from Panamericano, but Urrea had no way
of knowing where she had gone. She had survived though and was now back in a chicken
shack, very near to the place where she had first met Urrea. Negra has the baby in the
clinic down the hill, thanks to the money donated by Urrea and his friends. She births
another girl—Silvia—in February 1991. She asks Luis and his wife to be the child’s
godparents, telling him that now they will finally be related. This public declaration of
commitment to another person anchors Urrea to this community. In this moment, his role
changes; as a result of this kind of powerful spiritual and social commitment, Urrea now
becomes an activist. This is a turning point for him. People who belong to no one now
belong to each other. This changes Urrea’s relationship to the residents of the dump. He
is now not only Negra’s family, but theirs as well. Community and family are wrapped
up together in this geographical space of the border, and for this reason, Urrea tells their
stories in this form as if they were his own. Urrea ends both this chapter and the entire
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account with these words: “There is not much you can do, but you do what you can, and
you dare to hope after all. Heartbreak and hope—business as usual in Tijuana” (190).
Urrea bears witness though this collage form to the heartbreak and to the hope in the
barrios of Tijuana, recording his own reservations and joys alongside those of the people
who finally have names. In the end, he recognizes his own imperfections as a savior and
realizes that he can only do what he can do. If he impacts one person with his service,
that is good enough.
In the second installment of Urrea’s Border Trilogy, By the Lake of Sleeping
Children: The Secret Life of the Mexican Border (1996), he embarks on a journey similar
to the one he undertakes in Across the Wire; however, in this text, he moves from a
position of passivity and ambivalence to that of activism. In the beginning of this book,
he readily admits that he is not an anthropologist or a sociologist or a savior; instead he
identifies as an aid-worker-writer-activist, doing his best to tell the stories of the people
he meets in a form that accommodates their lived experiences as well as his own. At the
same time though, he must recognize his privilege in this space as he goes home to the
US every night after his work is done. The form of this text allows Urrea to showcase the
changes that he has undergone personally since the last book as well as the changes that
have occurred in Tijuana while he has been gone. Unlike more conventionally arranged
life narratives, he has no use for chronological time in developing his story, nor is he the
sole narrator. The prose narrative is not particularly retrospective, looking back over a
single life’s experiences; instead it tells the stories of more than one life, a community of
lives and even multiple communities of lives.
While he tells stories about multiple lives, like in his previous text, Urrea counts
himself among those he writes about on the pages of this book:
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I was born an American citizen in a small clinic upstairs from a Mexican
drugstore near “taco row” in Tijuana, not five blocks from the old
municipal bullring. I have blue eyes, spoke Spanish before I spoke
English, grew up in a mix of colonia, barrio, ghetto, and suburb. My dad
was a blond Mexican, late of the presidential staff, a secret-police officer,
an army captain, holder of a badge of the dreaded federal judicial branch
of Mexican law enforcement. […] My mother was a socialite from
Manhattan who had recently returned from being seriously wounded in
World War II, a Red Cross front-line doughnut-and-coffee “girl” who
entered Buchenwald with the GIs and in some ways never came out. She
met my father in San Francisco, amid a swirl of bohemians, and love
duped her into marrying Tijuana. (3)
While this quote characterizes the divided household Urrea grew up in, it also illustrates
Urrea’s use of repetition. He tells and retells his own story, just like he does with his
father’s. He invites his audience into his world as he himself is still learning who he
actually is. The form of the text allows for this dynamic mode; Urrea is not the same
person at the end of the text that he was at the beginning. He states, “If, as some have
suggested lately, I am some sort of ‘voice of the border,’ it is because the border runs
down the middle of me. I have a barbed-wire fence neatly bisecting my heart” (4).
Although the prose is at times both lyrical and beautiful, it reaches far beyond aesthetic
effects. Urrea situates himself in the realities of Tijuana, again laying out his credentials
that allow him to tell the stories in this book. He reminds the reader of who he is and
where he was born; however, the narrative changes ever so slightly from one book to the
next. He reveals more as the series progresses, until finally in Nobody’s Son he is ready to
relate his own tale without disguising it as somebody else’s.
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The vignette style Urrea employs is fragmented, offering snapshots into many
lives, reflective of the fractured subjectivity of those he represents toiling under the sun in
the garbage of Tijuana’s deadliest workplace. The stories he tells have been told before in
some cases in various publications like the San Diego Reader; however, in this text they
are collected together specifically to function as a tool of consciousness-raising, tackling
a problem that both the US and Mexico would rather have its citizens ignore. With this
book, Urrea responds to Negra’s call for intervention and affiliation, and in doing so, he
develops a new textual strategy, literary activism. He accepted the role of godfather to her
child, and in that moment his relationship to the dump dwellers changed. Using his
influence in the academy and his skill as a journalist, Urrea accesses a large readership as
he disseminates the stories of his family along the border; his activism takes the form of
this book. As a means of inspiring action on the part of his readers, he supports the stories
and photos of those he meets with information from the public record and popular
culture, making his case that these human beings need our attention. In one example he
quotes Joseph Wambaugh’s Lines and Shadows (1984), highlighting the disparities
between Tijuana, Mexico and San Diego, California:
“This is . . . a tale of two cities. Each of the city’s metropolitan areas
houses about one million people. One city is geographically small and the
people live in close proximity. One city is large and sprawling. In one city,
inhabitants still suffer diseases considered exotic in the other: cholera,
polio, typhus, tuberculosis, rickets. In the other city, separated from the
former mostly by an imaginary line, lies some of the richest real estate in
the richest half of the richest state in the richest country on the face of the
earth.” (qtd. in By the Lake 6)11
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He wants to make sure that his readers understand the economic realities that those who
live in Tijuana deal with on a daily basis. He uses this quotation to explain the disparities
between the US and Mexico. Urrea also quotes a 1995 Los Angeles Times article “Border
Patrol Moves to Fire 5 for Misconduct.” The article reports that agents hit illegal
immigrants with rocks and covered it up. The Agency fires them and says it is sending a
message. Urrea does not seem convinced. He claims, “Messages are illegal immigrants,
too” (7).12 The US is not listening; the message is in a foreign language. In this
introduction, Urrea also talks about the effects of his writing in Across the Wire. Some
people, he says, want to go to Tijuana; some want to get in contact with Von. Others want
to do graduate research, write an article or book, or even do a television or radio show,
while few want to send money. It seems that the project of representation in Across the
Wire was not enough. While it enlisted intellectual investment, it did not, however,
translate into physical bodies feeding hungry people.
Recognizing these potentially negative effects of consciousness-raising, Urrea
relates a story about being approached by people who want to make a movie that would
feature Von as the main character. The pitch is “Tijuana’s foxiest female detective is
investigating a gruesome series of serial killings. The killings take place in the garbage
dumps. However, this woman is from the upper classes—she doesn’t know her own
lower class. The only way she can get into the subculture is to hook up with renegade
Pastor Von” (8). The female detective, of course, undergoes a spiritual transformation
along the way and has a hot affair with Pastor Von! Although Urrea recognizes the “fun”
of the project and the money involved, he could not say yes to something like that. He
imagines the movie poster in big letters across the middle of the page:
ACROSS THE WIRE II: BIBLE STUDY OF BLOOD
Von’s back—and he’s pissed! They pushed him too
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far this time, and now it’s PERSONAL. Heathens diss
Jesus . . . and Von sends ‘em to Hell in a frenzy of
“Righteous Wrath”!
Pray to God he doesn’t come gunning for YOU! (8)
This kind of fantastical, bloody-but-feel-good movie would be popular, but Urrea knows
it is not him or Von. He realizes how stories like the ones he tells can be sensationalized,
which is precisely why he must be persistence in his resistance to these kinds of offers.
Urrea uses these extratextual pieces to help his reader realize that Tijuana has changed
drastically since the time described in Across the Wire. Since realizing his inability to
save Negra and others like her from the lives they live in Tijuana in Across the Wire,
Urrea’s second book turns toward the political.
Urrea notes that policies have changed in the form of NAFTA, Prop 187 in
California, drug cartel operations, executions and shootouts, border closings, new fences,
interdiction programs, floods, gang violence, financial near-collapse of Mexico, among
various other factors. He contextualizes the tragedy of the Tijuana dump so that it has a
larger impact on those who have never acknowledged these neighbors to the South. Urrea
even uses a quote from Edward Abbey, “‘The conservatives love their cheap labor; the
liberals love their cheap cause. (Neither group, you will notice, ever invites the
immigrants to move into their homes. Not into their homes!)’” (qtd. in By the Lake 19).13
In this introduction, Urrea represents the illegal immigrants who sacrifice all they have to
make it to the US. He writes very clearly about why people come to the US; it is
Disneyland. These people are dead weight in Mexico until they come across the wire and
begin sending money back. He continues by citing Douglas W. Payne in his article,
“Mexico and Its Discontents”: “‘After all, the greatest open secret in U.S.-Mexico
relations. . . is Mexico’s tacit support of illegal immigration’” (qtd. in By the Lake 20).14
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By the magic of Disney Imagineering, Urrea says that these immigrants are transformed
into “layers of golden eggs” (20).15 In this text, Urrea complicates subjects like illegal
immigration and voices the concerns of the garbage-picking poor. He compiles quotes
from sources that reinforce his message. He no longer relies on lived experiences alone,
but he also draws from others who are beginning to talk about many of the same border
issues he actively investigates. Bolstering his own argument with other pieces of news
and even fiction, Urrea draws a more complex photo of the poorest of the poor in a form
that allows for multiple voices of authority.
To this end, Urrea makes the invisible outstandingly visible in this text while
asking his readers to do something. He not only acts as their storyteller but he is also their
advocate; Urrea becomes the man in the tree at the end of Tomás Rivera’s …y no se lo
tragó la tierra (1971). He creates a nonfiction version of Rivera’s imagined narratives in
order to make invisible communities highly visible. The polyvocality of these Tijuana
trash pickers is folded into Urrea’s storyteller persona, and he writes it down so that
someday their words will appear in print. In the second part of the Introduction, “Two,”
Urrea talks about the book’s genre and how it compares categorically to his previous
book:
I don’t want to give the impression that this is a sociology text, or a
political science tome, or a religious book. I don’t benefit from all the
schooling these subjects require. I haven’t read all the books. I don’t have
a research grant or a database or a political theory. All I did was live there
and walk the streets, bury some dead people and feed some live ones. I
didn’t have time to read about it. (21)
He tells his readers that this book is an adventure story; that it’s nature writing and a
forum for the voiceless. To illustrate this last point, he tells a story that he has told before
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but thinks bears repeating. One day he is leaning against the missionary van writing in his
journal about the things he has seen and done. A man working in the trash comes over
and asks him what he is doing. Urrea responds that he is writing and shows him the
notebook. The man cannot read but asks him what he finds so interesting to write about
in the dumps. Urrea gestures to the dump and the man reacts, “Wait a minute, […]
You’re writing about us” (22). Urrea tells him that yes, he is writing about the people he
sees and helps and even him, imagining all along that he is about to be punched or
scolded at the very least. The man asks if people will read what Urrea writes. He says
“Someday.” The man nods, “Good,” he said. “Good! You write it down. Write it all
down. Because I live in the garbage, and I’ll die in the garbage, and I’ll be buried in the
garbage. And nobody will ever know that I lived. So tell them about me. Tell them I was
here” (22). This is what Urrea does. This illiterate garbage-picker implores Urrea to tell
people of his existence. He wants to mean something to the world. Urrea does what he
asks.
At the end of the introduction, Urrea offers a few words on the text itself,
repeating much of what he already stated in his previous book. Repetition again becomes
a narrative technique. He deviates slightly though as he himself has changed since the
writing of the last book. Although the book is an update on the lives of various
protagonists from Across the Wire, it also stands alone. Urrea informs his audience that
after publishing the first book he continued writing articles for the Reader in San Diego
and many of the stories collected in this volume come from his reportage originally
published there. He does offer these caveats though: “This book is in no way a portrait of
Mexicans, Mexican culture, or ‘Mexicanness.’ It is a particular view of a particular class
of people, the underdogs, los olvidados. As I said in the last book, it is as much an
overview of Mexican life as a visit to the South Bronx is a view of Middle America”
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(32). He wants to make it very clear what he is doing. He is offering a snapshot into the
lives of those who have no names. Urrea admits that this is not any form of objective
document, “I’m not writing, after all, about numbers, trends, units, or theories. This book
is about humans. Poor humans. And it is unashamedly on their side. These are my
friends, you see. We have looked into each other’s eyes. We have tasted each other’s
lips” (32). Urrea offers a few words about the individual vignettes, but then closes this
piece with a verse from James 1:27, “This is pure and undefiled religion in the sight of
our God and Father, to visit orphans and widows in their distress, and to keep oneself
untainted by the world” (33). While Urrea does not seem to claim a rigid attachment to
any particular religious faith, he does know the value of human life. He visits the
orphanages and widows doing what he can with the resources at his disposal. For this
reason alone, he writes down the lived experiences of his friends in the dump.
Continuing to employ Negra’s story under his rubric of activism, he stresses how
much her life has changed since he first met her, mirroring his own personal
development. At the end of the first book, Urrea and some of the neighborhood men are
able to build Negra and her family a home with a cement floor and old garage-doors for
walls. Urrea remembers, “I met her when she was a tiny barefoot girl living in the old
dompe. She and I have grown up together in many ways—she is now a woman of twentyfive, and her children are the age she was when I first met her” (22). Urrea talks of Negra
as one of his heroes, recounting the time when at seven months pregnant she beat up a
woman who lived down the hill. She picked the woman up by the hair and threw her into
the street, dove on top of her and rolled with her back and forth over jagged rocks,
pummeling her bloody. Negra said she needed to teach the woman some respect. Urrea
tells this story to explicate her character, showing his readers what it takes to live and
survive under these harsh conditions. Similar to Urrea, Negra does not need saving
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anymore; Urrea has become a successful writer in the US while she has learned how to
thrive on her own in Tijuana, raising three children in one of the most dangerous
environments in the world. Negra runs her own life and will not allow others to control
her behavior in any way. She is famous, to a certain extent, since the publication of the
first book. She has been on television, and she is the only person in her neighborhood to
have her photograph in a book. Reporters come to visit her in her modest home, although
she is not rich nor is she even near escaping poverty; however, when Urrea takes her to
Tacos El Paisano for carne asada tacos, she refuses to eat guacamole because she is on a
diet. Through Negra, readers see the effects of Urrea’s actions in the dump. People now
come to see Negra and the geographical space of the border itself. And she and her
family are experiencing greater wealth. However, Negra also become susceptible to the
negative influences of life outside the dump as she refuses to eat guacamole because she
is dieting. She adopts new standards of beauty and welcomes the notoriety that comes
with Urrea’s attention. Negra is no longer the innocent young girl he met years before.
She, like Urrea, is dynamic. She has learned both survival skills and celebrity as has he.
While there are many other stories of individuals’ lives in this text, the last story
in the collection stands out when examining its form. “A Day in the Life” is interestingly
the only vignette in which Urrea himself does not appear even though the content—trashpickers making their way in the competitive world of Tijuana’s forgotten landfill—
remains the same. When describing this piece, Urrea calls it his “small Norman Mailer
project” and he names it “a nonfiction novella” (32). About his technique Urrea
comments:
It is composed of stories from three different families; one lives in the
former dump, one lives in the active dump, and one lived in a strange
outland, away from either dump, in a melancholy twilight. I have tried to
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use novelistic techniques to get at a deeper truth. The story comes from
spending thousands of hours in the life, and I thought three extraordinary
days of three ordinary families might combine to give you a sense of what
it’s like to be them. (32-3)
In this quote, Urrea admits his use of fiction—“novelistic techniques”—to get at a
“deeper truth.” Again as with the works of other authors in my study, Urrea appeals to a
deeper truth that can only be found in mixing fact and fiction. As Pat Mora reminds us,
“life en la frontera is raw truth, and stories of such life, fictitious as they may be, are even
truer than true” (qtd. in Cantú xi). The truth that Urrea—and Mora, along with the other
authors in my study—appeals to is that of experience and the material culture that results.
He has documented page after page of atrocities, and in order to make his non-border
dwelling audience take notice, he must imagine a narrative around which the details
could make sense for those outside of this geographical space.
The text as a whole combines his own personal story as well as the documented
lived experiences of the people who work in the dump. Whether or not his readers do
anything after digesting these tales, the telling of the stories make those who hear them
culpable. The voiceless need to be heard for this reason. In the novella that closes the
collection, Urrea crafts a narrative around the lives of Lalo, Manuel and Juanita, Josefina,
Braulio and Perla, Cuca and Hermanita Consuelo. Even Pastor Von makes an
appearance, as himself, of course, the famous, handsome missionary on whom all the
women have crushes. All of these people live in a small barrio and chiefly make their
money from trash-picking. Urrea tackles issues of teen pregnancy, senseless death,
alcoholism, hope, humane animal treatment, and the total loss of material goods, to name
only a few things. Interestingly, this same story appears later in Urrea’s short story
collection titled Six Kinds of Sky. What does it mean that this story that leads Urrea to a
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“deeper truth” appears in a fiction anthology? For Urrea the lines between genres are
always blurred; he essentially tells the same story over and over again in different ways.
The truth exists in both nonfiction and fiction at the same time. The genre of this story,
named by Urrea as nonfiction novella, and its later inclusion in a fiction compilation
allows his readers two modes in which to recognize these characters as human beings,
which is the ultimate purpose of the project overall.
The preceding analysis of Across the Wire and By the Lake of Sleeping Children
reveals ultimately that Urrea has always been telling the same story. In an article with
Susan Froyd, reporter for the Denver Westword, Urrea reveals that he “‘had a hard time
figuring out how to tell the border story without it turning into [his] own story.’” The
investigative journalist in him desires to expose the “truth” of the border in a
condemnatory piece making all its readers culpable; however what he actually does is tell
his own stories of failure to help those in need, recognizing the imperfect nature of the
human spirit despite its determination to make a difference. The “truth” is that his story
has always been tangled up with the border story. In telling the border, he is telling
himself. He also engages with change as nothing remains static in the border region, not
even the Tijuana dump. The trash-pickers there have resources and learn the skills they
need to survive every day, whether or not Urrea continues to visit. After the publication
of his own story of self and community in Nobody’s Son in 1999, he continues to engage
with issues of the US-Mexico borderlands. At the end of Six Kinds of Sky, Urrea offers to
his readers a few words about form. In the Afterword “Amazing Grace: Story and
Writer,” which reads more like the seventh short story of the collection, he speaks to
readers in his own voice as the author of these stories. While he never uses the word
“autobiography” he often talks about particular characters that are based on people he
knew or heard stories about at different points in his life. He speaks about Pancho Mena,
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on whom one of his characters, Mr. Mendoza is based, and his life with his relatives in
Rosario, being able to speak English and introduce them to Kentucky Fried Chicken.
Empowering his authorial voice through the conventions of the Afterword, Urrea
challenges readers to see his stories in a new way as he reveals their provenance. In this
way, he emerges as a critic of his own writing. He has carved out a fictional space to
offer cultural critique while at the same time commenting on that critique, a technique he
begins to master in his earlier Border Trilogy. His stories come from his observations
both inside of his communities and outside. He talks of a writer’s block that ends in
France and the way that his family influences his writing time. Urrea is able to say what
he wants about community and offer this kind of critique in fiction much more effectively
than he could in a strict autobiographical mode. He himself questions the validity of
genre in a comment he makes about “Father Returns from the Mountain.” He says that
this is the only fiction in the text that is “utterly true” (143). He goes on to comment that
“Aside from being the account of my father’s awful death (a strictly ‘non-fiction,’
whatever that is, account can be found in Across the Wire), it is also my last gasp of
fascination with metafiction” (143). He questions the concept of nonfiction by not only
putting it in quotation marks, but also by his “whatever that is” aside. He also admits an
interest in metafiction, perhaps claiming it as an alternative genre as Anzaldúa suggests.
Ultimately, Urrea offers to his readers what he knows. He knows his
communities. He knows the cultural space he wants to carve out to talk about them and
their inhabitants living lives that do not always find places in the dominant narrative. For
him, the stories he tells are more about the way that figures impact a community instead
of the evolution of a self. He remarks, “Story will not be denied” (132). Choosing fiction
as his tool, he crafts the stories and then offers a chapter at the end about why they are
true, whether or not they are “factually” true or simply based in the communities that
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have helped him process whatever it is he finds as the subject of his battles. This tactic
stresses starting in the community to see what he is saying about his own work before
going out and looking to see who is theorizing about it outside of the community. He is
talking about the development of himself as a writer, as a member of multiple
communities, but these are not only his stories. He ties himself to communities before
telling his stories: In an NPR story “Life is an Act of Literary Creation,” Urrea confesses
that “I came to believe the green fuse that drives spring and summer through the world is
essentially a literary energy. That the world was more than a place. Life was more than an
event. It was all one thing, and that thing was: story. […] Now, if it is all a story, I
believe we are the narrators.” The reader gets the impression that they are not only his
stories but that he is offering these nuanced representations to a larger community in
hopes that they will challenge stereotypes and even replace them. His talent in multiple
genres opens the door for authors like Nina Marie Martinez who come after him,
inserting cultural artifacts and myths into their definitions of fiction.
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NOTES
1

Reviews of this book classify it generically most often as a “coming of age story”

or a memoir. See Alejandra Rios, “Nobody’s Son,” Hispanic 12.3 (1999) 72, and Grace
Fills, “Nobody’s Son: Notes from an American Life,” Booklist (Sep. 1998), both starred,
among many others in sources such as Library Journal, Publishers Weekly, and the San
Diego Union Tribune. In the “About the Author” section in the back of Nobody’s Son, it
also names its form as memoir.
2

In their book Reading Autobiography: A Guide for Interpreting Life Narrative

(2001), Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson define memoir in this way: “A mode of life
narrative that historically situates the subject in a social environment, as either observer
or participant; the memoir directs attention more toward the lives and actions of others
than to the narrator. […] In contemporary parlance autobiography and memoir are used
interchangeably” (198). Although Urrea’s text does hold to the general assertions in this
definition, it also explodes these notions, featuring cultural stories, myths, voices of
relatives, graffiti, poems, and word etymologies, among other things, in order to get at a
collective subjectivity of those who identify as border-dwellers.
3

For the only other piece of literary criticism available on Urrea at this time see

Markus Heide, "Learning from Fossils: Transcultural Space in Luis Alberto Urrea's In
Search of Snow," Literature and Ethnicity in the Cultural Borderlands, eds. Jesús Benito
and Anna María Manzanas (Amsterdam, Netherlands: Rodopi, 2002) 115-25.
4

Urrea’s statement here approximates the Mayan precept In Lak’ech or the

Rastafarian concept of I and I. These points of intersection could be useful for further
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investigation.
5

The missionaries that Urrea refers to come from a group called Spectrum

Ministries, Inc., which is based at Clairemont Emmanuel Baptist Church in Southern
California. In the Prologue he describes in great detail how he met Pastor Von and why
he decided to partner with him for so many years. Urrea writes, “Von’s religious ethic is
similar in scope to Teresa of Calcutta’s. Von favors actual works over heavy evangelism.
Spectrum is based on a belief Christians call ‘living the gospel.’ This doctrine is
increasingly rare in America, since it involves little lip service, hard work, and no glory”
(22). Ultimately, Urrea becomes Von’s personal translator, working closely with him for
several years amongst the poorest of the poor in Tijuana’s dump and Mexico’s
orphanages.
6

In an article for the Denver Westword, an alternative weekly, Susan Froyd

reports that “[Across the] Wire was rejected 32 times before Anchor took a chance on the
manuscript.” See Froyd, “Luis Urrea’s Charmed Life,” Denver Westword, 29 Jan. 1998, 1
Apr. 2009 <http://www.westword.com/content/printVersion/211147>.
7

On the copyright page of Across the Wire, Urrea indicates which pieces have

been previously published in the San Diego Reader:
Most of the pieces gathered in this volume originally appeared in the San
Diego Reader, many of them under different titles. They include “Los
Cementeros,” “Christmas Story,” “Father’s Day,” “Good Friday,” “Happy
Birthday, Laura Patricia,” “The Last Soldier of Pancho Villa,” “Meet the
Satánicos,” “Negra,” “Pamplonada,” “Tijuana Cop,” all the sections of
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“Sifting Through the Trash,” and, finally, portions of the Preface and
Prologue.
They are compiled in this volume for a wider audience.
8

All of the photographs included in the first two volumes of Urrea’s Border

Trilogy are taken by professional photographer, Jack Lueders-Booth. In 2005, LuedersBooth publishes his own book of photographs called Inherit the Land. Urrea writes in an
introduction, “Here it is, ten years after that first book, and I still find myself taking
newcomers in to see the landscape Jack Booth has grown to know so well. Dare I say, the
landscape he has come to love? Can you love the stench and dirt and the mangled dogs
and the untouchables? One look at this collection will tell you that it is, indeed, possible”
(vii). In this oversized book of black and white photographs, Lueders-Booth features the
people of Tijuana in various states of excitement and sadness. Like Urrea, he offers a
human face to the poverty experienced in and around the garbage dump. Urrea ends his
remarks this way: “These photographs are nothing posed. They are the gifts of the lowest
of the low opening their worlds to our eyes. Their poverty—I won’t say ‘suffering’
because that is precious and diminishing—is their greatest gift to us. We can’t begin to
know how much we have until we see how little they have. Until we see them through
Jack Lueders-Booth’s brilliant eye” (ix).
9

In a 2007 article with High Country News reporter Jennie Lay, Urrea makes this

claim: “‘I didn’t start out onto the political [sic],’ […] ‘My real desire is not to advocate
for anyone. I don’t see myself as some immigration czar. I’m trying to write haiku.’”
While this statement may have not been printed in its full context, as it stands it certainly
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contradicts his earlier claims in Across the Wire and By the Lake of Sleeping Children.
Whether or not Urrea wants to acknowledge it, he has become an advocate for borderdwellers and to dismiss his role as a solely creative endeavor—haiku—lessens the impact
of the political work he undertakes. See Lay, “Borders and Saints: According to Luis
Alberto Urrea,” High Country News 9 Oct. 2007, 1 Apr. 2009 <http://www.hcn.org/
issues/ 357/17303>.
10

It is interesting to notice the contrast between Urrea’s description of Negra’s

“same dull dress, a kind of brown-gray,” and the flowered, well-cared for dress shown in
the image accompanying her chapter.
11
12

Joseph Wambaugh, Lines and Shadows (New York: William Morrow, 1984).
Sebastian Rotella, “Border Patrol Moves to Fire 5 for Misconduct,” Los

Angeles Times 24 Oct. 1995: A1.
13

Edward Abbey, One Life at a Time, Please (New York: Holt, 1988).

14

Douglas W. Payne, “Mexico and Its Discontents,” Harper’s Apr. 1995: 68-74.

15

In this section of the text, Urrea makes the point that in the eyes of poor

Mexicans who desire to come across the wire, the US looks like Disneyland. He talks
about the ways in which those who come to the US turn into “layers of golden eggs,”
meaning that at the time this book was written they were sending up to $20 billion dollars
back to Mexico. Urrea refers to this phenomenon as “one extra Bill Gates. It’s the
Mexosoft Corporation. President Salinas de Gortari wasn’t kidding when he said, ‘I am
all for the free movement of labor.’ All aboard! Next stop—¡Disneylandia!” (20-1).
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CONCLUSION
Crafting a Corpus of Chicana/o Alter-Native Genres
In the Introduction to Velvet Barrios (2003), her collection of critical essays on
Chicana/o popular culture, Alicia Gaspar de Alba discusses her “theoretical blueprint” for
the reader: “I argue that Chicano/a culture is not a subculture but rather an alter-Native
culture, an Other American culture indigenous to the landbase now known as the West
and the Southwest of the United States. Chicano/a culture, then, is not immigrant but
native, not foreign but colonized, not alien but different from the overarching hegemony
of white America” (xxi). Gaspar de Alba’s naming of Chicana/o culture as alter-Native
allows us to think about the classification of Chicana/o cultural productions differently.
These forms are not other or even alternative; they stand apart but exist together with
dominant modes of storytelling, as Anzaldúa reminds us that “[t]he new stories must
partially come from outside the system of ruling powers” (This Bridge 560). These
generic forms allow Chicana/o authors to authorize their own stories. They are not
immigrant or ethnic narratives, nor are they foreign or alien.
The varied genres I have discussed throughout this project meet all the criteria
Gaspar de Alba’s outlines in her definition of the alter-Native. As Gaspar de Alba notes,
“Audre Lorde argued that ‘the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house,’
but I am proposing that we use those tools to build [up] a new house […]” (Chicano Art
xxiii). My project responds to Gaspar de Alba’s call to action. As scholars, we must
examine and identify these alter-Native forms that offer new ways of reading, authoring,
and authorizing lived experience. Chicana/os are building up new kinds of generic
houses, ones that accommodate and create an alter-Native literary legacy.
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One of the ways in which Chicana/o authors both author and authorize new kinds
of generic houses involves personal and cultural artifacts, or graphia. These material
objects and cultural stories significantly alter Western generic configurations, creating a
corpus of not only new autobiographical forms but also many additional alter-Native
literary genres. By including both the visual and textual side-by-side, first-time authors
like Nina Marie Martínez write in the generic space wedged open by the writers
previously discussed in my study. Her contemporary novel, ¡Caramba! A Tale Told in
Turns of the Card (2004), provides an important example of this practice. She does not
begin with poetry or short stories; she initiates her project in a multi-generic mode,
authorizing the novel form in an alter-Native way.
Formally, the text reads like a telenovela, complete with multiple protagonists and
simultaneous, interconnected plots. Lava Landing, California, is the setting of Martínez’s
debut novel. In it she features a wide array of characters, Natalie and Consuelo (Nat and
Sway), best friends since second grade; Javier, a born-again Christian mariachi; Lucha,
the ex-convict Javier falls in love with who is looking to sell her ex’s cocaine; Lulabell,
Javier’s mother and local curandera; Don Pancho, Sway’s recently deceased father; and
True-Dee, the transvestite beautician. Nat and Sway spend their days working at The Big
Cheese and their nights hanging out at The Big Five-Four, listening to rockola on an old
jukebox. Throughout the text, the characters search for happiness and fulfillment, all in
the shadow of the looming volcano that stands just outside of the border town.
What makes this text especially interesting in terms of its generic power resides in
the cultural and character-driven artifacts Martínez includes in the novel. The text’s
elaborate structure unfolds in 79 short chapters that are further divided into 48 sections,
each titled by a Mexican lotería card. In the “Author’s Note” at the end of the text,
Martínez offers this caveat: “Many of the Lotería images in this book are part of Don
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Clemente’s original deck. But just as Don Clemente was moved to fashion a deck
specific to the place and time in which he lived, the author was also inspired to create a
few cards as part of the Lava Landing Lotería” (363).1 On one of the last pages of the
book, Martínez offers her reader a list of the lotería cards employed throughout. On this
list she indicates which cards she takes from Don Clemente’s deck and which ones she
has imagined herself. Among the ones designed particularly for Lava Landing are La
Lonchera, El Salón de Belleza, El Volcán y su Reina, El Queso Grande, El Ajolote, El
Tupperware®, La Peluca Blonde Bouffant, Menudo, and El Traje de Charro, among 11
others. By creating these new cards, Martínez fashions a form that accommodates and
celebrates the contemporary concerns of those living in Lava Landing.
In an interview with Random House, her publisher, Martínez responds to a
question about the illustrated nature of the text, specifically the way in which lotería
influenced the novel’s structure:
As residents of Lava Landing, many of whom knew one another,
the characters and their stories were linked, but I wanted
something more. I had long been enamored of the images within
La Lotería to such an extent that I have #41, La Rosa, tattooed on
my right arm and it’s the only one of my tattoos that I haven’t
grown to regret over the years. It was a goosebumps moment when
I realized that within La Lotería there were images and dichos
(wise, pithy sayings that accompany the cards) that fit perfectly
with the tale I was trying to tell in ¡Caramba! I also thought it
would be fun to tell the story as if it were a game, and that these
cards were being drawn from the deck by an anonymous, but
divine hand. (“Interview” Martínez)
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Citing inspiration from Mexican cowboy movies and lotería, Martínez crafts a form that
shows the ways that images and dichos are at work in and on our daily lives, fitting the
plot of her story neatly into a visual, oral, and communal Mexican tradition. As she
explains, the story appears to be a game, and the cards are drawn as if by the invisible
hand of destiny. Martínez, however, plays her omniscient role successfully as the author
of the text acting as the announcer in a lotería game. Teresa Villegas, a lotería card
designer, explains on her website, “The announcer’s approach will often depend on the
social context in which the game is being played. […]Satire and references to
contemporary events and politics are often a part of the word play involved; in fact, the
linking of images to social commentary has existed since the inception of the game”
(Villegas). With this text, Martínez crafts a form that relies on both the visual and textual
to push the plot forward.
However, the graphic mode represented in her text is not confined to the lotería
cards. In addition to these images, she invokes other visual elements such as traditional
Mexican calendar images, commercial ads, a character’s probation terms, newspaper
articles, the Big Five-Four’s jukebox playlist, indigenous paper doll clothes, a scientific
description of an axolotl, a shopping list, an illustrated timeline of Lava Landing’s
volcanic history, a map of one character’s sexual conquests in Mexico, a letter to an
advice columnist, a will, and various other important material objects. In an interview,
Martínez speaks about the way in which the graphic elements of her text influence her
reader:
For me the artifacts serve two purposes. On one level, they tell a part of
the story in a way that straight up traditional text cannot. […] On another
level, in part, being a writer is similar to being an archeologist in that we
dig up the “histories” of the people we’re writing about. I guess with the
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artifacts I’m saying, hey look, these people really do exist. I have the
proof. I have material evidence in the form of handwritten letters,
shopping lists, and newspaper articles amongst other things. (“Interview”
Martínez)
“Straight up traditional text” does not work for Martínez. The story she envisions defies
convention. The material evidence that Martínez references in the interview allows her
readers to come away with a better sense of place and who her characters are; they really
do exist in the handwriting on the shopping list, in the maps of Mexico, or in the
desperate words of a letter addressed to a local advice columnist. These characters’
identities depend on the visual images that accompany their stories. The reader learns a
new way of reading when he or she picks up this text. The visual and textual compliment
each other; and together tell a different kind of story than they would alone.
As the graphia challenges traditional notions of the novel, Martínez questions the
way we think about language. To this end she infuses her text with multiple languages.
She discusses the way she uses both English and Spanish in the text in this way:
I find writing especially exciting because I am working with at least two
live languages. I would even argue that by virtue of this very fact, many
other languages are created. The great thing about a live language is that it
is pliant. It moves and bends with change, but doesn’t break. […] I don’t
think I was experimenting so much as I was trying to replicate and
combine and mesh these different ways of speaking into a rhythm and
language that was specific, but not entirely unique to Lava Landing.
(“Interview” Martínez)
While she crafts a language that certainly accommodates both English and Spanish,
Martínez also creates a visual language with which to tell her story about Lava Landing.
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She uses the images in her text as a language unto itself that interacts with the written
word as the reader turns each page. Ultimately, she shifts the generic conventions of
traditional forms of storytelling to fashion a tale told in turns of the card.
Not only breaking open space for others to build new kinds of generic houses, the
writers previously discussed in my project also create alter-Native generic space for
themselves. In 2005, Luis Alberto Urrea publishes The Hummingbird’s Daughter. In the
same way that Martínez renders her characters and the worlds they inhabit through the
graphic mode of word and image, Urrea is able to recreate the life of his aunt through the
remaking of historical fiction. While the concept of historical fiction is not a new one,
with this text Urrea mixes the “truths” of historical documents with his own character
representations based on the lived experiences he and his family members have had
growing up geographically and psychically close to Teresita herself.
In this epic novel, Urrea visits family stories again, but this time it is relatively
new terrain, at least in terms of the main character. He tells the tale of his great-greataunt, Teresa Urrea, known as the Saint of Cabora, during the late 19th century as the
Mexican Revolution brews. Teresita is born to a poor, uneducated, Yaqui woman, known
to all as Hummingbird, around 1880. The text narrates the pain and joy of Teresita’s life
as she is taken under the wing of Huila, a curandera who lives in a room in the home of a
powerful landowner named Don Tomás Urrea. As time progresses, Teresita works her
way into the heart of Don Tomás who eventually recognizes her as his own (illegitimate)
daughter. At age 16, Teresita is attacked and left for dead. During her wake she rises,
commenting that death was not for her. She then spends the rest of her days at Cabora
healing the pilgrims who come to her for miracles. At age 19, she is sentenced to death
for heresy as the regime of Porfirio Diaz condemns her sainthood and revolutionary
sentiments. While Urrea names this book fiction, he also recognizes the erasure of
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generic categories when thinking about writing one’s family story. In an interview,
Daniel Olivas questions Urrea about his reasons for fictionalizing his aunt’s life instead
of just writing “outright biography.” Urrea responds:
The simplest answer is you can't footnote a dream. The book has taken
many forms over the years of research. But fiction kept asserting itself. I
think the magic of fiction is that in many ways it's more true than nonfiction. By that I mean that fiction can take you into truths of feeling and it
lends itself better to the kind of trance that allows a reader to smell and
taste the world I'm trying to evoke. Also, as a lifelong reader, I can say
that I come from a generation where the great achievement was the novel.
So, you know, I wanted to try to honor her with an attempt at a
masterpiece. You never know if you've gotten there or not, but no guts, no
glory. (Olivas)
Urrea’s research about his aunt has taken many forms. Those he names in this passage
include dream, trance, magic, fiction, nonfiction, truth, and novel. He also appeals to the
notion of “truths of feeling” that allow readers to “smell and taste the world” he evokes
better than the hard facts of history do. Olivas continues his interview by asking Urrea,
“Some reviewers imply that you’ve created a new genre. Have you?” Urrea crafts a
clever response: “As far as the ‘new genre’ goes, I refer to Eudora Welty. She said that
there is nothing new under the sun, the only thing we have to offer is point of view. So
my text, which a reporter told me was baroque, is really an attempt to reproduce those
fine semi-addled Mexican voices as they spin out tall tales to their children” (Olivas). In
this text Urrea privileges a Greater Mexican worldview which must be rendered in a
different kind of fictional text, one that recognizes the past as a truth, but one that also
troubles Truth, with a capital “T.”
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At the beginning of this chronicle, Urrea employs two epigraphs that invoke
different notions of truth: “Truth is everything. / Of truth I have no fear. / In truth I see no
shame. / —Teresita Urrea.” The other comes from Don Tomás’ friend, the rancho
engineer and politico Lauro Aguirre:
Truth, for the tyrants, is the most terrible and
cruel of all bindings: it is like an incandescent iron
falling across their chests. And it is even more
agonizing than hot iron, for that only burns the flesh,
while Truth burns its way into the soul.
Truth in this text takes many forms; truth comes in the form of Huila’s healing and
Teresita’s miracles. It also finds its way into the text in the form of revolutionary
ideologies and religious legalism alongside historical documents and the teachings of
present-day medicine women and shamans. In the “Author’s Note” at the close of the
novel, Urrea narrates his first introduction to his long-lost relative, Teresita Urrea:
Teresa Urrea was a real person. I grew up believing she was my aunt.
Apparently, my great-grandfather, Serefino Urrea, was Tomás’s first
cousin. She was a family folktale until César A. González, at San Diego
Mesa College, showed me the first of many hundreds of articles I would
read about her. Although I could claim to have been pursuing her story
since my boyhood, my serious research into her life began in Boston in
1985. (497)
While many may not have heard of Teresa before reading his text, it is imperative for him
to tell his readers that she was a “real person.” And not only was she a real person, but
she was related to the author himself. He not only tells her story in this text, but through
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Huila and various other characters, he narrates an entire cultural perspective that has been
left out of the official tellings of life during this volatile time in Mexican history.
In the remainder of his “Author’s Note,” Urrea thanks many of his teachers-coauthors, those he met along the path he took to write this story, a Mayo medicine woman
of Sonora, Maclovia Borbón Moroyoqui, his cousin, Esperanza Urrea, his aunt and
curandera-hechicera, Elba Urrea, and the Chiricahua Apache medicine man, “Manny.”
Although he mentions the names of his sources, he also admits to the reader what
information he purposefully omits:
Please note that these, and many other, sources asked me to disguise
certain details from readers. I was taught that it would be fun as an author
to show off all the Yaqui and Mayo and curandera secrets I had been
shown. But that kind of showing off would be wrong. So I have changed
certain small details, and I have maintained the secret names of things.
Written formulas are accurate, and all “miracles” attributed to Teresita are
from the record, witnessed in writing in the archives. (497-8)
In order to “disguise” and “maintain the secret names of things” while at the same time
being mindful of the truth in his words, Urrea has to fashion a new kind of generic house.
He does so by creating this account.
Sheila Ortiz Taylor’s fault line, Pat Mora’s word-house, Michele Serros’ authorspeaker conflation, and Luis Alberto Urrea’s fictional truth all represent the ways in
which Chicana/o authors make and remake modes of telling by carving out new literary
space. Returning to Gaspar de Alba’s thoughts about the place of Chicano popular forms
in contemporary American culture, she offers the following: “My conclusion, then, that
mi casa [no] es su casa signifies that while Chicanos/as are cultural citizens of the United
States, neither the mainstream art world nor the dominant popular culture is a hospitable
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place for Chicano/a cultural production” (Chicano Art xvi). For this reason, the potential
that alter-Native genres possess to open up new modes of telling stories is significant.
While the house that dominant popular culture built may be ultimately inhospitable for
most Chicana/o authors, writers and artists like Sheila and Sandra Ortiz Taylor, Pat Mora,
Michele Serros, Luis Alberto Urrea, and Nina Marie Martínez have designed forms that
represent an alter-Native worldview while successfully entering a contested marketplace.
All of the literary forms crafted by these writers form an alter-Native corpus of Chicana/o
literature. Together these Chicana/o authors work to wedge open a space for
representation in mainstream popular culture through the careful and strategic use of
innovative generic techniques.
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NOTES
1

On lotería artist Teresa Villegas’ website, she discusses the history of Don

Clemente’s original deck of lotería cards:
The most recognized version of lotería is the “Don Clemente Gallo”
rendition introduced in mexico [sic] in 1887 by the French businessman,
Don Clemente Jacques. He purchased a manufacturing plant in Mexico to
produce many items including packaged food products, corks for bottles,
and ammunition. In their printing press section they produced labels for
the packaged food, invitations, party favors, and the game La Lotería. The
owners today of Don Clemente Gallo Pasatiempos, have continued this
version through three generations. Throughout the past hundred years, the
original artwork found on its 54 cards, has remained the same. Don
Clemente Gallo Pasatiempos own the registered trademark of the original
images, including the most famous and better known images that have
existed. As Mexican culture spread across the border, so did the demand
for the game within the United States. The original Don Clemente Gallo
Lotería game can be purchased today not only in Mexico but also in the
United States.
Villegas herself has created her own version of La Lotería. Her installation art exhibit
“La Lotería: An Exploration of Mexico,” has toured around the United States, and in
2004 she published a small gift book of her images through the University of Arizona
Press called Lotería. See Villegas, “La Lotería: An Exploration of México: An
236

Installation of Paintings by Teresa Villegas.” La Lotería n.d. 21 July 2009 <http://
www.teresavillegas.com/ll_home.html>.
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